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ABSTRACT
The emergence of electronic commerce has led more and more companies to, in 
addition to using resellers, add the Internet to sell directly to its end customers, 
something that inevitably will create channel conflict. The way companies handle 
such conflict is considered an important success factor. The importance of this 
issue, along with the lack of research focusing upon it, created the foundation for 
this study. In addition to the dysfunctional aspects of conflict, this study aimed at 
capturing the functional aspects of conflict as perceived by management. Hence, 
the research problem of this thesis was to explore and describe managers’ 
perspectives on conflict in multiple marketing channels, with a focus on the 
Internet.

Based on the literature review, a frame of reference was created comprising both 
text and a graphical display, which defined the boundaries of this research. An 
interview guide with open-ended questions was then developed from the frame of 
reference to address the following issues: 1) the causes of channel conflict; 2) how 
the seriousness of channel conflict can be assessed; and 3) the approaches that can 
be used to reduce channel conflict. A qualitative research approach was adopted 
and case studies were conducted. The empirical data were collected through 
personal interviews at Ducati and Scandinavian Airlines. 

Even though the respondents described some channel conflict, it must be noted 
that the management of both companies emphasized that they have a very good 
working relationship with their resellers, although on rare occurrence they have 
encountered problems. Furthermore, although they had experienced some conflict 
due to the addition of the Internet, there was no more channel conflict because of 
the Internet than before that channel was added. In addition, the Internet can in 
fact reduce channel conflict, as both companies referred to the use of an Extranet 
for this purpose. Results from this study also indicate that one of the generally 
accepted causes of channel conflict—differing perceptions of reality—should be 
replaced with communication problems, since differing perceptions of reality seem 
to be the result of poor communication. Moreover, when assessing whether a 
channel conflict has positive or negative implications for a company, it seems that 
one important factor to look at is its impact on the company’s brand. 
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1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter will serve as an introduction to the purpose of this thesis, which is to explore 
and describe managers’ perspectives on conflict in multiple marketing channels, with a focus 
on the Internet. Definitions of some key issues will be provided. The chapter ends with a 
specification of the research problem, delimitations, and an overview of the disposition of this 
thesis.

1.1 Introduction
he Internet1 has changed the way people all over the world view 
communication, entertainment, buying and selling. They can 
telecommute, educate themselves at their own pace, and perform a 

number of retail activities, such as banking, travel planning and comparison 
shopping for anything from anywhere, at any time, from the comfort of their 
home or office. The concept that describes this process of buying, selling, or 
exchanging goods, services and information via computer networks, including the 
Internet, is called electronic commerce or, more popularly, e-commerce (e.g. 
Turban, King, Lee, Warkentin, & Chung, 2002). 

The emergence of e-commerce has created a new business paradigm, one that 
presents marketers with striking opportunities, including reduced costs, access to 
new market segments and the ability to provide information worldwide on a 
continuous basis (Webb, 2002). Even so, e-commerce does not come without 
problems. That is, the addition of the Internet has made channel conflict the top 
issue for many businesses today (Gilbert & Bacheldor, 2000). The way in which 
businesses manage this channel conflict is an important factor in their success 
(Webb, 2002). Consequently, a particularly important aspect of e-commerce is its 
impact on marketing channels2 (ibid.).

1.2 The Internet as a Marketing Channel 
lthough the Internet is an entirely new marketing channel3 it shares many 
of its characteristics with other conventional marketing channels (Peterson, 
Balasubramanian, & Bronnenberg, 1997). However, there are some 

exceptions. Some of the unique characteristics of the Internet marketing channel, 
compared to traditional marketing channels, include the ability to inexpensively 
store vast amounts of information; the availability of inexpensive means of 
searching, organising and disseminating such information; interactivity and the 

                                           
1 In this thesis, the ‘Internet’ refers to the interconnected system of networks, including the 
information-exchange service World Wide Web that connects computers around the world. 
2 Authors writing about channels of distribution from a marketing perspective use the terms 
distribution channels and marketing channels interchangeably.  
3 Marketing channels will be defined in Section 1.2.1 
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ability to supply information on demand; the ability to provide perceptual 
experiences far superior to a printed catalogue; the ability to mediate transactions; 
and the relatively low entry and setting up costs for sellers (Peterson et al., 1997; 
Kiang, Raghu, & Shang, 2000). 

Pitt, Berthon and Berthon (1999) discuss the irrelevance of location, the homogenization 
of time and the death of distance. The irrelevance of location means that any screen-based 
activity can be operated from anywhere in the world. Amazon.com 
(www.amazon.com), for instance, supplies books to customers located anywhere, 
from book suppliers located anywhere. Neither the customers nor the publishers 
care about the location of Amazon.com. What Amazon.com is selling is not books; 
it sells information about books, with a vast selection and a delivery system. 
Amazon.com keeps few, if any, books in stock, yet paradoxically stores them all. 
The homogenization of time intends that a web site is always open. Sellers do not 
have to be awake to serve customers, and in the Christmas rush, for instance, 
customers do not have to queue up in order to purchase gifts. Time can thus be 
made uniformly consistent, or homogenized, for all buyers and sellers. The death of 
distance refers to the ability of the Internet to serve as a physical distribution channel 
for digital products, such as pictures, videos, sound and words. In such cases, the 
costs of distribution will not be affected by distance (ibid.). 

One of the main assumptions regarding the Internet is that in many cases it will 
eliminate the use of intermediaries (cf. Pitt et al., 1999). Intermediaries, however, 
perform a number of activities that are not easily duplicable by manufacturers, such 
as holding inventory immediately available when customers want it, providing 
assortments that allow one-stop shopping providing services, including personal 
assistance, dressing rooms, repair services and return services (Levy & Weitz, 2004). 
Besides the provision of an assortment that allows one-stop shopping, those 
activities cannot be fully provided by the Internet marketing channel alone. 
Therefore, apart from the distribution of digital products, the Internet marketing 
channel probably will not eliminate or serve as a substitute for conventional retail 
channels (Peterson et al., 1997). Thus, in most cases, companies will add the 
Internet to existing marketing channels, thereby employing multiple marketing 
channels. Before a discussion on the use of more than one marketing channel, 
definitions of marketing channels and multiple marketing channels will be 
provided.

1.2.1 Definition of Marketing Channels 
Authors writing about channels of distribution from a marketing perspective use 
the terms distribution channels and marketing channels interchangeably. Stern and 
El-Ansary (1977, p. 4), for instance, describe a “marketing or distribution channel” 
as “an inter-organization system comprised of a set of interdependent institutions 
and agencies involved with the task of moving anything of value from its point of 
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conception, extraction, or production to points of consumption.” Coughlan, 
Anderson, Stern and El-Ansary (2001, p. 3), on the other hand, solely employ the 
term marketing channel: “A marketing channel is a set of interdependent 
organizations involved in the process of making a product or service available for 
use or consumption.” O’Connor and Frew (2002, p. 33), when writing about the 
Internet, use the term distribution channel, and define it as a mechanism that 
provides “sufficient information to the right people at the right time and in the 
right place to allow a purchase decision to be made, and also allows the consumer 
to make a reservation and pay for the required product.” 

The activities or functions of a marketing channel that produce the service output 
demanded by end-users are labelled marketing flows (Vaile, Grether, & Cox, 1952). 
Eight generic marketing flows exist, namely; physical possession, ownership, promotion, 
negotiation, financing, risking, ordering and payment (ibid.). Physical possession refers to 
all storage activities, including the transportation between two channel members 
(Coughlan et al., 2001). Ownership refers to the transfer of ownership from one 
organisation or person to another. Promotion flows include, for instance, personal 
selling, media advertising, sales promotions, publicity, etc. Negotiation refers to the 
effort to reach a final agreement on prices and other terms, so that the delivery can 
be realised. Financing refers to the terms of sale when selling an offering, such as 
payment in thirty days, while risking is concerned with price guarantees, warranties, 
insurance, repair, after-sales service, etc. Ordering and payment are the flows 
concerned with the actual purchase and payment of the offering. Sometimes, more 
than one channel member is needed in order to perform all these flows (ibid.).

The definitions of Stern and El-Ansary (1977) and Coughlan et al. (2001) postulate 
that marketing channels are inter-organisational arrangements. Today, though, 
direct marketing channels, including the Internet, compete against, becomes a 
substitute for, or complement conventional retail channels (Balasubramanian, 
1998). The definition of O’Connor and Frew (2002) was used to describe the 
Internet as a distribution channel. Their definition, however, is too narrow, since it 
is limited to consumers, and does not include the actual delivery to customers. 
Moreover, in this thesis, the term marketing channels will be used, as it implies 
that issues will be addressed from a marketing perspective. Hence, the following 
definition will be employed: 

A marketing channel is defined as a system involved with the task of, either directly or 
indirectly, making anything of value available for use or consumption.

This definition does not exclude any of the eight flows described above. In 
addition, if a marketing channel cannot perform those flows on its own, they can 
be done indirectly by the use of another marketing channel. For instance, when 
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distributing non-digital products bought on the Internet, the actual delivery, i.e. 
physical acquisition of the product, will be handled indirectly. 

Besides the Internet, marketing channels comprise a variety of retail formats, 
company sales forces, distributors, agents, call centres and catalogues. These can be 
classified into direct marketing channels and indirect marketing channels. Direct
marketing channels refers to marketing channels directly from the company to the 
customers, e.g. the Internet, the company sales force, etc. Indirect marketing 
channels, on the contrary, refers to the use of another company in order to reach 
the customers, e.g. distributors, agents, etc. When adding an online presence to an 
existing channel, businesses become multiple marketing channel entities. So, how 
can multiple marketing channels be defined? 

1.2.2 Definition of Multiple Marketing Channels 
The terminology to describe what in this thesis is referred to as multiple marketing 
channels has varied considerably in the marketing literature, ranging from 
multimarketing (Weigand, 1977), dual distribution (Stern & El-Ansary, 1988), 
multichannel marketing systems (Kotler, 1988), dual-multiple channels (Frazier, 
Sawhney, & Shervani, 1990), hybrid marketing systems (Moriarty & Moran, 1990) 
and hybrid distribution system (Webb, 1997) to multiple channels (Frazier, 1999). 
Among the terms that are defined, some important differences exist.  

Some of the definitions include the term “same basic product,” or variations on 
that theme: multimarketing occurs “when a company uses separate channels to sell 
the same product to markets differing in some important way” (Weigand, 1977, p. 
98); “The term dual distribution describes a wide variety of marketing arrangements 
by which a manufacturer or a wholesaler reaches its final markets by employing 
two or more different types of channels for the same basic product” (Stern & El-
Ansary, 1988, p. 403), and when “more than one primary channel is used to sell 
the same product line to the same target market”, businesses use multiple channels
(Frazier, 1999, p. 232). 

Kotler (1988, p. 368) focuses on the targeting of customers; multichannel marketing
takes place when “a single firm uses two or more marketing channels to reach one 
or more customer segments”. Webb (1997, p. 39) also focuses on targeting 
customers, but also includes customer needs; a hybrid distribution system “is defined 
as a multichannel arrangement characterized by the execution of distribution tasks 
among a combination of distinct channels, direct and/or indirect, resulting in a 
variety of marketing mix offerings designed to satisfy the needs of diverse target 
market segments.” In addition, in certain instances, “two or more of the 
distribution channels used by the supplier firm may cover the same target 
segment(s), although such overlap in the marketplace is not necessarily by design” 
(Webb, 1997, p. 2). This definition takes notice of the fact that some companies 
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use a mix of both direct and indirect channels in order to best serve customers. It 
also captures the possibility of targeting the same customer segment(s) with more 
than one marketing channel, an issue which Alba et al. (1997), among others, state 
is of extra concern since the introduction of the Internet. It further includes the 
possibility to sell different product versions or brands in different channels, 
strategies that will be discussed further in Chapter 2. However, following the 
discussion regarding marketing channels and distribution channels in Section 1.2.1, 
the term multiple marketing channels will be used in this thesis. Accordingly: 

Multiple marketing channels are defined as a multi-channel arrangement characterized by the 
execution of distribution tasks among a combination of distinct channels, direct and/or 
indirect, resulting in a variety of marketing mix offerings designed to satisfy the needs of 
diverse target market segments. Two or more of the marketing channels used by the supplier 
firm may cover the same target segment(s), although such overlap in the marketplace is not 
necessarily by design.

So, why do companies employ multiple marketing channels? 

1.3 Advantages with Multiple Marketing Channels 
ompanies use multiple marketing channels, among other things, in order 
to cut costs and increase sales growth through an extended market 
coverage (Moriarty & Moran, 1990). One of the advantages with multiple 

marketing channels is that each channel presents a set of unique characteristics, 
which offers businesses the opportunity to adapt to changing customer needs and 
purchasing patterns. Consequently, multiple marketing channels are needed when 
customers have different service needs, when customers respond differently to 
promotion, or when customers’ price responses differ (Anderson, Day, & Rangan, 
1997; Frazier, 1999). In other words, different customers with different buying 
behaviours will use the channels that best serve their needs. When purchasing, 
customers can move from one channel to another at different stages of a single 
transaction. The integration of the Internet channel and a physical channel has 
been illustrated by Steinfield, Bouwman and Adelaar (2002), see Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1 Use of Physical and Virtual Channels in an Integrated Click-and-
Mortar Business (Steinfield, Bouwman & Adelaar, 2002, p. 94) 

C
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For instance, a customer might gather information about a product online (A1), 
purchase it in a physical outlet (B0) and obtain after-sales service online (C1). The 
more integrated the channels become, the more paths are possible. Forrester (2004) 
found that 65 percent of all US online consumers who have researched a product 
online purchased the same product offline. Almost half of these consumers 
preferred the offline channel, since they wanted to see the item before purchasing 
it. Some multiple channel businesses, i.e. Eddie Bauer (www.eddiebauer.com), 
even give customers the option to return items, bought through the Web or the 
catalogue, by mail or in any of their physical stores. There are several reasons for 
offering this service; it offers an enormous convenience to web shoppers, an 
advantage that pure Internet-based companies cannot match, and helps the physical 
stores by getting more customers through the door (Gulati & Garino, 2000). In 
addition, customers purchasing through multiple channels spend more than their 
single-channel counterparts (Ashcraft, 2001). Once in stores, besides purchasing the 
product they originally researched online, multiple channel shoppers on average 
spend more than 30 percent extra on impulse buying (Forrester, 2004). 

As can be seen, multiple marketing channels present several advantages both for 
managers and customers. So, what can a multiple marketing channel system look 
like?

1.3.1 Illustrative Example of a Multiple Marketing Channel System 
An example of a multiple marketing channel system is depicted in Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2 Example of a Multiple Marketing Channel System 

Mattel, the toy manufacturer, seems to work in this way when selling some of its 
Fisher-Price toys. For example, in November 2004, Sesame Street E-L-M-O was 
available for US$ 30 at Mattel’s Fisher-Price online web site (www.fisher-
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pricestore.com), and also, for the same price, in Fisher-Price’s print catalogue. It 
can also be bought through indirect marketing channels; at www.buy.com, a pure 
Internet retailer, for US$ 24.99; at www.toysrus.com, the online business of Toys 
R Us, for US$ 19.95; at www.walmart.com, the online business of Wal-Mart, for 
US$ 19.72; and probably also in the physical stores of both Toys R Us and Wal-
Mart.

Even though businesses might benefit from the use of multiple marketing channels, 
the system presents some challenges as well. 

1.4 Challenges with Multiple Marketing Channels 
hen businesses introduce the Internet channel, channel conflict will 
occur (e.g. Smith, Bailey, & Brynjolfsson, 1999), since traditional 
channels will feel threatened by the online e-commerce effort 

(Friedman & Furey, 1999). This is understandable, because adding the Internet 
makes the company’s Internet channel a competitor for its physical channel(s) 
(Smith et al., 1999). There is a great fear of alienating resellers among companies 
that are establishing e-commerce sites, and especially among those that are 
establishing direct links to customers for the first time (Gilbert & Bacheldor, 2000). 
The only greater fear is to have no e-commerce presence at all (ibid.).  

There are situations, though, in which channel conflict can be functional. Without 
conflict, systems can become passive, non-innovative, and, eventually, non-viable 
(Stern & Heskett, 1969). Channel conflict can even motivate channel members to 
adapt, grow and seize new opportunities (Stern & El-Ansary, 1988). In addition, a 
company with no revenue in conflict may be sacrificing coverage, thereby failing 
to attract new customers (Moriarty & Moran, 1990). According to Friedman and 
Furey (1999), channel conflict between a company’s direct channels is a 
manageable problem. Such conflict is just another way of saying that the 
manufacturer offers customers multiple purchasing opportunities. The growth of 
one channel at the expense of another direct channel will have no net negative 
effect on revenue. Their conclusion, therefore, is that the only channel conflict to 
care about is conflict between a manufacturer’s direct channels and its resellers 
(ibid.). Webb (2002), on the other hand, states that conflict both among groups 
within the supplier firm and between two separate organisations is equally 
important, since conflict in one setting is likely to result in conflict in the other. 
Accordingly, channel conflict, regardless of setting, should not be ignored.  

The reason for this is that conflict is direct, personal and opponent-centred 
behaviour, and can therefore soon degenerate into actions intended to destroy, 
injure, or impede another party in an interdependent relationship (Reve & Stern, 

W
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1979; Stern & El-Ansary, 1988). Such dysfunctional4 conflict can be harmful, since 
conflicting objectives of various channels might lead to internal conflicts over 
customers, raising the potential for customer confusion and dissatisfaction that, in 
the end, will lead to declining profitability for the company (Cespedes & Corey, 
1990; Moriarty & Moran, 1990). Consequently, channel conflict is stated to be the 
most serious issue facing management in its online sales strategy, according to a 
survey among fifty consumer-goods manufacturers conducted by Forrester (Gilbert 
& Bacheldor, 2000). 

1.4.1 Channel Conflict Defined 
While several definitions of channel conflict have been offered in the literature 
(e.g. Stern & Gorman, 1969; Lusch, 1976; Robicheaux & El-Ansary, 1976; Stern 
& El-Ansary, 1977; Gaski, 1984; Coughlan et al., 2001), the common theme is 
that channel conflict exists within the channel if one channel member perceives 
another channel member to be engaged in behaviour that prevents or impedes it 
from attaining its goal(s). Since the meaning of the definitions is in essence the 
same, the most recent definition of channel conflict, provided by Coughlan et al. 
(2001, p. 238), will be used in this thesis: 

“Channel conflict arises when the behavior of a channel member is in opposition to its 
channel counterpart. It is opponent centered and direct, in which the goal or object sought is 
controlled by the counterpart.” 

The avoidance of channel conflict is critical for click-and-mortar companies if they 
are to achieve the possible benefits of multiple marketing channels. It is, therefore, 
important to identify how it can be avoided, and how cooperative behaviour can 
be encouraged (Steinfield et al., 2002).

1.5 Research Problem 
n Chapter 1, it has been established that the emergence of e-commerce has led 
more businesses to add the Internet to their existing marketing channels. The 
advantages for businesses with multiple marketing channels are striking, such as 

reduced costs, increased market coverage and increased sales (e.g. Moriarty & 
Moran, 1990; Forrester, 2004). However, multiple marketing channels present 
challenges as well. With the addition of the Internet channel, channel conflict will 
follow (Smith et al., 1999). Although some conflict can be functional, it soon can 
degenerate into actions intended to destroy, injure, or impede another party in an 
interdependent relationship (Stern & El-Ansary, 1988). Such dysfunctional channel 
conflict can be harmful, as it raises the potential for customer confusion and 
dissatisfaction, which, eventually, leads to declining profitability for the company 

                                           
4 Dysfunctional is used in the sense of having disadvantageous or unwanted consequences (cf. 
Gattorna, 1978), i.e. in this thesis dysfunctional and dangerous conflict will be treated as synonyms. 
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(e.g. Moriarty & Moran, 1990). Accordingly, channel conflict seems to be the 
most serious concern for management when adding the Internet channel (Gilbert 
& Bacheldor, 2000).

Academic research, however, offers few insights to managers on how to handle 
channel conflict resulting from the addition of the Internet channel, as the topic 
has received minimal attention despite repeated calls for such research (cf. Frazier, 
1999; Mols, 2000; Steinfield et al., 2002; Webb, 2002; Webb & Hogan, 2002; 
Rangaswamy & Van Bruggen, 2005). Nevertheless, as Menon, Bharadwaj and 
Howell (1996, p. 299) state, by “examining only dysfunctional conflict and 
ignoring functional conflict, empirical research in marketing has presented only 
part of the story”. Therefore, besides the dysfunctional aspects of conflict, this 
research will aim at capturing the functional aspects of conflict as perceived by 
management. Hence, the research problem of this thesis is: 

1.6 Delimitations
his study will investigate managers’ perspectives on conflict in multiple 
marketing channels with a focus on the Internet. Even though it would be 
interesting to investigate the perspectives of managers from both the 

producer and reseller sides in multiple marketing channel systems, this is not 
possible due to time constraints. Since producers are most important to study, as 
they are the ones deciding the design of their companies’ channel strategy, this 
study will be limited to exploring and describing producers’ perspectives on 
conflict in multiple marketing channels with a focus on the Internet. 

1.7 Disposition of Thesis 
n this section, the disposition of this thesis is provided (see Figure 1.3, p. 10).
Chapter 1 serves as an introduction to the research problem, and results in a 
presentation of the research problem. Chapter 2, the literature review, provides 

an overview of theories corresponding to the research problem. Chapter 3 contains 
the research questions, and a conceptual framework. Chapter 4 discusses different 
methodological questions and approaches, and is aimed at giving a description of 
the methodology used in order to answer the research questions posed in Chapter 
3. Chapter 5 contains a presentation of the empirical findings, while Chapter 6 
provides the analysis of these findings. Finally, Chapter 7 presents the conclusions 
drawn from this research, followed by implications both for managers and for 
future research. 

T

I

To explore and describe managers’ perspectives on conflict in multiple marketing channels 
with a focus on the Internet
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Figure 1.3 Disposition of Thesis 
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2 MANAGING MULTIPLE MARKETING CHANNELS
This chapter will start with a presentation of the causes of channel conflict, the issues involved 
in channel conflict, and a review of theories on how to measure such conflict. The chapter will 
end with a review of relevant approaches that are suggested to be used in order to minimise 
channel conflict when adding the Internet. 

As early as 1969, Stern and Heskett recognized that in order to be able to prescribe 
how channel conflict can be reduced or resolved, an analysis of its causes has to be 
done.

2.1 Causes of Channel Conflict 
auses are the underlying bases of conflict of which the parties in conflict 
may not even be aware (Ong, Elliott, & Armstrong, 1990). Stern and 
Heskett (1969), in a conceptual paper, proposed three primary causes of 

conflict, i.e. goal incompatibility, domain conflicts and differing perceptions of reality.
These causes are still described as the major causes of conflict in marketing 
channels (cf. Coughlan et al., 2001).  

Goal incompatibility, and subsequent conflict, is very common (Coughlan et al., 
2001), i.e. the goals of one channel member very often are not compatible with 
the goals of another channel member (Stern & Heskett, 1969; Schmidt & Kochan, 
1972; Kochan, Huber, & Cummings, 1975; Perry & Levine, 1976). With the use 
of resellers, this becomes even more apparent. Even though the use of resellers is 
much cheaper and offers the business greater flexibility in comparison to a 
business-owned sales force (e.g. Friedman & Furey, 1999), coordinating 
relationships with the resellers is a challenge, as they are independent businesses 
with multiple suppliers and product lines (Coughlan et al., 2001). Both the reseller 
and the supplier want to maximise their profits. However, their ideas of how this 
should be accomplished differ (Friedman & Furey, 1999). For the reseller it could 
mean charging customers more, while at the same time holding down expenses. 
The supplier, on the other hand, wants to see the reseller do almost exactly the 
reverse (Coughlan et al., 2001). Accordingly, conflict issues might include whether 
prices and service are being maintained at “reasonable” levels (Reve & Stern, 
1979).

Domain conflicts often occur when one channel member perceives that the other is 
not taking proper care of its responsibilities within its domain. This can mean 
doing the job in the wrong way, not doing the job at all, or trying to do another 
channel member’s job (Coughlan et al., 2001). Stern and El-Ansary (1992) assert 
that the four critical elements of a channel domain are the population to be served, 
the territory to be covered, the functions or tasks to be performed and the 
technology employed. Conflict issues might include who has the right to represent 

C
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a particular product within a given territory (Stern & El-Ansary, 1977; Reve & 
Stern, 1979; Magrath & Hardy, 1987). That is, when manufacturers use several 
marketing channels simultaneously, channels sometimes find themselves competing 
to reach the same set of customers. This might lead to distributors and dealers 
being bypassed via direct selling, something that almost certainly will cause channel 
conflict (Magrath & Hardy, 1987; Bucklin, Thomas-Graham, & Webster, 1997). 
Another common conflict reason is pre- and post-sales support; that is, marketing 
channels argue over who should do it, how it should be done, and how they 
should be compensated. A further conflict reason is inventory, since suppliers often 
consider it a reseller’s duty to carry a large inventory, while resellers instead want 
to be restocked quickly from a central location (Coughlan et al., 2001). 

Even though individual goals within the marketing system may correspond with 
each other, and domains may be well defined, channel conflict still may occur, due 
to differing perceptions of reality, i.e. channel members having conflicting perceptions 
of the same situation (Stern & Heskett, 1969). This is an important source of 
conflict, because it indicates that there will be differing actions in response to the 
same situation, something that will frustrate channel members and produce 
conflict. One major reason for such misperception is that different channel 
members are exposed to varying information and influences, giving them different 
pieces of the overall picture (Coughlan et al., 2001). In order to achieve needed 
coordination among channel members, good communication within the channel is 
necessary (Mohr & Nevin, 1990). Too much communication is just as bad as too 
little, since too much contact can overload channel members and have 
dysfunctional consequences. Therefore, one should examine communication in 
terms of the amount of contact in relation to the amount of contact necessary to 
conduct activities adequately (ibid.).  

It must be noted, though, that when studying the above described causes of 
channel conflict, Rosenberg and Stern (1971) were not able to support the conflict 
causes for each of their researched dyads (manufacturer-distributors, distributors-
dealers and manufacturer-dealers); each cause, however, was significant in at least 
two dyads. Examples of conflict issues used in their questionnaire are presented in 
Appendix 1.

Etgar (1979), on the other hand, discusses the causes of conflict in terms of 
attitudinal or structural causes. Attitudinal causes are associated with disagreements 
about channel roles, expectations, perceptions and channel communications. Role refers to 
the behaviour that is prescribed for a certain job position. Conflict can emerge if a 
person does not act in accordance with an established role, or when channel roles 
are not well defined for all channel members. Expectations among channel members 
can be different due to differences in information availability, information 
processing capacities, or experience. Channel members also may have different 
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perceptions of the channel and its environment. For instance, dealers may not pay 
attention to conditions in markets in which they do not operate, while 
manufacturers may emphasize the broader implications of inter-channel 
competition and demand. Communication refers to the fact that in a marketing 
channel there is constant communication. Information about new products, 
promotional campaigns, technical innovations, etc., has to be transferred from the 
producer to the resellers, while resellers have to inform the producer about market 
conditions, customers’ reactions to products and so on. When communication is 
not working properly, misunderstandings will occur, incorrect strategies will be 
implemented, and mutual feelings of frustration will arise (ibid.).

Structural causes consist of three sets of factors: goal divergence, competition for scarce 
resources and drive for autonomy (Etgar, 1979). Goal divergence as a cause of conflict has 
already been described earlier in this section. Competition for scarce resources occurs 
when the demand for resources in a channel exceeds the available supply for 
resources. For instance, different channel members, such as dealers and wholesalers, 
may compete for exclusive rights to a special market. Drive for autonomy means that 
one party tries to exercise control of another party, such as a manufacturer 
attempting to control retailers’ pricing through suggested retail price lists (ibid.). In 
his research, Etgar (1979) found that conflict was primary generated by attitudinal 
factors.

What Etgar (1979) refers to as drive for autonomy is referred to by other authors as 
power (e.g. Hunt & Nevin, 1974). Power can be described as the ability to get 
someone to do something he/she would not have done otherwise (Gaski, 1984). 
Power in a channel relationship received considerable attention during the 1970s. 
Of those who recognise a connection between power and conflict, not all share 
the same perspective. Some researchers claim that conflicts arise in a channel due 
to superiors attempting to control the behaviour of subordinates, who resist such 
control, while other researchers view power as a result of, or response to, conflict. 
But most researchers acknowledge that there is a causal relationship between 
power and conflict and that it can, and does, proceed in either direction (ibid.).  

The above mentioned conflict causes were all identified before the Internet even 
existed. So, what are the causes when adding the Internet? 

2.1.1 Causes of Channel Conflict and the Internet Marketing Channel 
Goal, domain and differing perceptions of reality conflicts all can arise when an online 
channel is created alongside, for instance, a bricks-and-mortar retail channel 
(Coughlan et al., 2001). Three different situations in which conflicts can occur due 
to online sales are depicted in Figure 2.1 (see p. 14) (Coughlan et al., 2001).
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Figure 2.1 Dual Distribution with On-line Selling: Channel Structure Options
(Coughlan et al., 2001, p. 463) 
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In case (a), the manufacturer itself creates a company-owned online presence, in 
direct competition to its traditional reseller channel. Tupperware, for instance, sells 
its plastic containers in this way, i.e. both through independent direct sales people, 
and also on the Internet. In this case, disintermediation is said to occur, i.e. the 
intermediary is being bypassed by the manufacturer. In case (b), besides selling 
though its standard channel(s), the manufacturer decides to sell through a pure 
Internet retailer, i.e. a retailer that does not possess any physical stores. Callaway 
Golf Clubs, for instance, can be bought at buy.com, a pure Internet retailer. Case 
(c) describes the situation when the manufacturer’s reseller starts up its own online 
operations. A book publisher selling through Barnes & Noble is an example of this 
situation. Of course, any combination of these online strategies is possible (ibid.). 

Case (a) and the Causes of Channel Conflict 
When adding the Internet channel, goal conflict can occur if the manufacturer wants 
to maximize its profits over its totality of marketing channels, one of which is the 
online channel, since the Internet channel may offer the manufacturer a higher 
margin on sales than the traditional bricks-and-mortar channel (Coughlan et al., 
2001). In addition, in order to cover the costs of establishing and operating the 
new channel, customers may have to be pushed to buy directly from the online 
channel, rather than through the resellers (ibid.). 

As the Internet allows businesses to establish a direct channel to customers, the 
emergence of e-commerce has made domain conflicts an even more burning issue 
(Alba et al., 1997). That is, a manufacturer selling online may directly cannibalize 
the customers of the bricks-and-mortar channel, thereby causing conflict over the 
population to be served (Coughlan et al., 2001). The bricks-and-mortar channel, 
of course, is convinced that the customers who chose to shop online at the 
manufacturer’s site would have shopped in the physical store if the web site did not 
exist. Furthermore, the Internet pushes old territorial borders aside, since it can 
take away business from anywhere in the market area served by the bricks-and-
mortar channel, thereby causing domain conflict over territorial rights (ibid.)  

Domain conflicts over the functions and duties to be performed by channel 
members also can arise when the company sells through a company-owned 
Internet channel (Coughlan et al., 2001). A customer can visit a bricks-and-mortar 
store, inspect the product, ask the personnel some questions about the product, 
check the price, and then buy the product online. This is a classic example of free-
riding, since the bricks-and-mortar retailer bears the cost of serving the customer, 
but receives no compensation for it, because it does not get the sale on the 
product. A further domain conflict is possible if a customer who has bought from 
the manufacturer’s Internet channel decides to return the product, and tries to do 
so at a bricks-and-mortar retailer. Generally, the retailer will not agree to 
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repurchase the item, since otherwise it will bear a cost without compensation 
(ibid.).

Differing perceptions of reality also frequently occur between manufacturers and 
resellers in case (a) (Coughlan et al., 2001). Manufacturers often believe that they 
are just expanding the market reach, generating sales from consumers who cannot 
or will not purchase the company’s products in any other way. Actually, as many as 
38 percent of the survey respondents who spent more on holiday gifts online in 
holiday 1999 versus holiday 1998 gave as their reason that they were able to 
purchase products online that were not accessible to them near where they lived or 
worked. Even so, bricks-and-mortar resellers probably will perceive that sales made 
on the manufacturer’s web site have been stolen from them (ibid.). 

Case (b) and the Causes of Channel Conflict 
Also when the manufacturer decides not to sell online itself but to use a pure 
Internet retailer (e-tailer) instead, goal, domain and differing perceptions of reality 
conflicts might occur (Coughlan et al., 2001). In this case, however, the conflict 
might not be limited to the manufacturer and its resellers; it also might occur 
between the bricks-and-mortar retailer and its online counterpart directly. The 
two competing resellers are companies with probably very different goals. The e-
tailer often has a strong need to generate sales volume and market share in order to 
maintain its flow of venture capital, as it seeks to grow and dominate the online 
channel for its product type. Therefore, the e-tailer might cut the price, offer free 
delivery, or some other incentive in order to sell. Bricks-and-mortar resellers, on 
the other hand, focus on a shorter-term horizon for profit and cost covering, 
charge higher prices, and find it hard to compete. Free-riding is, of course, possible 
also in this channel structure. Accordingly, the bricks-and-mortar retailer faces the 
higher cost structure arising from its provision of presales service, further limiting 
its ability to compete on price with the e-tailer, who enjoys a lower marginal cost 
of sales. It should be noted that, in case (b), the manufacturer has no direct control 
of the pricing or service offered by the different resellers. The manufacturer is, 
therefore, somewhat limited in its ability to prevent channel conflict between the 
traditional retailer and the e-tailer (ibid.). 

Case (c) and the Causes of Channel Conflict 
Also in case (c), online sales occur, but here it is one of the manufacturer’s resellers 
that operates both online and through bricks-and-mortar stores (Coughlan et al., 
2001). It might seem as if this is the same conflict situation as in case (b), but there 
is a major difference; the online reseller internalises, at least in part, the negative 
effects of aggressive online competition on the bricks-and-mortar channel, because 
it too will suffer from cannibalisation of the physical store sales by the Internet 
channel. That is, charging much lower prices online will lead customers to transfer 
from the stores to the Internet channel, whereby the combination reseller 
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cannibalises itself. In addition, the combination reseller will risk confusing its 
customers if it offers different conditions in the different channels. A combination 
reseller is therefore more likely to offer a relatively fair price and conditions for its 
online offerings, in comparison to the offering it gives in its physical store. Thus, a 
bricks-and-mortar retailer faces fewer potential conflicts from a combination 
retailer than a pure Internet retailer (ibid.). 

Communication and Coordination 
Webb (1997) conducted empirical research of four companies that were using 
multiple marketing channels, including the Internet. It must be noted, though, that 
only one of the researched companies actually used the Internet as a sales channel. 
The case studies of these companies indicated that communication and 
coordination exert the most influence on conflict, and that domain similarity and 
goal incompatibility, instead of influencing conflict directly, represent types of 
issues over which conflict-related disagreements occur (Webb, 1997). 

So, this was a description of the causes of conflict when companies add the 
Internet marketing channel to existing channels. But what issues are the parties 
struggling about? 

2.2 Channel Conflict Issues When Adding the Internet 
hereas causes were described as the underlying bases of conflict, issues 
can be regarded as the symptoms of causes (Ong et al., 1990). When 
companies add the Internet marketing channel, existing business 

partners, e.g. resellers, retailers, distributors, dealers and even the internal sales 
organisation, will resist (Gilbert & Bacheldor, 2000). And why not? Each faces a 
possible loss of revenue as well as competition for ownership of customers. For 
instance, manufacturers can always price lower and, in some cases, even provide 
more efficient service than distributors, something that will cause customers to 
migrate from distributors to direct channels (Friedman & Furey, 1999). Such 
competition is often labelled cannibalization. It occurs when one marketing 
channel grows at the expense of another channel, as opposed to being incremental 
revenue for the firm (Webb, 1997). Existing business partners, therefore, will fear 
that the introduction of the Internet channel, in the end, will lead to the 
dismantling of their marketing channel (Gilbert & Bacheldor, 2000).

Multiple channels also compete with each other for internal resources like capital, 
personnel, products and technology (Webb & Hogan, 2002). For instance, a 
company’s sales force, resellers and Internet channel may have conflicting interests 
over issues related to budget allocation, revenue goals, customer assignments, 
timing and nature of advertising, promotional support and pricing (Webb, 2002). 

W
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When researching a hosiery company using multiple marketing channels, including 
the Internet, Webb (1997) found pricing, product availability, customer assignment, 
promotion, resource allocation and the reward system to be channel conflict generators. 
Pricing refers to different price levels, and the use of coupons, in different channels. 
Product availability means that certain hot items were not available in all channels, 
due to supply and demand. Customer assignment refers to the fact that there were 
cross-overs between different channels, e.g. customers shopping in outlets and also 
department stores. Promotion applies to the inequality of expenditures on 
promotion for each channel. Resource allocation relates to both manufacturing and 
financial constraints. The hosiery company used two separate brands, and 
sometimes both brands needed access to the plants simultaneously, something that 
caused resource constraints. The reward system caused conflict, since sometimes the 
objectives of the different channels were at odds with what was best for the 
corporation (ibid.). 

According to Webb (1997), of all these conflict issues, there is evidence of pricing 
being the largest generator of channel conflict. For instance, the hosiery company’s 
two different brand name groups frequently expressed frustration over discounted 
prices offered by the Internet marketing channel. They believed that such tactics 
had a negative impact on both their sales and the image of their brands (ibid.).

In seeking to build and manage multiple marketing channels, managers must first 
acknowledge and communicate the existence of channel conflict. Thereafter, the 
gravity of the conflict should be assessed (Moriarty & Moran, 1990). 

2.3 Assessing the Seriousness of Channel Conflict 
hen the level of channel conflict is assessed, it is often considered as a 
state, although it is also a process, consisting of episodes or incidents 
(Coughlan et al., 2001). Rosenberg and Stern (1971) have developed a 

simplified model of this process. Even though the authors do not explain all the 
different parts of the model, they say it is based on evidence from a review of the 
multidisciplinary conflict and channels literature, and emphasizes the major aspects 
of the conflict process, see Figure 2.2, p. 19.

Each conflict situation will be interpreted by channel members based on the 
history of their relationship, i.e. if conflict frequently occurs in the channel 
relationship, each new conflict situation will judged by a channel member as if its 
counterpart is incompetent, operates in bad faith and so on (Coughlan et al., 2001). 
One of the characteristics of dysfunctional conflict is that, as time goes on, it is 
difficult to say what the conflict is about (Mack & Snyder, 1957). A positive 
relationship history, on the contrary, creates a positive future, since a conflict 
incident will be de-emphasised or tolerantly interpreted (Coughlan et al., 2001). 

W
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Figure 2.2 The Intrachannel Conflict Process (Rosenberg & Stern, 1971, p. 438)

Four questions should be answered by management in order to get a better 
understanding of which channel conflicts are really dangerous: 1) Are the channels 
really serving the same customers? 2) Do channel members mistakenly believe the channels 
are competing when they actually are benefiting from each other? 3) Is the deteriorating 
profitability of a complaining channel genuinely the result of another channel’s advance? and 
4) Will a channel’s decline necessarily harm the company’s profits? (Bucklin et al., 1997)

Are the channels really serving the same customers? What first may seem to be channel 
conflict might instead be an opportunity to grow by reaching previously unserved 
customers (ibid.). In order to find out whether this is the case or not, managers 
should find out how much revenue the company has in conflict, i.e. revenue is in 
conflict whenever two or more channels simultaneously attempt to sell the same 
product to the same customer (Moriarty & Moran, 1990). As a rule of thumb, 
destructive behaviour will occur when 10–30 percent of revenue is in conflict 
(ibid.)

Do channel members mistakenly believe the channels are competing when they actually are 
benefiting from each other? (Bucklin et al., 1997) It can seem as if new channels are in 
conflict when they actually are expanding product usage or building brand support. 
In the beginning, Nike’s opening of its NikeTown store in downtown Chicago 
was considered a major threat by resellers carrying Nike’s products. But this move 
probably was the reason for increased sales across all channels (ibid.)

Is the deteriorating profitability of a complaining channel genuinely the result of another 
channel’s advance? (Bucklin et al., 1997) Selecting the right reseller within a channel 
is often as important as determining which channels to use. When a channel is not 
able to compete any longer, poor operations, instead of conflict, may be the real 
cause. Therefore, when a weak reseller is the only one complaining about conflict, 
the manufacturer should assess the likelihood that its business will fail, and, if so, 
how much revenue that would cost. Thereafter, the manufacturer should decide 
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whether to support the threatened reseller or not. If not, management must 
develop a migration strategy to replace lost profits by using other, more viable, 
resellers. To prevent getting dependent on unsuitable resellers, manufacturers 
should monitor the operations of channel partners, and work to develop their skills 
and capabilities. It also may prove helpful to switch partners from time to time 
(ibid.)

Will a channel’s decline necessarily harm the company’s profits? (Bucklin et al., 1997) 
Sometimes economic shifts or customers’ changed preferences is the real cause for 
a channel’s decline. If a channel’s deterioration is caused by changed customer 
preferences, management must prioritize the new channel, without offending the 
declining channel. It is especially important not to provoke the declining channel if 
it continues to carry a significant volume. For instance, in the US, specialty pet 
food producers are actively aligning with two category killers, PETsMART and 
Petco, while simultaneously supporting the economics of small pet shops, since the 
latter still represent 60 percent of the specialty food volume (ibid.).

After answering the above questions, if a conflict is judged to be dysfunctional and 
a substantial amount of current or future volume passes through the offended 
channel, manufacturers must act to soothe the situation; see Figure 2.3. As a rule of 
thumb, a channel in conflict that is not in decline and carries more than 10–15 
percent of volume and/or profit needs attention (ibid.). 

Figure 2.3 Decision-Making Framework (Bucklin, Thomas-Graham & Webster, 
1997, p. 40) 
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worried (ibid.). McDonald (1999) continues that the easiest sign that channel 
conflict is exceeding appropriate levels is a higher than normal turnover rate of 
personnel and business partners. Also, by the time customers become aware of the 
conflict, it has really become serious. 

Brown and Day (1981) measured channel conflict in a manufacturer-dealership 
channel. Based on their research, Coughlan et al. (2001) assert that in order to 
diagnose the true level of channel conflict, management has to gather four kinds of 
information, i.e. counting up the issues, importance, frequency of disagreement and 
intensity of dispute.

Step 1. Counting Up the Issues: What are the major issues of relevance between two 
parties in their channel relationship? These matters should be counted up regardless 
of whether they are in dispute at the moment or not, in order to map the major 
aspects of the channel relationship. Examples of important matters might be 
inventory, allocation and delivery of products, etc. (ibid.). 

Step 2. Importance: For each issue, assess how important it is to the reseller. This 
could be done either judgmentally or by asking the reseller. For instance, resellers 
may be asked to indicate on a scale of zero to ten (very unimportant to very 
important) how important each issue is to the reseller’s profitability (ibid.). 

Step 3. Frequency of Disagreements: For each issue, assess judgementally or collect 
data on how often the parties disagree over this issue. For instance, resellers may be 
asked to recall discussions with the manufacturer over an issue during the last year, 
and to indicate on a scale of zero to ten (never to always) how frequently those 
discussions involved disagreements (ibid.).  

Step 4. Intensity of Dispute: For each issue, assess judgementally or by collecting data 
how much the two parties differ on the issue (how far apart the two parties’ 
positions are). For instance, resellers may indicate on a scale of zero to ten (not 
very intense to very intense) how strongly they disagree during a typical discussion 
with the manufacturer about the issue (ibid.).  

After being collected, these four kinds of information should be combined to form 
an index of manifest conflict for each issue: 

N

Conflict =  Importancei x Frequencyi x Intensityi
i=1

Adding their products over all the N issues (collected in step 1) forms an index of 
conflict. These estimates can be compared across resellers to assess where the most 
serious conflict occurs and why. This simple formula gives a good view of the 
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seriousness of the conflict, since it allows the diagnostician to pinpoint exactly 
where and why the two parties are in opposition. In general, the more issues 
involved in a channel relationship, the greater the risk for conflict. There is no real 
conflict over any issue, though, if the opinions of the two parties rarely differ (low 
frequency), the issue is regarded to be of no great concern (low importance), or the 
two parties do not disagree much on the issue (low intensity). That is, if any of 
these components is low, the issue involved is not a real source of conflict, 
expressed by the fact that multiplying by zero creates a product of zero (ibid.). 

Magrath and Hardy (Ref. to in Webb, 2002, p. 97) say that conflict has been 
measured empirically by the frequency and intensity of disagreements, weighted by 
the importance of the issue. That is, conflict frequency can range from minor 
disputes and occasional disagreements to long-drawn-out, bitter relations. The 
intensity of channel conflict, on the other hand, can range from easily forgotten 
minor flare-ups to major disagreements resulting in terminations or lawsuits. 
Conflict importance provides a third dimension. Altogether, the combined 
frequency, intensity and importance of disagreements makes it possible to classify 
the level of conflict as either low, medium, or high (ibid.).

Once management decides that the existing channel conflict is potentially 
dangerous, it has to decide what to do about it (Bucklin et al., 1997). 

2.4 Minimising Channel Conflict 
everal solutions to the channel conflict problem have been suggested in the 
literature. These approaches can be categorized as institutionalised, pricing,
product version, brand name, compensation and communication approaches.

2.4.1 Institutionalised Approaches to Minimise Channel Conflict 
Institutionalised approaches refers to mechanisms that diffuse disputes before they 
harden into hostile attitudes (Coughlan et al., 2001). Joint membership in trade 
associations is one such approach. Another is exchange-of-personnel programs, which 
means that personnel can be traded for a specified time period; thereby, channel 
members will be encouraged to develop solutions rather than engage in conflict. 
Co-optation is another mechanism to encourage channel cooperation (ibid.). It is 
the process of absorbing new ideas into the leadership or policy-making structure 
of an organisation (Stern & Gorman, 1969) by, for instance, bringing 
representatives of different channels together to ventilate complaints and 
suggestions (Coughlan et al., 2001). The danger with the two latter approaches, 
though, is that each side risks unintentionally revealing sensitive information. 
Third-party mechanisms, i.e. mediation and arbitration, prevent conflict from arising or 
keep conflict within bounds (ibid.). Mediation is a process whereby parties get help 
to resolve their own disputes. A third party, the mediator, attempts to secure 

S
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settlement of a dispute by, among other things, getting participants to talk to each 
other, helping them understand their problems, and suggesting possible solutions. 
The mediator typically has a fresh view of the situation and may perceive 
opportunities that the ones involved in the conflict cannot (Carver & Vondra, 
1994; Coughlan et al., 2001). In arbitration, on the other hand, a third party makes 
a decision on how to solve the conflict situation. This solution will be final and 
binding for both parties (Coughlan et al., 2001). Webb (1997), on the other hand, 
recommends that companies should use a specified protocol for communications 
when problems do arise. Strong relational norms also can be a way to prevent 
channel conflict (ibid.). Heide and John (1992) have identified three dimensions of 
relational norms, that seems to be especially important, i.e. flexibility, information 
exchange and solidarity. Flexibility refers to the willingness to adapt to changing 
circumstances, information exchanges intends the expectation that parties will 
proactively provide useful information to channel partners, while solidarity means 
that channel members mutually try to build the relationship (ibid.).  

2.4.2 Pricing Approaches to Minimise Channel Conflict 
Another suggested solution to the channel conflict problem is to deliberately set 
prices higher on the Internet than in retail stores, thereby raising awareness of the 
brand without really competing with the company’s retailers. This approach is 
utilized by the toy manufacturer Mattel, which deliberately sets prices 15 percent 
higher on the Internet than in retail stores (Webb, 2002). A similar approach is to 
charge the same prices in all channels, but to not include shipping and handling 
fees in the online channel, which in the end causes online customers to pay a 
higher price. Nike Inc., manufacturer of sneakers and other athletic gear, is an 
example of this, as it lets its customers purchase online, but at full retail price plus 
shipping and handling fees (King, 1999). 

Offering the same products in all available marketing channels at the same price is 
another suggested pricing approach to avoid channel conflict (Ancarani & Shankar, 
2004). Omnitel Vodafone, for instance, offers its services of prepaid telephone 
credit cards in its traditional channels and on its web site at the same conditions 
(Ancarani, 2002). King (1999) and Urban (2004) continue that taking business 
away from channel partners, such as retailers, by making a product available 
through the Internet at a lower price will cause channel conflict. This is supported 
by Steinfield et al. (2002) who in their research of 18 Dutch click-and-mortar 
businesses found that, almost without exception, management stated the 
importance of resisting the temptation to bypass existing channels, or else channel 
conflict would be the result. Besides, today’s shoppers want to view and touch 
products in a store and then purchase on the Internet (Ashcraft, 2001), or research 
products online and thereafter purchase them in a physical store (Forrester, 2004). 
They also want the possibility to purchase merchandise on the Web or through the 
catalogue, and then return or exchange it at a conventional store. Therefore, 
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offering clothes, for instance, at different prices in a company’s different marketing 
channels creates irritation among customers (Ashcraft, 2001).

Nevertheless, some businesses offer lower prices online than through their other 
marketing channels. Cortese and Stepanek (1998), for instance, state that airlines 
mainly use the Internet as a way to sell unfilled seats, as they routinely send out e-
mail alerts of last-minute fare specials. Other authors (e.g. Baker, Marn, & Zawada, 
2001; Pitt, Berthon, Watson, & Ewing, 2001; Ancarani, 2002; Kung, Monroe, & 
Cox, 2002; Steinfield et al., 2002), though, state that another reason for the price 
differentiation is that the airline and banking industries have been able to lower the 
costs for conventional transactions (i.e. travel agent commissions, booking fees, 
etc). Therefore, they argue, it is hardly surprising that travel businesses normally 
offer online booking discounts, and that banks normally offer lower transaction fees 
and better interest rates for customers who conduct routine banking transactions 
online. Examples of other firms that charge substantially lower prices for identical 
products on the Internet are Broderbound Software and Barnes & Noble 
(Zettelmeyer, 2000). Broderbound Software gives all customers who order on the 
firm’s Web site a US$ 5 discount per order on any of the company’s products. 
Barnes & Noble, in its physical stores, offers hardcover New York Times bestsellers 
at a 30 percent discount off the publisher’s suggested price, softcover New York 
Times bestsellers at a 20 percent discount, and other hardcover books at a 10 
percent discount, while other softcover books are not discounted. On the Internet, 
though, Barnes & Noble sells all hardcover books at a 30 percent discount and all 
softcover books at a 20 percent discount (ibid.). This is supported by Brynjolfsson 
and Smith (2000) who, in their comparison of CDs and books sold through the 
Internet channel and through conventional retailers, found that Internet retailers 
charge lower prices than conventional retailers, whether considering prices alone 
or prices including shipping fees, etc. Friberg, Ganslandt and Sandström (2000) also 
found that books and CDs are sold cheaper on the Internet (on average 15 percent 
lower); however, quite contrary to the previous study, they found that when 
purchasing a single item online, including shipping fees, the total cost for the item 
would be the same as if buying it in a conventional store.

Smith et al. (1999) suggest that companies, as another means to avoid channel 
conflict, could sell excess capacity through the Internet via auction. Airlines and 
hotels, for instance, can sell excess capacity in this way. Since the Internet channel 
then has an associated price uncertainty, customers will regard the products as 
different from those sold through physical channels (ibid.). Of course, auction 
pricing will in some cases even lead to customers paying higher prices online (Lee, 
1998).
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2.4.3 Product Version Approaches to Minimise Channel Conflict 
Multiple products or versions gives management the opportunity to target different 
market segments through different channels (Bucklin et al., 1997; King, 1999; 
Smith et al., 1999; Coughlan et al., 2001; Ancarani, 2002; Kung et al., 2002; 
Webb, 2002). Actually, the most obvious source of price dispersion, i.e. different 
prices charged for the same good at the same time, is product versions, since if the 
products compared differ in some way, customers will not be surprised if the prices 
also are different (Smith et al., 1999). In other words, by using multiple product 
versions, companies avoid offering the same product for different prices in different 
channels (e.g. Ancarani, 2002). Procter & Gamble does so, since the products that 
are sold through the company’s Internet channel are not available in its traditional 
channels (Ancarani, 2002). Mattel, the toy manufacturer, is another example of a 
company that does so, since certain hot items are not offered at all on its web site 
(Webb, 2002). An additional example is Levi Strauss & Co., which became an e-
commerce pioneer in 1998 when it launched Levi.com and offered online 
customers custom-made jeans delivered to their doorstep (Gilbert & Bacheldor, 
2000). In the beginning, channel partners were invited to sell apparel online as 
well, but in May 1999, Levi Strauss & Co. stated it alone would sell its goods 
online (Collett, 1999). However, just a year later, the company ceased selling 
online and turned all Internet sales opportunities back to retailers with Web stores, 
apparently since its relations with its retailers needed to be strengthened (Gilbert & 
Bacheldor, 2000). Yet, the product variation does not have to be that substantial; 
just by introducing minor product modifications, and by using different names 
and/or numbers, manufacturers can create the illusion of differentiation (Bucklin et 
al., 1997). This approach, however, might not be working in the Internet 
environment, since many Internet customers are using price and feature 
comparison web sites instead of relying on model numbers (ibid.).

Another approach is to offer product bundles (Alba et al., 1997). The basis for 
product bundles is to offer some complementary products that customers value, 
and that are available only separately elsewhere, if at all. This could be, for 
instance, to offer complementary recipes when selling wine online. Although the 
wine could be bought elsewhere, the customer will be ensured some satisfaction 
when serving the wine with a particular meal (ibid.).

2.4.4 Brand Name Approaches to Minimise Channel Conflict 
The use of a different brand name when offering products online is suggested in 
order to minimise channel conflict (Bucklin et al., 1997; Webb, 1997; Coughlan et 
al., 2001; Steinfield et al., 2002). One of the goals of this approach is to be able to 
compete with low-price competitors, while at the same time continue serving the 
high-price segment with the high-end product. In most cases, the price difference 
between the brands is between 30 and 40 percent (Hilleke & Butscher, 1997). A 
Dutch bicycle dealer, for instance, has developed a separate online brand that is 
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cheaper than the brands sold in its shop, since the business’s costs are lower for 
online purchases (Steinfield et al., 2002). In other words, by using a different brand 
name, competition between the channels might be reduced (Alba et al., 1997).  

However, even if an e-tailer, in order to decrease competition, chooses to 
introduce its own private label, i.e. a brand that is exclusively sold by it, such an 
approach could lose its effectiveness due to the use of comparison sites by online 
customers (ibid.). Moreover, a brand is a search attribute that assures customers of a 
certain level of product quality (Alba et al., 1997). Therefore, the choice to 
separate a brand or not in different marketing channels is largely a choice between 
flexibility and trust (Gulati & Garino, 2000). When extending an existing brand to 
the Internet, management loses flexibility, since a shared brand makes it more 
difficult to use the Internet to target a different customer segment. It also makes it 
difficult to offer different products at different prices online, since such an offer 
might leave customers confused and distrustful. On the other hand, if the brand is 
both recognized and respected, extending it to the Internet gives instant credibility 
to a web site, a competitive advantage that disappears when using a separate brand 
name (ibid.).

2.4.5 Compensation Approaches to Minimise Channel Conflict 
Control of funds offers management a powerful tool by which cooperative 
behaviour can be encouraged (Tuite, 1972). Indeed, considerable field evidence 
indicates that economic incentives are the best arguments to resolve conflict 
(Coughlan et al., 2001). Friedman and Furey (1999) even state that restructuring of 
the assignment of revenue credit is the easiest way to avoid channel conflict. In 
other words, in order to minimise dysfunctional channel conflict, it is important to 
fairly compensate offline channels (Gilbert & Bacheldor, 2000).  

Channel conflict within a company can be handled by a corporate accountant who 
allocates costs and revenues, and a human resource manager who administers 
compensation (Coughlan et al., 2001). Channel conflict between interdependent 
companies is not as easy to settle. Suppliers have not paid enough attention to 
compensation mechanisms. The growth of e-commerce will make this a more 
serious problem, since free-riding will become extremely common. To cope, 
suppliers and resellers will be forced to develop new ways of doing business, such 
as adding in flat payments (the equivalent of salary), fees for services (the equivalent 
of an expense account), or overrides, whereby one channel members is 
automatically compensated for sales made by another (the equivalent of group 
bonus) (ibid.).  

When a channel is declining, to avoid channel conflict, manufacturers could 
consider improving the economics of this channel, something that often improves 
its performance at the same time. For instance, a reseller could be offered rebates if 
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it satisfies certain requirements for value-added service, or margins could be 
adjusted between products to reflect the services offered by distributors (Bucklin et 
al., 1997). 

Some businesses offer the same prices online as their retailers do, with the 
exception of only offering discounts through the retailer channel, among other 
things, since they want to reward customers who make the effort to come to their 
stores (King, 1999; Webb, 2002). Estèe Lauder, the cosmetics manufacturer, sells 
its Clinique products in this way. That is, Estèe Lauder sells directly to online 
customers, but it does not offer the kinds of promotions that its retailers, such as 
Macy’s, run several times a year, whereby each purchase greater than US$ 15 
results in several free products (King, 1999).  

When channel members, due to the adding of a new channel, no longer perform 
all channel functions, they cannot expect to receive a traditional margin or 
commission (Coughlan et al., 2001). Instead, they should only be compensated for 
the functions they perform (ibid.). Several companies seem to use this approach. 
When Ducati sold its motorcycles online, its dealers received a commission in spite 
of their minimal involvement in the sales process (cf. Jelassi & Leenen, 2003). The 
amount of the commission, though, was almost half the usual one, since the dealers 
did not bear any marketing or inventory costs (ibid.). Sun Microsystems does not 
give its customers access to the online Sun Store unless they already have a sales 
representative, who then receives a commission on these sales (Tsay & Agrawal, 
2004). Orders places at the web site of Ethan Allen Interiors Inc. are filled at the 
nearest retail store, which receives 70 percent of the profits in exchange (ibid.). 
Former Compaq, finally, when selling personal computers directly to end 
customers, compensated its resellers with an estimated 6 percent commission for 
referring small business customers (Girishankar, 1998).  

2.4.6 Communication Approaches to Minimise Channel Conflict 
Another effective way to eliminate unwanted conflict before it even occurs is to 
clearly and explicitly communicate the role of each channel (Webb, 1997). 
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3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS & FRAME OF REFERENCE
In this chapter, based on the research problem and the literature review, the research questions 
will be developed and discussed. In the end of the chapter, a conceptual frame of reference will 
be developed, which will be used to guide the data collection. 

3.1 Research Questions 
n chapter one it was concluded that the Internet is a new marketing channel 
which offers businesses several opportunities, including the possibility to 
increase sales growth though an extended market coverage, and the possibility 

to adapt to the needs of more customers. When companies add the Internet 
channel to existing marketing channels, channel conflict seems to be the greatest 
concern (Gilbert & Bacheldor, 2000). Although not all channel conflict is 
dangerous, it can soon turn into harmful behaviour between two interdependent 
parties (Stern & El-Ansary, 1988). Such dangerous conflict is referred to as 
dysfunctional conflict in the literature (cf. Gattorna, 1978), and will, in the end, 
lead to declining profitability for the company (e.g. Moriarty & Moran, 1990). 
However, to get the full picture of channel conflict in marketing channels, it is also 
important to examine the positive aspects of channel conflict (Menon et al., 1996). 
Accordingly, the research problem of this study was stated as: 

This research problem is further developed into three research questions. 

3.1.1 Research Question One 
According to the literature (e.g. Smith et al., 1999), channel conflict will occur 
when adding the Internet to existing marketing channels. Regarding why channel 
conflict occurs when adding the Internet, three causes have been described by 
Coughlan et al. (2001), i.e. goal conflict, domain conflicts and different perceptions of 
reality. These are the same causes that Stern and Heskett (1969), described in their 
conceptual paper. However, when testing these causes empirically, Rosenberg and 
Stern (1971) were not able to reach statistical significance for all conflict causes for 
each of their researched channel relations. In addition, these causes were identified 
long before the Internet was even invented. When empirically researching the 
causes of channel conflict in multiple marketing channels including the Internet, 
Webb (1997) found indications of other causes of conflict being more influential 
on conflict than those mentioned above. Therefore, it becomes important to 
investigate the causes of channel conflict in multiple marketing channels, including 
the Internet, from a management perspective.

I

To explore and describe managers’ perspectives on conflict in multiple marketing channels 
with a focus on the Internet
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Thus, the following research question: 

3.1.2 Research Question Two 
Some authors state that channel conflict is not necessarily something negative, and 
that it in fact can have positive implications for a business (e.g. Stern & El-Ansary, 
1988; Moriarty & Moran, 1990). Furthermore, with few exceptions (cf. Bucklin et 
al., 1997; McDonald, 1999), not much is written about when channel conflict 
actually becomes dysfunctional or dangerous. Therefore, it becomes important to 
get management’s view on channel conflict; if and/or when it is regarded as 
something positive to the company, and if and/or when it is regarded as having 
dysfunctional consequences. 

Regarding what to measure in order to decide the gravity of the channel conflict, a 
number of methods have been suggested in the literature, ranging from very 
structured methods, e.g. to find out which major issues are involved in the conflict, 
weighted by importance, frequency and intensity (cf. Coughlan et al., 2001), to 
more informal methods, such as evaluating customers’ and channel members’ 
responses to the conflict (cf. Moriarty & Moran, 1990). Do managers use any of 
the methods suggested in literature to measure channel conflict, or do they utilize 
any other way to assess the seriousness of conflict?

Following the above discussion, the second research question is formulated as: 

3.1.3 Research Question Three 
If management regards the channel conflict as dangerous, it has to decide how to 
handle it (Bucklin et al., 1997). One conflict-reducing category is that of 
institutionalised approaches, which refers to mechanisms that diffuse disputes before 
they harden into hostile attitudes. The suggested institutionalised approaches range 
from exchange-of-personnel programs and third-party mechanisms to the building of 
relational norms. Even though these approaches might help in preventing or 
reducing channel conflict, they do not come without problems. For instance, as 
soon as parties from different companies get too closely together, there is a risk of 
unintentionally revealing sensitive information (Coughlan et al., 2001). 
Nevertheless, relational norms can be effective in preventing channel conflict 
(Heide & John, 1992). So, how can the institutionalised approaches utilized by 
management be described? 

How can the seriousness of channel conflict in multiple marketing channels including the 
Internet be described?

How can the causes of channel conflict in multiple marketing channels including the 
Internet be described?
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Regarding pricing approaches, different authors suggest different strategies in order to 
minimise channel conflict when adding the Internet, ranging from identical prices in 
all marketing channels (e.g. Ancarani, 2002) to higher online prices (e.g. Webb, 2002). 
However, managers do not get much help from the existing literature regarding 
the situations in which the different price levels are best utilized.  

Multiple products, versions (Bucklin et al., 1997; Ancarani, 2002), product bundles
(Alba et al., 1997) and using a different brand name when offering products online 
(e.g. Steinfield et al., 2002) also have been suggested as means to minimise channel 
conflict, since they, among other things, give management the opportunity to offer 
different prices through different marketing channels (e.g. Hilleke & Butscher, 
1997; Ancarani, 2002). It also is suggested that the product variation can consist of 
only minor modifications. At the same time, it is not clear if these approaches 
actually would work in the Internet environment, due to the use of price and 
feature comparison web sites by customers (cf. Bucklin et al., 1997). In addition, 
by using a different brand name, the company’s product is deprived of the instant 
credibility that a well-known, well-reputed brand offers, something that might be 
another inhibitor for applying a different brand name online (Gulati & Garino, 
2000).

The development of compensation approaches has been disregarded by companies 
(Coughlan et al., 2001). The growth of e-commerce, though, makes the 
development of compensation approaches even more important, since so called 
free-riding will increase greatly (ibid.). Therefore, it becomes important to see if 
companies use some kind of compensation approaches when adding the Internet, 
and if so, how these work. Furthermore, in the literature it is stated that 
compensation is the best approach to minimise channel conflict (Friedman & 
Furey, 1999; Coughlan et al., 2001). Is this true when adding the Internet 
marketing channel, or does management judge other approaches to be better?

As pointed out by Mohr and Nevin (1990), in order to achieve needed 
coordination among channel members, good communication is necessary. 
However, besides the communication approach suggested by Webb (1997), i.e. the 
distinct communication of the role of each channel, managers do not get much 
help in how this should be accomplished. Therefore, how can the communication 
approaches that companies use in multiple marketing channels be described? 

As can be seen from the above reasoning, there are different opinions in the 
literature regarding which conflict-reducing approaches to use, and how those 
approaches actually should be designed, in order to achieve the purpose. So, which 
approaches are management utilizing in order to minimise channel conflict in 
multiple marketing channels including the Internet, and how are those approach 
designed?
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This leads to the following research question: 

3.2 Developing a Conceptual Frame of Reference 
he purpose of this section is to build an appropriate frame of reference, 
based on the literature review and the presented research questions, for the 
study of channel conflict when adding the Internet. Since no empirical 

research is possible without clarification of how the researcher is to decide what 
constitutes examples of the concepts to be studied (Potter, 1996), the concepts that 
will be included in the frame of reference will be defined, together with a 
description of how the concepts will be captured.

3.2.1 Causes of Channel Conflict  
The first part of the frame of reference focuses on the causes of channel conflict in 
multiple marketing channels including the Internet. As already stated, what 
Coughlan et al. (2001) claim are the major causes of channel conflict when adding 
the Internet are the same causes that were described in a conceptual article in 1969 
by Stern and Heskett. Several scholars have described the causes of channel 
conflict, although most of their articles were written before the Internet even 
existed, and the majority of those that include the Internet marketing channel are 
conceptual. In fact, only one empirical study on the causes of channel conflict in 
multiple marketing channels including the Internet has been found in the literature 
review (cf. Webb, 1997).

Nevertheless, there seems to be rather much agreement in the channel conflict 
literature that different goals among channel members is a cause of conflict (e.g. 
Stern & Heskett, 1969; Schmidt & Kochan, 1972; Kochan et al., 1975; Perry & 
Levine, 1976; Etgar, 1979; Coughlan et al., 2001).

There also seems to be pretty much agreement that fight for domains, such as 
different channels competing to reach the same customers, is a cause of conflict 
(Stern & Heskett, 1969; Reve & Stern, 1979; Magrath & Hardy, 1987; Bucklin et 
al., 1997; Coughlan et al., 2001). It is true that Webb (1997) discusses coordination 
as one of the most influential causes of conflict. However, the aspect of 
coordination is actually included in the concept of domain conflict, since the four 
critical elements of a channel domain are the population to be served, the territory 
to be covered, the functions or tasks to be performed, and the technology 
employed (cf. Stern & El-Ansary, 1992). 

T

How can the approaches that management utilizes in order to minimise channel conflict 
in multiple marketing channels including the Internet be described?
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When it comes to different perceptions of reality, though, it seems as if this cause 
in fact should be exchanged with communication as a cause of conflict. As pointed 
out by Etgar (1979), in a marketing channel there is constant communication. 
When this communication does not work properly, misunderstandings will occur, 
which will lead to frustration among channel members (ibid.). Accordingly, if 
there are communication problems within a marketing channel, channel members 
will perceive the reality differently. If using this viewpoint when analysing the 
table that derives from Rosenberg and Stern’s (1971) empirical research (see 
Appendix 1), where different causes of conflict are classified, it becomes clear that 
what is labelled different perceptions of reality is not really a cause; instead, it is an issue 
that derives from poor communication. When looking at the table from this 
perspective, some of their miscellaneous issues also seem possible to be categorised 
as to being caused by communication problems of different kinds, although this is 
impossible to confirm with certainty without access to the original research data.

Furthermore, when looking closer at Coughlan et al.’s (2001) discussion on 
differing perceptions of reality being a cause of conflict in an Internet context, it 
seems apparent that their presented example really is a matter of communication 
problems. That is, in the survey they refer to, online customers responded that 
they were able to purchase things online that were not easily accessible to them 
otherwise. Thus, according to Coughlan et al. (2001), the manufacturer was not 
stealing sales from its bricks-and-mortar resellers when selling online, even though 
the bricks-and-mortar resellers probably thought so. It should have been possible 
to pass the results from this survey on to the resellers in order to diffuse the conflict 
situation. In fact, not doing so is nothing but a matter of poor communication.

Moreover, Webb (1997) actually found indications of communication being one 
of the primary causes of channel conflict in multiple marketing channels including 
the Internet.  

Accordingly, the three causes of channel conflict that will be included in the frame 
of reference are goal conflict, domain conflict and communication conflict. The 
conceptualisation and the measures that will be used in this research to capture the 
causes of channel conflict when adding the Internet are presented in Table 3.1 (see
p. 33).
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Table 3.1 Measures to Capture the Causes of Channel Conflict 

Conceptual 
Area

Concept Conceptualisation Measure

Goal Conflict 
Conflict that arises 
because different 
channel members have 
different goals

Assessment of the importance of 
different goals between channel 
members as a cause of conflict (as 
perceived by the respondents)  

Causes of 
Channel
Conflict

Domain Conflict 

Conflict that arises 
because one channel 
member is bypassed by 
another channel 
member

Assessment of the importance of 
one channel member being 
bypassed by another channel 
member as a cause of conflict (as 
perceived by the respondents) 

Communication
Conflict

Conflict that arises 
because communication 
is not working properly 
within the marketing 
channel

Assessment of the importance of 
communication not working 
properly within the marketing 
channel as a cause of conflict (as 
perceived by the respondents) 

3.2.2 Assessing the Seriousness of Channel Conflict  
The second part of the frame of reference is about the assessment of the seriousness 
of channel conflict. A number of questions that can be asked in order to assess the 
seriousness of the conflict have been found in the literature. However, the word 
seriousness should not be misinterpreted as to be equivalent to dysfunctional, since, 
according to the literature, conflict also can be functional (e.g. Stern & El-Ansary, 
1988).

Moriarty and Moran (1990) suggest that management should assess how much of 
its time is spent dealing with channel conflict. Since all the issues connected to this 
question, as described by the authors, have reference to channel members’ and 
customers’ responses, this question is included in those categories of questions. The 
remaining proposed questions can be divided into five different categories, namely 
importance of channel, revenue in conflict, conflict issues, response of channel members and
response of customers. 

Importance of Channel: Will a channel’s decline necessarily harm the company’s 
profits? (Bucklin et al., 1997)

Revenue in Conflict: Are the channels really serving the same customers? (Moriarty 
& Moran, 1990; Bucklin et al., 1997)  

Conflict Issues: What major conflict issues are involved in the channel relationship? 
(Brown & Day, 1981; Coughlan et al., 2001) The conflict issues that have been 
identified by previous empirical research of a multiple marketing channel system, 
including the Internet, are pricing, product availability, customer assignment, promotion, 
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resource allocation and the reward system (cf. Webb, 1997). There are indications of 
pricing being the largest conflict generator in multiple marketing channels (ibid.). 

Response of Channel Members: How do channel members respond to the conflict? 
(Moriarty & Moran, 1990; McDonald, 1999)  

Response of Customers: How do customers respond to the channel conflict? 
(Moriarty & Moran, 1990; McDonald, 1999)  

The conceptualisation and the measures that will be used in this research to capture 
the seriousness of channel conflict when adding the Internet are presented in Table
3.2.

Table 3.2 Measures to Capture the Seriousness of Channel Conflict 

Conceptual 
Area

Concept Conceptualisation Measure

Importance of 
Channel

The relative importance of a 
marketing channel, from a 
manufacturer perspective 

Assessment of the importance 
of the different marketing 
channels to the company (as 
perceived by the respondents) 

Revenue in 
Conflict

The extent to which a 
company’s different 
marketing channels are 
serving the same customers 

Assessment of respondents’ 
views on the company’s 
different marketing channels 
serving the same customers (as 
perceived by the respondents) 

Assessing the 
Seriousness
of Channel
Conflict

Conflict Issues The issues involved in the 
channel conflict 

Assessment of the major 
conflict issues involved in the 
channel relationship (as 
perceived by the respondents) 

Response of 
Channel
Members

Channel members response 
to the conflict 

Assessment of channel 
members response to the 
conflict (as perceived by the 
respondents) 

Response of 
Customers

Customers’ response to the 
channel conflict 

Assessment of customers’ 
responses to the channel 
conflict (as perceived by the 
respondents) 

3.2.3 Approaches to Minimise Channel Conflict 
The third part of the frame of reference concerns different approaches that can be 
used to minimise channel conflict in multiple marketing channels including the 
Internet. The approaches that have been identified in the literature review can be 
divided into six different categories, i.e. institutionalised, pricing, product version, brand 
name, compensation and communication approaches.
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Institutionalised approaches refers to mechanisms, such as exchange-of-personnel, 
third-party mechanisms and relational norms, intended to diffuse disagreements 
before they escalate into conflicts (Coughlan et al., 2001). 

Pricing approaches: Some authors (King, 1999; Webb, 2002) state that the solution to 
the channel conflict problem is to set prices higher online. Other authors state that 
products cannot be made available on the Internet at a lower price than what the 
retailer offers, if a company wants to be able to avoid channel conflict (King, 1999; 
Urban, 2004); and even others state that prices should be identical in all marketing 
channels (Ashcraft, 2001; Ancarani, 2002; Ancarani & Shankar, 2004), while others 
(Baker et al., 2001; Pitt et al., 2001; Ancarani, 2002; Kung et al., 2002; Steinfield 
et al., 2002) have identified industries (financial services; airlines) where prices 
deliberately are set lower online. This strategy, though, has not been recommended 
as a means to avoid channel conflict. Auction pricing, on the other hand, has been 
suggested as a strategy to reduce conflict, since the Internet auction channel 
involves an associated price uncertainty which brings customers to regard the 
product as different from products sold through the physical channel (Smith et al., 
1999). In other words, auction pricing offers companies an opportunity to sell 
products cheaper online without causing channel conflict (ibid.). At the same time, 
auction pricing also can lead to customers paying higher prices online (Lee, 1998).

Accordingly, three pricing approaches, all of which, supposedly, can be used to 
minimise channel conflict, have been identified from the literature review, i.e. 
higher online prices, identical prices in all marketing channels and auction pricing. A 
summary of these pricing approaches can be found in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3 Conflict Reducing Pricing Approaches when Adding the Internet

Pricing Approach Bibliography Product/Service Offered 
Higher Online 
Prices

King (1999); Webb (2002) Toys; Sneakers and other Athletic 
Gear

Identical Prices in 
all Marketing 
Channels

King (1999); Ashcraft (2001); 
Ancarani (2002); Steinfield et al. 
(2002); Ancarani & Shankar (2004); 
Urban (2004) 

Prepaid Telephone Credit Cards; 
Clothes

Auction Pricing  Smith et al. (1999) Airlines; Hotels  

Product version approaches concerns the fact that an offered product or product 
bundle is not available through all the company’s marketing channels (e.g. Bucklin 
et al., 1997; King, 1999; Ancarani, 2002; Kung et al., 2002). 

Brand name approaches refers to the use of a different brand name when offering 
products online (e.g. Bucklin et al., 1997; Steinfield et al., 2002).
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Compensation approaches intends compensation of offline channels for sales made 
online (e.g. Webb, 2002; Jelassi & Leenen, 2003; Tsay & Agrawal, 2004).

Communication approaches refers to communication mechanisms that are enhancing 
the effectiveness of communication within multiple marketing channels (Webb, 
1997).

The conceptualisation and the measures that will be used in this research to capture 
the approaches used by management, to minimise channel conflict when adding 
the Internet, are presented in Table 3.4. 

Table 3.4 Measures to Capture the Conflict Reducing Approaches 

Conceptual 
Area

Concept Conceptualisation Measure

Institutionalised 
Approaches

Institutional mechanisms, 
such as exchange-of-
personnel, third-party 
mechanisms, and relational 
norms, intended to diffuse 
disagreements before they 
escalate into conflicts 

Description of the institutional 
mechanisms utilized by 
companies, intended to diffuse 
disagreements before they 
escalate into conflicts (as 
described by the respondents) 

Pricing
Approaches

Price levels used in 
different marketing 
channels, in order to 
minimise channel conflict 

Description of the price levels 
used in different marketing 
channels, in order to minimise 
channel conflict (as described 
by the respondents) 

Conflict
Reducing
Approaches

Product Version 
Approaches

An offered product or 
product bundle that is not 
available through all the 
company’s marketing 
channels, in order to 
minimise channel conflict 

Description of companies’ use 
of product version approaches 
(as described by the 
respondents) 

Brand Name 
Approaches

The use of a different 
brand name when offering 
products online, in order 
to minimise channel 
conflict

Description of companies’ use 
of brand name approaches (as 
described by the respondents) 

Compensation 
Approaches

Compensation of offline 
channels for sales made 
online, in order to 
minimise channel conflict 

Description of the 
compensation approaches used 
by companies (as described by 
the respondents) 

Communication
Approaches

Communication
mechanisms that enhance 
the effectiveness of 
communication within 
multiple marketing 
channels

Description of the 
communication approaches 
used by companies (as 
described by the respondents) 
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3.2.4 Unique Characteristics of the Internet 
The final ingredient of the frame of reference refers to the unique characteristics of 
the Internet. That is, some of the characteristics that the Internet posses are not 
shared by other marketing channels. That the adding of the Internet marketing 
channel will cause conflict is stated by several authors (e.g. Smith et al., 1999). 
However, whether the unique characteristics of the Internet are contributing to 
channel conflict, or whether they can be used to minimise channel conflict, is not 
clear from the literature review. Therefore, these aspects also will be taken into 
account when conducting the empirical research. 

3.3 Conceptual Frame of Reference 
graphical view of the frame of reference helps to define what will, and will 
not, be studied (Miles & Huberman, 1994). The starting point for the 
conceptual frame of reference is Rosenberg and Stern’s (1971) model of 

the intra-channel conflict process, which emphasizes the major aspects of the 
conflict process (see Chapter 2, Figure 2.2, p. 19). In their model, however, nothing 
is mentioned about what the causes of conflict actually are, how the conflict can be 
assessed and so on. Therefore, the three causes of channel conflict, i.e. goal conflict,
domain conflict and communication conflict are included in the conceptual frame of 
reference.

Furthermore, the different approaches that have been suggested in order to assess 
the seriousness of channel conflict, i.e. importance of channel, revenue in conflict, conflict 
issues, response of channel members and response of customers, will be added to the 
conceptual frame of reference. In addition, the identified approaches to minimise 
channel conflict, i.e. institutionalised, pricing, product versions, brand name, compensation 
and communication approaches, will be included in the conceptual frame of reference.  

In addition to the labelled causes of channel conflict, and approaches to assess and 
minimise channel conflict, questions will be asked in order to possibly identify 
additional causes, measurements and approaches. The components of the frame of 
reference labelled other represent these aspects of the research (see Figure 3.1, p. 
38).

The Internet is not depicted anywhere in the frame of reference, but since the 
research will be concentrated on channel conflict in multiple marketing channels 
with a focus on the Internet, all questions deriving from the frame of reference will 
consider the impact of the Internet. However, many different variables are 
involved when it comes to performance of a company. In addition, access to 
financial or behavioural outcomes from the conflict process will probably be 
extremely difficult to get access to as an outsider, since such information is very 
sensitive to the companies. Therefore, the outcome part of the frame of reference 

A
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will not be directly addressed in this research. Moreover, although some arrows are 
included in the frame of reference, the purpose of this research is not to explain 
any causal relationships. 

Figure 3.1 Conceptual Frame of Reference
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4 METHODOLOGY
In this chapter, a description of the methodological considerations taken, in order to answer 
the research questions, will be presented. The chapter starts with the research purpose, 
followed by research approach, research strategy, data collection and data analysis. The 
chapter ends with a discussion on the trustworthiness of the research. 

4.1 Research Purpose 
esearch traditionally has been differentiated in terms of its purpose as 
exploratory, descriptive, or explanatory. Exploratory research is used to study a 
little-understood phenomenon, to identify or discover central categories 

of meaning (Marshall & Rossman, 1999), and/or when the goal is to develop 
relevant hypotheses and propositions for further research (Marshall & Rossman, 
1999; Yin, 2003). Descriptive research is used when the purpose is to document and 
describe the phenomenon in focus, while explanatory research is used to explain 
patterns related to the phenomenon of interest, and/or to identify possible 
relationships shaping the phenomenon (Marshall & Rossman, 1999). Since few 
empirical studies of channel conflict in multiple marketing channels including the 
Internet have been conducted (see Section 4.2 for a further discussion on previous 
research), and since propositions for future research were developed, the research 
purpose was exploratory. However, since existing theories within the channel 
conflict area were used in order to describe managers’ perspectives on conflict in 
multiple marketing channels including the Internet, the research purpose was also 
descriptive. In other words, the research purpose was both exploratory and descriptive.

4.2 Research Approach 
he research approach can be either quantitative or qualitative, or a combination 
of the two (Sullivan, 2001). Quantitative research involves data in the form of 
numbers, counts and measures of things, while qualitative research mainly 

involves data in the form of words, pictures, descriptions, or narratives (ibid.). 
Quantitative studies emphasize the measurement and analysis of causal relationships 
between variables, not processes (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000). Qualitative research, in 
contrast, is any type of research that produces findings not arrived at by statistical 
procedures or other means of quantification (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). It can, for 
instance, refer to research about organisational functioning (ibid.). Which approach 
to choose depends mainly on two factors: the state of knowledge of the research 
problem, and the researcher’s assessment of the nature of the phenomenon to be studied
(Sullivan, 2001).

Regarding knowledge of the research problem, among empirical studies of channel 
conflict in marketing channels (see Appendix 2), only five were, at least to some 
extent, conducted in a multiple marketing channel setting including the Internet 
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marketing channel (cf. Webb, 1997; Rohm, 2001; Webb & Hogan, 2002; Coelho, 
Easingwood, & Coelho, 2003; Jelassi & Leenen, 2003). However, in their research, 
Coelho et al. (2003) did not separate the Internet from other direct channels (such 
as direct mail, direct response advertising and telephone); the focus of Jelassi and 
Leenen’s (2003) study of a single company was not channel conflict per se; Webb 
(1997) studied only one company with regard to channel conflict in the Internet 
context; and although Rohm (2001) studied, among other things, channel conflict 
in the Internet context, only three of five studied companies actually sold their 
products through multiple marketing channels, and, of these, only two included 
the Internet marketing channel. It can, therefore, be concluded that there are few 
studies and a lack of grounded research examining the influence of the Internet on 
multiple marketing channels and subsequent channel conflict.  

Regarding the phenomenon to be studied, i.e. managers’ perspectives on conflict in 
multiple marketing channels with a focus on the Internet, it is important to find 
out what managers think or feel about this—or at least, what they say they think 
and how they say they feel. Such information is difficult to obtain without the use 
of qualitative research (Strauss & Corbin, 1998).  

Since the state of knowledge is judged to be limited, and since the nature of the 
research problem is best studied by the use of qualitative research, the qualitative
research approach was chosen for this research. 

4.3 Research Strategy
ive major research strategies exist, i.e. experiment, survey, archival analysis, 
history and case study (Yin, 2003). All of them have different advantages, and 
are chosen depending on the type of research question(s), if control over 

behavioural events is needed, and/or if the focus is on contemporary events or not 
(ibid.). The research questions of this study were formulated as how-questions. 
When research questions focus mainly on ‘why’ or ‘how’-questions, the best 
research strategy will most probably be case studies, histories, or experiments (Yin, 
2003). The research problem of this thesis was contemporary, since the focus was 
on channel conflict when companies added the Internet marketing channel. The 
appropriate strategies for contemporary qualitative research are either experimental 
study and/or case study (Yin, 2003). Experiment requires control over the 
behaviour of the subjects under study, while case study is preferred when the 
relevant behaviour cannot be manipulated (ibid.). Since the researcher had no 
influence over managers’ perspectives on conflict in multiple marketing channels, 
and since this study aimed at exploring and describing managers’ perspectives on 
this phenomenon, the case study research strategy was judged to be most appropriate 
for this research. 

F
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4.3.1 Case Study 
A case study can be described as a research strategy that focuses on the 
understanding of the dynamics present within a single setting (Eisenhardt, 1989). 
The researcher can decide to conduct research on one single case, or on multiple 
cases. A single case can be used, e.g., when it represents the critical case in testing a 
well formulated theory, or when it represents an extreme or unique case (Yin, 
2003). Multiple case studies involve, as the name implies, more than one case. The 
disadvantage of multiple case studies is that they require more time and resources 
than a single case. The advantage, though, is that they provide evidence that is 
considered to be more compelling. The research, therefore, is regarded as being 
more robust (ibid.). Since this research was not dependent on a single unique case, 
and since multiple case studies are judged to be more robust, multiple case studies 
were chosen for this research.

4.3.2 Selection of Case Study Firms 
Even if you would like to, you cannot study everyone, everywhere, doing 
everything. Your choices regarding whom to study, where, when, about what and 
why, place the limits on the conclusions you can draw (Miles & Huberman, 1994). 
The ones you choose to look at, or talk with, form the sample (Chisnall, 1997). 
Qualitative researchers generally work with small samples, which tend to be suited 
for the purpose of the study, i.e. purposive, rather than randomly selected (Miles & 
Huberman, 1994), since the sampling is guided by getting access to relevant 
evidence about the phenomenon (Potter, 1996). This can be summarized by two 
words; relevant which reflects a validity concern, and access, which reflects a 
practical concern (ibid.).  

In order to be able to get answers to the research questions, the selection criteria 
for the sample of this research were: (1) companies having at least two marketing 
channels, (2) one of these marketing channels had to be the Internet, and (3) at 
least one of those marketing channels had to be owned by another company. In 
order to find companies with this profile, information was retrieved from published 
material, i.e. articles, case studies, etc., as well as research on the Internet.  

Getting access to companies proved to be a real challenge, though. Hewlett-
Packard, Estée Lauder and Tupperware were only a few of the companies that 
declined to participate in this research. In the end, connections were used in two 
cases; i.e. Professor Jelassi, supervisor of the author of this thesis, was able to 
convince Mattel and Ducati to agree to an interview. Scandinavian Airlines, on the 
other hand, was a positive exception; when calling the secretary of the person 
responsible, time for an interview was reserved immediately. However, despite 
repeated attempts to get access to additional interviews with other key informants 
at Scandinavian Airlines, the researcher was granted only one interview. In 
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retrospect, this was not so strange, since the interview was conducted two days 
before the company presented its new domestic offering, Nya Inrikesflyget.  

Given the limited number of cases that usually can be studied, it makes sense to 
choose cases of polar types (Eisenhardt, 1989). The companies that were chosen for 
this research represent three different industries; i.e. Mattel is a toy manufacturer, 
Ducati is a motorcycle manufacturer, and Scandinavian Airlines is, as implied by its 
name, an airline business. Even though one of the case-study firms was not possible 
to include in this research for relevance issues (see Section 4.4.1), the two 
remaining companies are polar in types, since one is a manufacturing company 
(Ducati), and the other is a service business (Scandinavian Airlines).  

4.4 The Empirical Investigation 
ata reduction can be described as an analysis that sharpens, sorts, focuses, 
discards, and organises data in such a way that conclusions can be drawn 
and verified (Miles & Huberman, 1994). It is a process that starts even 

before any data is collected, since the data collection is guided by the researcher’s 
decisions on research questions, conceptual frame of reference, data collection 
approaches and so on (ibid.). In the following sections the data collection methods 
that were used in this research will be presented, followed by a presentation of 
how the collected data were analysed and presented. 

4.4.1 Data Gathering 
Case studies usually combine data collection methods (Eisenhardt, 1989). Four 
typical data gathering methods for qualitative research are participation in the setting, 
direct observation, in-depth interviewing and analysing documents and material culture 
(Marshall & Rossman, 1999). In this research, in-depth interviews conducted face-
to-face with the respondents, i.e. personal interviews, were used as the main data 
collection method. In addition, documents were used as another source of evidence. 
Examples of documents include web pages, annual reports, newspaper articles, 
press releases, brochures, a case study of Ducati from 2000 (Leenen & Jelassi, 2005) 
and so on.

Interviews can take several forms. When conducting case studies, the most 
common is of an open-ended nature, in which it is possible to ask the respondent for 
facts about a matter, as well as the respondent’s opinions about events (Yin, 2003). 
Qualitative in-depth interviews are typically more like conversations than formal 
events with predetermined response categories (Marshall & Rossman, 1999). This 
was strived for also in this research, since the research purpose was exploratory and 
descriptive; therefore, the interview guide was developed with the frame of 
reference as base, and questions were formulated as open-ended questions (see 
Appendix 3).

D
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Personal interviews were conducted at each company with persons who should be 
able to answer the questions. The first interview was conducted in Paris on the 
evening of 7 February 2005, with Mr Christophe de la Fouchardiére, who used to 
work as Sales Manager at Mattel France, until September 2004. Unfortunately, 
Mattel started to sell directly to end customers on the Internet after Mr de la 
Fouchardiére left his position at the company; therefore, he was not able to 
provide all the necessary answers for the purpose of this research. Accordingly, the 
interview was not included in this research. Due to time constraints, no additional 
interview with Mattel was conducted. The interview still was useful, since it gave a 
really good test of the interview guide, and also since it provided a deeper 
understanding of channel conflict in general. 

The next case-study firm was Ducati Motor Holding, which is situated in Borgo 
Panigale, Bologna, Italy. The afternoon of 8 February 2005 was spent with Mr 
Livio Lodi, Curator of the Ducati Museum, who arranged a visit to the factory, 
followed by a visit to the Ducati Museum, where a lot of interesting information 
on the history of Ducati was provided. On the afternoon of 9 February, interviews 
were conducted with the Creative Director of Ducati Motor Holding SpA, David 
M. Gross; the General Manager of www.ducati.com, Patrizia Cianetti; and the 
Community Director of Ducati Motor Holding SpA, Annalisa Dimonte.  

The final respondent was Mr Klavs Pedersen, Director of Product Coordination, at 
Scandinavian Airlines, Sweden. The interview took place on 14 February 2005, at 
Scandinavian Airline’s Swedish head office, which is situated at Arlanda, 
Stockholm.  

Each of the above interviews lasted between one and a half and two hours, and 
was conducted with the interview guide as the base around which questions 
centred. Professor Jelassi, the supervisor of the researcher, participated during the 
interviews with Mattel and Ducati. The interviews with Mattel and Ducati were 
conducted in English, while the interview with Scandinavian Airlines was 
conducted in Swedish. The questions, and the order of questions, were not 
followed to the letter; instead, they were used as a starting point for discussion. At 
the end of each interview verifications were made to be sure that all subjects 
included in the interview guide had been covered. Two tape recorders were used 
for each interview, to minimise the risk of non-functioning equipment. This also 
allowed the researcher to fully concentrate on the respondents’ answers, instead of 
concentrating on taking notes, and thereby made it easier to realise when follow-
up questions were needed. 

4.4.2 Data Analysis and Presentation  
The data reduction continues after data is gathered, until the final report is 
completed (Miles & Huberman, 1994). Tape recordings must be processed in some 
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way (ibid.). The tape recordings of this research were transcribed into text in a 
very detailed manner, i.e. word for word, including incomplete sentences, laughs, 
etc. This led to almost forty single-spaced pages of text just for the Ducati case. 
One important step to cope with the staggering amount of data that results from 
qualitative research is to adopt within-case analysis (Eisenhardt, 1989). There is, 
however, no standard format for such analysis (ibid.). In this research, the frame of 
reference was used as determinant of what to analyse. 

Miles and Huberman (1994) stress the importance of structure when analysing 
data. Accordingly, the text was structured and reduced under headings related to 
the research issues defined in the frame of reference. The order of the text that led 
to the conceptual frame of reference was used as model for the order of the 
headings, in order to keep the main theme throughout the chapters of this thesis. 
Text that was related to the research, but did not fit under any of those headings, 
was put in a separate section, to avoid excluding unexpected results of the research. 
To improve the readability of the research, figures were used to display the 
empirical findings.

After the within-case analyses were completed, a cross-case analysis was carried 
out. This way of pursuing the analytical process is supported by Eisenhardt (1989), 
who states that there is a danger that wrong conclusions are drawn from within-
case analyses due to information-processing biases. A good cross-case analysis can 
be used to overcome these problems, by looking at the data in many different 
ways, e.g. looking for within-group similarities coupled with inter-group 
differences (ibid.). Tables were used to help in this process. The results from the 
within-case analyses and the cross-case analysis were used to discuss and present the 
findings and conclusions from this research. 

4.5 Is the Research Trustworthy? 
he research design is the logical sequence that connects the research 
questions posed, the collected empirical data, and the conclusions drawn 
(Yin, 2003). Therefore, the case study investigator must maximise the 

aspects of quality of the design, i.e. the validity and the reliability (ibid.). Validity 
refers to how well a specific research method measures what it is supposed to 
measure (Chisnall, 1997), while reliability refers to how consistent the research is 
(Potter, 1996). Four tests are commonly used to establish the quality of any 
empirical social research, i.e. construct validity, internal validity, external validity and
reliability (Yin, 2003) (see Table 4.1, p. 45).

Construct validity refers to establishing correct operational measures for the concepts 
being studied (Yin, 2003). Conceptualisations and measures used to capture the 
research problem were developed (see Chapter 3). For the Ducati case, the main 
data collection method consisted of personal interviews with three different key 
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informants. The Ducati Factory and the Ducati Museum also were visited, and 
provided additional information. Other sources of evidence were the Ducati 2004 
yearbook, brochures, a case study from 2000 (Leenen & Jelassi, 2005) and the 
company web site. Follow-up questions were asked by the use of e-mail. After the 
empirical evidence presentation was concluded, the draft was evaluated by each 
respondent. As already explained, at Scandinavian Airlines, the researcher was only 
granted one interview. The work of finding additional sources of information was 
therefore even more intense for this case. Additional sources of evidence were 
newspaper articles, press releases, SAS 2004 annual report (SAS, 2005), the SAS 
web site, competitors’ web sites, etc. Follow-up questions were asked by the use of 
e-mail, and through a telephone interview. When the empirical evidence 
presentation was completed, the respondent was sent a draft to review. 

The perspective of this study was producers’ perspectives. It is, however, possible 
that the answers would be totally different if the respondents had been managers 
from the reseller side, instead of the producers.  

Furthermore, it must be noted that conflict seems to be a sensitive subject to 
discuss. It is therefore possible that the respondents have downsized the seriousness 
of conflicts that have occurred with their resellers, in order to not jeopardise the 
relationship with them. 

Table 4.1 Case Study Tactics for Four Design Tests (Yin, 2003, p. 34) 

Tests Case Study Tactic Phase of Research in 
which Tactic Occurs 

Construct Validity - Use multiple sources of evidence 
- Establish chain of evidence 
- Have key informants review draft case 

study report 

Data collection 
Data collection 
Composition

Internal Validity - Do pattern-matching 
- Do explanation-building 
- Address rival explanations 
- Use logic models 

Data analysis 
Data analysis 
Data analysis 
Data analysis 

External Validity - Use theory in single-case studies 
- Use replication logic in multiple-case 

studies 

Research design 
Research design 

Reliability - Use case study protocol 
- Develop case study database 

Data collection 
Data collection 

Internal validity is only used for explanatory and causal studies (Yin, 2003). Since 
this research was exploratory and descriptive, this aspect of validity will not be 
discussed.

External validity deals with the problem of knowing whether the findings of a 
research can be generalised beyond the immediate case study (Yin, 2003). The 
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intention with this research was not to generalise the findings to all companies that 
are bypassing its resellers by the use of the Internet marketing channel. Instead, the 
findings were used to generalise to theory. This kind of generalisation is referred to 
as analytical generalisation (Yin, 2003). However, this generalisation cannot take 
place unless the findings are replicated in another setting, so-called replication logic 
(ibid.). Therefore, in order to increase the external validity, two case studies were 
conducted, with companies representing different types of industries 
(manufacturing company vs. service provider). 

Reliability refers to whether the findings and conclusions would be the same if 
another researcher conducted the same case study all over again (Yin, 2003). 
Reliability is also about minimising errors and biases (ibid.). This research was 
discussed and evaluated at several times by colleagues at internal research seminars 
at Luleå University of Technology. In addition, throughout the research process, 
Professor Jelassi, supervisor of the researcher, was revising chapters and the 
interview guide. The interview guide also was tested in a reality before it actually 
came to use, since the first interview that was conducted had to be excluded from 
the research due to relevance issues (see Section 4.4.1). Three separate interviews 
with key informants were conducted at Ducati, which was a way to ensure 
accurate and consistent evidence. Even though only one interview was conducted 
at Scandinavian Airlines, the respondent had been, and still was, deeply involved in 
the development of the company’s distribution strategy. During all interviews, two 
tape recorders were used. With this approach taking notes was unnecessary, 
whereby it was possible to focus on understanding the respondents’ answers, and 
asking follow-up questions instead of focusing on taking notes. This approach also 
provided tape recordings of the entire interviews, without any missing data, since 
the tapes did not end simultaneously. Each of the interviews was written down, 
word by word, and thereafter the backup tape was also listened to while compared 
to the written text, to make sure that no obvious misinterpretations of the 
respondents’ answers were made. During the data analysis stage, the respondents 
were contacted by e-mail or telephone to clarify or elaborate certain issues. In 
order to increase the possibility of repeating this research, the ambition of this 
thesis was to present how each step of the research process was carried out. All 
material related to the case studies is organised, documented and stored in a 
manner that enables others to retrieve them efficiently at some later date. 
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5 EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE
In this chapter, the empirical data collected from the case studies will be presented. The 
chapter consists of two case studies. Each case will present a background of the company in 
question. Thereafter, in accordance with the frame of reference, the findings related to the 
causes of conflict, the approaches used to assess the seriousness of channel conflict, and the 
approaches used to minimise channel conflict will be presented. Each case will end with a 
presentation of the unique characteristics of the Internet, as well as a section on non-Internet 
related channel conflict. 

5.1 Case One: Ducati Motor Holding SpA 
ucati Motor Holding SpA, hereafter Ducati, is an Italian manufacturer of 
premium priced, high performance motorcycles. The company is situated 
in Borgo Panigale, Bologna, Italy. Ducati was founded in 1926, by the 

Ducati brothers. At that time, the production consisted of industrial components 
for the growing field of radio transmissions. In 1946, the Cucciolo was introduced, 
i.e. a small auxiliary motor for bicycles. Soon, the Cucciolo became a real 
miniature motorcycle. In 1948, the company was taken over by the Italian 
government. By the mid ’50s, Ducati’s production included several motorcycle 
models. Since then Ducati motorcycles have dominated the World Superbike 
Championships. In 1983, Ducati was purchased by the Cagiva Group. Under the 
new management, Ducati expanded its share of the motorcycle market, introduced 
new motorcycle models, and intensified its commitment to racing. In 1995, despite 
product innovation and racing successes, Ducati entered into a deep financial crisis. 
The company was taken over by its present owner, the Texas Pacific Group, an 
American investment firm that brought money and a team of international 
managers into the company.

Shortly after the Texas Pacific Group takeover, Ducati posted increasing sales and 
profits, i.e. the production, which was about 12,000 units/year in 1996, increased 
to about 40,000 units in 2000; at the same time the number of employees only 
increased from 600 to 1,200 people. The year 2000 actually was the peak of the 
growth of the motorcycle market in general, since, among other things, it was the 
end of certain tax incentives and subsidies to update motorcycles for Europeans. It 
also was the year when the stock exchange crashed, which brought changes in the 
whole world economy. Since then, Ducati has been relatively stable in terms of 
volume, although the company has lost volume, so that last year it sold around 
37,000 motorcycles. In other words, the company has hit a ceiling in terms of 
sales, and is therefore developing and launching new products that will make it 
possible to continue to grow. The factory has the capacity to produce around 
70,000 motorcycles a year; it is just a question of adding shifts, or eventually 
building new production lines. But, since the US accounts for around 16 percent 
of the company’s sales, the dramatic decline of the dollar has hurt the company’s 

D
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profitability. Therefore, the company lost 200 of its employees during 2004, and is 
planning to lose another 50 people during 2005. 

EU regulations, together with environmental and noise regulations, have made it 
difficult to work with local suppliers of motorcycle components. Accordingly, 
Ducati purchases most of its motorcycle components from major European 
suppliers in Germany, Sweden and Italy. Even so, all of Ducati’s motorcycles are 
produced in Bologna, Italy. Ducati’s major competitors are the Japanese 
motorcycle manufacturers, i.e. Honda and Yamaha, and sometimes Suzuki and 
Kawasaki.

“The reality is that anybody who manufactures a motorcycle or a scooter is competing with 
the Japanese, because the Japanese offer a direct competitor in everything that you can do. We 
have Superbikes, they have Superbikes. We have Naked bikes, they have Naked bikes. 
What we really are trying to do is to carve out the niches that our competitors don’t exactly 
have, because we do not want to go against their core strength. Therefore, we launched the 
Multistrada and the Sport Classic families. We’re good at creating excitement; we have 
European, particularly Italian heritage; we have a made in Italy product; we have the ability 
as a smaller niche-manufacturer to do things that other companies can’t do. For us, if we sell 
5,000 or 6,000 units of a product family, that’s a big success. The Japanese look at 
numbers that are hundreds of thousands, or tens of thousands at a minimum. So we have a 
lower breakeven point which allows us to do unique things. So, to the extent that we can 
create a world of excitement, a world of activities around our product, to justify the brand, to 
justify the premium price, this is what we have to do.”

– David M. Gross, Creative Director 

Even though Ducati is a small company, it has the ability to develop competitive 
secure engines, both on a race level and on a street motorcycle level, while most 
competitors have to buy engines from other companies. The sound of the engine is 
also very characteristic for Ducati. Therefore, Ducati regards the engine as one of 
its core competencies. The other core competence is the brand. What Ducati has 
done is that it has transformed the company, and thereby the brand, from being an 
industrial company into an entertainment company. Although the focus is on 
motorcycles, management claims that the company is also in the business of the 
entertainment of motorcycles for its customers, or Ducatisti, enthusiasts, or fans as 
Ducati refers to them.

Since 1996, Ducati has also built a licensing business that generates about € 2.2 
million pure profit a year. Furthermore, the company has an apparel and 
accessories business that is selling for around € 30 million a year. In Italy, Ducati 
sells its products to its retail dealers directly from Bologna. In its other major 
markets, i.e. North America, UK, Germany, France, Japan, Benelux and Sweden, 
Ducati has wholly-owned subsidiaries. The Italian dealers and the wholly-owned 
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subsidiaries cover about 90 percent of the company’s sales. All other countries are 
handled by distributors, the major distributors being South Africa, Australia, 
Switzerland and Spain. So the sales are concentrated to Western Europe, North 
America, Japan and Australia. Ducati’s marketing channel system is depicted in 
Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1 Ducati’s Marketing Channel System 

Since 1996, management has cut the number of dealers. Today, the global network 
consists of around 800 points of sales, and of these, about 200 are Ducati stores, 
which sell most of the company’s volume. In Italy, for instance, the number of 
stores has been cut from 200 to 50. Basically, those 50 stores are single-branded 
Ducati stores which sell around 13,000 units/year. In the US, Ducati has 200 
points of sales, but these are multi-line dealerships which sell around 6,000 
units/year. Although the company would like to have more single-branded stores, 
it cannot afford to support a store that is not selling enough by its own. Ducati also 
has a shop at its main office, and has recently opened a shop at the airport in 
Bologna, as well as an outlet just outside of the main office. In the main office and 
airport shops, the company does not sell any motorcycles, but t-shirts, leather 
jackets, etc. In the outlet, on the other hand, besides apparel and accessories, the 
company is selling motorcycles that have been used during Ducati events, i.e. the 
company uses around 250 motorcycles each year that they need to sell at the end 
of the year. 
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Ducati does not only sell its products through physical marketing channels. On 1 
January 2000, at 00:01 a.m. GMT5, Ducati launched its MH900e, a special edition 
motorcycle, exclusively on the Internet, i.e. customers could only purchase the 
motorcycle online. The price of the motorcycle was set to € 15,000. After just 31 
minutes, the first year’s production was sold out.  

Figure 5.2 The MH900e (Ducati, 2005) 

Shortly thereafter, Ducati increased its strategic commitment to the Internet with 
the establishment of www.ducati.com, an independent partner enterprise, which 
was situated in premises outside of the main office. Besides the MH9000e, three 
other motorcycle models have been sold exclusively on the Internet, bringing a 
total of 3,000 bikes: the 996R which was sold for € 26,000, the Fogarty which 
cost € 18,000, and the 999R which was sold for € 30,000. Ducati also has sold a 
bicycle at a very high price on the Internet, i.e. the bicycle was developed by 
Bianchi, the bicycle manufacturer, but it was sold online under Ducati’s brand 
name. Management did this as an experiment, because it wanted to understand 
where the limits of Ducati’s brand were. The selling of the bicycle was not very 
successful. Ducati also sells some of its apparel and accessories on the Internet. 
Apparel that is manufactured by Ducati is sold online. Some products that have 
been developed by Ducati’s licensing companies also are sold online, but not 
necessarily through the dealer network. Accessories are divided into three 
categories; technical accessories, i.e. engine kit, wheels, or other important parts of the 
bike; light accessories, e.g. carbon fibre accessories, aesthetic accessories; and technical 
gear, i.e. leather jackets and helmets. Technical accessories are not available online, for 
legal reasons, among other things, since the company cannot sell parts directly to 
end customers if it will be dangerous if they are incorrectly assembled on the 
motorcycles. In other words, these kinds of parts require the assistance of the 
dealer. Light accessories, on the other hand, are available online, since they do not 
involve the security of the motorcycle. Technical gears, for example leather race 
suits, are not sold online since, for instance, it is difficult for customers to decide 
what size they actually need without trying on a leather suit or a helmet.

                                           
5 GMT refers to Greenwich Mean Time 
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www.ducati.com, hereafter ducati.com, mainly focuses on community-related 
activities, i.e. online interaction with Ducati’s end customers. This refers to all 
kinds of interaction, ranging from simply asking customers about their personal 
lives, to letting customers publish articles, pictures, etc., on the site. Ducati.com 
has conducted online surveys, such as the Censimento Ducati, where the company 
asked its online visitors forty-five questions, and received 18,000 answers. 
Typically, online surveys are used to help confirm product decisions or modify 
them. In 2004, Ducati’s web site had more than eight million unique visitors, and 
the company had 140,000 active registered users. That same year, the renowned 
financial paper Sole 24 ORE cited ducati.com for having the best automotive site. 
Recently, ducati.com was integrated with Ducati, i.e. as an internal department of 
Ducati. It now belongs to the community area, which includes events 
management, company sponsorships, customer service, advertising, creative centre, 
the Internet channel and trade shows. Now, all personnel are situated in a large, 
open working area at Ducati’s main office.

5.1.1 Causes of Channel Conflict  
When Ducati developed the MH900e, Ducati’s sales department was not sure 
exactly what to do with it, since it thought that the motorcycle was a very 
controversial and exciting product. Accordingly, Ducati decided to sell the 
motorcycle on the Internet to get direct feedback from its customers, to create 
entertainment for its fans, to jumpstart the company’s Internet program, and also to 
experiment outside of the traditional network. One thing that became clear for the 
company was that the market for Ducati was very big, and that the traditional 
network was very limited. Therefore, Ducati got very focused on the Internet; it 
thought that everything could be sold on the Internet, and that it was a fast way to 
sell products. But, when Ducati sold, among others, the MH900e online, channel 
conflict occurred with its dealers. The dealers wanted to be the ones to unveil 
motorcycles, since they wanted to be the meeting point with Ducati’s customers.

“Think about any business that works this way. Porsche launches a new car. They do not 
sell reservations online. They send the car out to the dealers, and the dealers take deposits, 
and part of the excitement is that you get the brochure to your house, but you go to the dealer 
to see the car. So we need to make sure that in managing conflict in the channel, that the 
dealer is still the place. They do not make as much money on the sale of the bike as they do 
on the sales of the parts, the accessories, the experiences, the ride outs, service, so you want 
the customer in that environment.”

– David M. Gross, Creative Director 

The customers who purchased motorcycles online had pretty much the same 
customer profile as the ones who purchase motorcycles at the dealers. At least 
during the sales of the MH900e, there were some differences, though; one 
marketing manager purchased a motorcycle and now keeps it in his office as a 
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piece of art. Others saw the motorcycle as an investment. But most of them were 
just ordinary Ducati customers who wanted to purchase the motorcycle, and since 
it was sold on the Internet they bought it there; if it would have been sold through 
the dealer network, they would have gone to the dealers. According to 
management, the channel conflict that occurred with its dealers was caused by 
communication problems. 

“It was a problem of communication management. I am strongly convinced that 98 percent of 
problems with the dealer network can be easily solved with good communication and clear 
communication, and consistent communication. When the communication is not working 
properly, the dealer is reacting negatively, but this applies to everything: to the online sales, 
to the internal communication, to the availability of motorcycles, information that stops at one 
level, misunderstandings, or the time gap, that the customer has information before the 
dealer.”

– Patrizia Cianetti, General Manager, ducati.com 

“The only thing that I see that causes conflict is when the communication is not 
homogeneous, or when it is redundant. But this is not a problem of the channels; it is a 
problem caused by people who are not using the channels in a good way.” 

– Annalisa Dimonte, Community Director 

5.1.2 Assessing the Seriousness of Channel Conflict 
According to management, channel conflict occurs at different levels at Ducati, i.e. 
both internally, between different departments within Ducati, and externally, 
between Ducati and its resellers, between Ducati and its customers, and between 
the resellers and the customers. An example of channel conflict between different 
departments within Ducati is when the press office is going out with its own press 
release about product positioning while, at the same time, the Internet goes out 
with its own product positioning approach. In other words, when there is no 
coherence between the different departments at Ducati, interfunctional 
disagreements arise. 

Since management wants to entertain Ducati’s customers, it claims that it is trying 
to create conflict, to do things that are radical, exciting and controversial, so that 
the customers get a reason to believe in Ducati. The actions are all aiming at 
building a dynamic Ducati brand, since the Japanese are particularly adept at 
producing cheaper, more reliable motorcycles. In other words, Ducati needs to 
sustain its brand, to justify the premium price.

Management does not think that the Internet has caused more conflict with its 
resellers. Furthermore, management does not view the channel conflict that 
occurred when selling motorcycles online as dangerous to the company.  
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“I do not think so. We had some problems, some bad reactions, but I do not think it was a 
real critical problem for the company.”

– Patrizia Cianetti, General Manager, ducati.com 

But, as already stated, the dealers got angry and claimed that they also would have 
been able to sell the MH900e at the same speed, if the company would just have 
given it to them. Although they were upset, no dealer ended its relationship with 
Ducati due to the online sales of motorcycles, and the disagreements did not much 
disturb Ducati’s customers, according to management.

Ducati has not used any structured approach to find out about the conflict with its 
dealers. Management spent a lot of time talking to dealers when they sold 
motorcycles online, as well as a lot of time talking internally, but they did not go 
out with any formal surveys, etc. Since Ducati thinks that one of the major 
obstacles for the company to grow is the weakness of its distribution network, 
management decided that it did not want to do anything that weakens the network 
any further. So for the time being, the online sales of motorcycles have almost 
stopped. The company is planning to sell motorcycles online occasionally, if it is a 
limited edition, if it is a very highly desirable product, and if it is an exciting 
product. But for the time being, Ducati is not planning to produce any very 
limited edition of motorcycles. 

“We have not sold any bikes on the Internet for two years now, because it is very 
complicated, and because we did it several times so there was no longer any novelty, no news.
I think that we will only sell motorcycles online if it is an element of distinction, an element 
to enrich the company in some way, to give value to our brand. Otherwise, if there is no 
novelty, something new, something that makes us somewhat distinguish from others, enrich 
our brand, I think we will not do it.”  

– Annalisa Dimonte, Community Director 

“I strongly believe in the Internet channel. Now we are starting the regular work, not the 
exceptional work that we saw in the past. We do not any longer look at the Internet channel 
as an opportunity to change the business, to do incredible stuff. The Internet is just another 
channel that the company has to manage, because if we do not manage it the dealers will start 
to sell online, something that will bring a lot of problems regarding boundaries of territories. 
Therefore, you can either decide to wait and see what will happen, or you can decide to go 
online and define a strategy of the Internet channel. There is no way to avoid Internet 
management.”

– Patrizia Cianetti, General Manager, ducati.com 

“It is definitely clear that our Internet effort is continuing to grow in terms of apparel and 
accessories. So it is very clear for me that we are going to sell more and more on the Internet 
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over time, as long as we have a sense of the importance of the dealer in that mix. We want 
to make sure that the dealer is part of the success.”

– David M. Gross, Creative Director 

5.1.3 Approaches to Minimise Channel Conflict 
The reason for ducati.com’s integration with Ducati was that management wanted 
the communicated message to be the same throughout all of its channels. To 
achieve this, management felt the need to gather all community personnel in the 
same building, in the same area. A base text that describes the positioning of a 
certain product is developed by the creative director and another person. This base 
text is thereafter distributed through all marketing channels, such as the Internet, 
the subsidiaries, distributors, press communications and internal communications. 
This is made to increase the consistency of communication, regardless of the 
channel used.

To improve the communication with its resellers, Ducati has recently invested in a 
communication system, a basic Extranet. The Extranet allows Ducati to 
communicate with its subsidiaries and distributors, and these in turn can 
communicate with the dealers. One of the reasons for the new communication 
system is to reduce conflict within the distribution network, but also to speed up 
and facilitate the communication throughout the distribution network.  

“It is so easy for us to publish something online. The customer sees this information, goes to 
the dealer, but since the dealer did not go to our website they do not have the same 
information. With the use of the Extranet, the dealer will get the information before it is 
published on our web site, so that the dealer can take as good care of the customer as 
possible.”

– Patrizia Cianetti, General Manager, ducati.com 

Already when Ducati sold the MH900e on the Internet, management tried to 
involve the dealers in the sales, among other things, to minimise channel conflict, 
but also since motorcycles are produced according to country specific regulations 
regarding lights, cc, etc., Ducati needed to know where the motorcycles should be 
delivered. Furthermore, once the motorcycle is delivered, someone needs to fill it 
up with oil and gasoline, take care of customers’ expectations and so on.  

“To my knowledge, there is no way to sell a bike without the support of a dealer. You can 
not ship a bike with gasoline or oil inside. We need someone trained, who knows very much 
about the bikes, to refer the bike to the customer.” 

– Patrizia Cianetti, General Manager, ducati.com 

“When you are selling online, it means that all channels have to cooperate, including the 
dealer. Because even though you purchase online, you go to the dealer to receive the physical 
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bike. Customers see something on the Internet, and their expectations can be different from 
what they get in reality, so you have to be ready to manage the expectations of the customer 
in a positive and good way. This is very critical.”

– Annalisa Dimonte, Community Director 

“It is one thing to sell a motorcycle, but you need the customer allied with the dealer.”
– David M. Gross, Creative Designer 

Therefore, the customer had to choose a reference dealer. The requirement was 
that it had to be a dealer within the country of delivery of the motorcycle. Then 
the customer had to pay a reservation fee online, by the use of a credit card. Due 
to customer’s credit card limitations, the reservation fee was not related to the price 
of the motorcycle since, for instance, 10 percent of the purchase price is rather 
much money (e.g. the 999R was sold for € 30,000) and not many people have 
such high credit card limitation. The information that a person had paid the 
reservation fee for the motorcycle was submitted electronically to the subsidiary, or 
the distributor, which thereafter transferred the information to the selected dealer. 
If the dealer denied accepting the sales of the motorcycle, the subsidiary, or 
distributor, transferred the request to another dealer. The reason for this is that 
Ducati cannot force a dealer to accept a transaction. When a dealer accepted the 
transaction, by simply clicking yes to the question, the customer received 
information about this, together with information that the dealer would soon 
contact the customer.

The dealer received a commission on the sales, but this commission was lower than 
it would have been if the customer had bought a motorcycle directly from the 
dealer, through the physical channel, since the dealer had no marketing cost, no 
inventory costs or risk, no pre-sale service cost, etc., for the online sale.  

As already stated, Ducati’s web site has more than eight million unique visitors 
each year. Ducati, therefore, has increased its online offerings of apparel and 
accessories, in order to sell more to these visitors. The routine is the same for 
online sales of accessories or apparel, i.e. customers have to choose a reference 
dealer, who then receives a commission on the sales. The apparels or accessories 
are delivered directly to the end customer, without going through the dealership. 
Since the dealer is not involved at all in these sales, Ducati refers to this 
commission as ‘money for nothing’. But dealers do not only get money as 
compensation for the sales, they also get access to information about the customers. 
Ducati encourages the dealers to contact its online customers, to invite them to 
events, etc.

The online prices for apparel and accessories are the same as the suggested dealer 
prices, since Ducati applies the MSRP, the Manufacturer’s Suggested Retail Price. 
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For instance, if the MSRP is € 100, this will be the price that the dealer shows to 
the customer, but this price includes shipment costs and duty. If the customer 
purchases the same product online, the price will still be € 100, but then shipment 
costs and duties will be added. So, in the end, customers will pay more for the 
same product when purchasing it online. Ducati does this to show the dealers that 
they are not trying to compete with them, since they view the dealers as one of the 
company’s biggest assets. Ducati wants the dealers to be happy, rich, to grow, to 
open new stores, etc. But Ducati also feels the need to exploit the Internet 
channel, so, therefore, it gives the dealers all information, to make sure that it is a 
transparent situation. More specifically, Ducati transfers all customer information to 
the dealers, and on a monthly basis publishes all the results from the Internet sales.  

Since the products in reality cost more on the Internet than at the dealers, there is 
no channel conflict about pricing. The problem is that it is not interesting for 
customers to purchase products online, aside from those customers who live far 
away from a dealer. In other words, in terms of money, the Internet is not an 
important channel for Ducati right now. 

“We sell 40,000 bikes a year, but there are eight million people searching for us online. 
There is something that we can do. There is something that we have to do. What we have 
said is that we are looking for the right way to exploit this potential. We do not know if this 
is the right way. Probably not. Meanwhile we are trying to understand what opportunities 
there are to merge the processes of selling offline through dealers and selling online directly to 
customers.”

– Patrizia Cianetti, General Manager, ducati.com 

5.1.4 Unique Characteristics of the Internet
In 2000, management thought that the Internet would offer the opportunity to 
speed up the company, since the Internet can transfer information so rapidly to 
customers. However, it proved to be the offline processes that brought the 
maximum speed of the company. In other words, the company defined the speed 
of the Internet channel, not the other way around. Management also thinks that, 
from the beginning, it should have concentrated more on the offline process, and 
not just the online process, especially regarding the logistics process, invoicing 
process, etc., since, apart from the online part of the purchase where the customer 
plays with the catalogue, the shopping cart and so on, it is a standard sales process. 
Ducati spent a lot of time and energy on trying to change the process in order to 
have proper management for a sale directed to customers, because when Ducati 
sells to its dealers it sells to other companies, and that involves different kinds of 
order and parcel management. It took management a lot of energy and time to 
merge the processes, and to understand the proper way to do it. So management 
thinks that it should have been more focused on defining the offline processes, 
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because then it would have spent less time, less money and less energy on 
developing the e-commerce part.  

Furthermore, in the beginning, Ducati’s web site was hugely sprawling. The 
emphasis today is focus and increasing quality, something management wishes it 
had done from the beginning. Today, the site is closely connected with sales goals, 
because even though Ducati has managed to build a strong brand, the brand has to 
sell motorcycles. That is, each year a goal, i.e. a percentage of growth in terms of 
web visitors and registered users, is established. Ducati also has goals set related to 
the brand management, in terms of style of contents, richness of graphics, pictures, 
etc. The web site is organised around the concept of totem, meaning that different 
customers have different entry points to the company. Some Ducatisti like Ducati 
because of the design, while others like it because of the company history. 
Therefore, Ducati’s totems are the design, the history of the company, the engine, 
the sound of the engine, etc. What the company is aiming at is to get the 
customers to enter all these totems, or gates, to have them understand and 
appreciate all the world of Ducati. 

Ducati also discussed the online solution of Harley-Davidson. In the United States, 
Harley-Davidson has developed a kind of online mall, where every dealer has its 
own shop on Harley-Davidson’s web site. Customers have to select a dealer, so 
that they enter the catalogue looking at the products at the price the dealer 
selected. When purchasing, customers purchase from the dealer, i.e. they receive 
the invoice from the dealer, and the product is shipped from the dealer if it has the 
product in stock; otherwise, the product is shipped from the central warehouse. 
Ducati thinks that this online model is very interesting, but it would be difficult for 
it to utilize since it has fewer dealers, and since Ducati’s dealers are situated all over 
the world, and different countries employ different laws and rules. For instance, in 
some countries it is illegal to offer end customer products a price lower that the 
MSRP.

The Internet gives Ducati information about customer preferences since, for 
instance, customers in chat rooms discuss Ducati and its products. Even though it is 
not possible to listen to everything, it gives a strong sense about what people think. 
Management also is doing a lot of online surveys, to get information about new 
products, new ideas and also to get the pulse of what is going on in the dealer 
network. As already stated, the customers are very willing to participate in these 
surveys. Ducati uses Siebel’s CRM platform as support in this work. Since Ducati 
is a small company, management regards the Internet as crucial in everything, 
because it is the most efficient way for it to communicate, i.e. the Internet offers 
Ducati the opportunity to communicate with its customers, or potential customers, 
at a very low cost. The Internet also gives Ducati the opportunity to serve 
customers who are situated far away from a dealer.
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Earlier, management used to talk about going public with ducati.com as a separate 
company, but no one talks about that today. But management will continue to 
develop the basic premise, which is that the Internet will continue to provide 
information for management, that the Internet will get the company closer to its 
customers, and that the Internet is the first place where people see the motorcycles. 
The idea is that the Internet marketing channel always will be richer, more 
dynamic, more exciting and more relevant to the customer experience, than all 
other marketing channels.  

“For me, the physical and virtual worlds are complementary, and help each other to enrich 
the company, to enrich our activities and the value of the company.” 

– Annalisa Dimonte, Community Director 

5.1.5 Non-Internet Related Channel Conflict 
As already stated, Ducati sells used motorcycles through its own outlet, just outside 
of the main office. In order not to get into conflict with its resellers, Ducati is 
exposing new motorcycles in this outlet, but it does not sell them. If customers are 
interested in purchasing new motorcycles, Ducati refers them to the dealers. In 
addition, when customers purchase used motorcycles, they are offered the option 
to pick up the motorcycle at any Ducati dealer. The transportation of the 
motorcycle to the dealer is offered without cost to the customer or the dealer. The 
reason for this is that Ducati wants to link customers to their dealers, because the 
story of the customer starts when purchasing the motorcycle, but the story of the 
Ducati fan, the maintenance period, the repurchase, everything, must be continued 
in Ducati’s dealer network. Management thinks that this exchange with the 
customer is positive, because the customer gets to see a link between the main 
office and the dealer. It also is a way to get a better understanding of the taste, the 
attitude of the customer, because in the Ducati outlet the personnel are employed 
by Ducati; therefore, the company gets access to customers’ reactions directly from 
the customers, without intermediation of other channels. 

Moreover, Ducati has fan clubs all around the world. Harley Davidson, the 
American motorcycle manufacturer, has forced its clubs to be attached to dealers, 
but Ducati decided not to do so, since it does not want to act like policemen, and 
since it likes the idea of a big heterogeneous ‘tribe’. As the clubs consist of Ducati 
customers, the dealers want to have the clubs attached to their business, since the 
dealers are resolving customer issues, such as service problems, warranty problems 
and connections with the company. Thus, having clubs outside of the dealer 
network has created conflict. 

Some other conflict issues also were brought up. For instance, dealers had become 
angry when they had received information that a motorcycle model was still 
available for sale, when in reality it already was sold out. Furthermore, sometimes 
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customers got access to information before the dealers, something that made 
dealers angry, since, in such a case, a dealer was not able to manage the customer 
properly, or exploit the fact that the customer decided to go to the dealership and 
spend time in the dealership.  

Ducati also refers to conflict with its customers. Since the core customers more or 
less are mechanics who can take apart the engine and put it back together, in many 
cases they are more educated on the motorcycles than Ducati’s marketers, sales 
people and executives, something that can create conflicts. In addition, Ducati 
mentioned the conflict that occurs between different customer segments. Ducati’s 
customers have different entry points to the brand, where some customers are 
persons who love racing, while others love Ducati’s design, etc. Since different 
customers come in through different interest perspectives it creates conflict, 
according to management. Although management thinks that these kinds of 
conflicts are very positive for Ducati, and even speaks in terms of celebrating such 
conflict since it is a sign of customers’ engagement, it wants to keep it from getting 
too intense. Therefore, management has to be very clear about communications. 
The previously described base text (see Section 5.2.3) that is distributed though all 
marketing channels is used to achieve this.

5.2 Case Two: Scandinavian Airlines 
candinavian Airlines, hereafter SAS, was formed in 1946 through the merger 
of three national carriers in Denmark, Norway and Sweden. Today, SAS is 
the fourth largest European airline group, and the Nordic region’s largest 

listed airline and travel group, considering number of passengers and operating 
revenue. SAS has around 1,445 daily departures to 146 destinations, to, from and 
within Europe, and to and from North America and Asia. The company is a 
member of Star Alliance, the world’s biggest airline alliance, and together with its 
Star Alliance partners, SAS offers more than 770 destinations worldwide. In 
addition to SAS’s involvement in Star Alliance, SAS has since 1996 had a strategic 
alliance with Lufthansa, i.e. the companies coordinate routes, timetables and 
capacity. The SAS Group also includes companies that support airline operations, 
as well as a business area that operates hotels.

Most large European airline companies, including SAS, used to be at least half-
owned by the government, but during the 1990s, the European Union forced 
through a deregulation of the European air travel industry. Since this deregulation, 
the air travel industry suffers from overcapacity, and there have been dozens of 
bankruptcies in Europe. The terrorist attacks on 11 September 2001 were a major 
shock that further weakened the industry. The outbreak of SARS in 2003 was 
another stroke that hit the industry. In addition, particularly in northern skies, hard 
competition has led to a collapse in prices. So, the total result is that European 

S
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airlines have not been profitable since 1998. Accordingly, the last few years have 
been rather problematic financially for SAS.

Although there can be advantages in being a large company, such as the ability to 
exploit synergies, the previously totally integrated SAS faced increased costs and 
thus did not achieve a competitive advantage. Therefore, in October 2004, to 
reduce complexity, and to clarify responsibility for earnings, three wholly-owned 
subsidiaries were established in Denmark, Norway and Sweden, plus SAS 
International. The three subsidiaries focus on respective domestic market, i.e. 
operations in, to and from respective country. SAS International is run as a separate 
business unit, and is responsible for intercontinental airline operations to the US 
and Asia, and for sales outside of Scandinavia. A turnaround program has also been 
implemented, which reduced the cost level by more than SEK 10 billion6 in 2004 
compared to 2003, due, among other things, to a reduction by 2,130 employees in 
2004.

SAS competitors are airlines in Scandinavia and the rest of Europe, the major ones 
being Air France/KLM, British Airways, Finnair, FlyNordic and Flyme. Other 
competitors include Maersk Air, Sterling, Malmö Aviation and Iberia.  

Management distinguishes between four different marketing channels, i.e. travel 
agencies and company owned channels, which in turn can be classified into offline 
and online. The understanding of the Internet as a sales channel has increased 
pretty much during recent years, and several travel agencies, in the same way as 
SAS, have put in a lot of money to develop online sales systems, in order to 
increase efficiency. The major travel agencies have their own web sites as a 
complement to their traditional channels, so-called mixed agents7. The largest 
Swedish travel agency, American Express (former Nyman & Schultz), for instance, 
has introduced online booking as its standard solution. If customers instead prefer 
manual service, e.g. telephone service, it will cost extra. SAS sees this as a sign that 
the market is getting more mature, and that the understanding of the Internet is 
increasing. Some smaller travel agencies only operate through traditional channels, 
so-called traditional agents. Then there are travel agencies that only operate online, 
so-called Internet agents. SAS has its own telephone sale centres, plus Internet sales 
through its own web site, www.scandinavian.net. Thus, SAS’s marketing channel 
system can be displayed as follows (see Figure 5.3, p. 61).

The majority of SAS’s sales are made through travel agencies, i.e. in 2004 agents 
had between 56 percent (in Norway) and 84 percent (SAS International) of all 
bookings, while telephone sales represented between 9 percent (in Denmark) and 
                                           
6 On 29 March 29 2005, SEK 1,000 amounted to € 108 or US$ 139.6 
7 To make it clearer to the reader, the different types of travel agencies have been labelled. Please 
note that these labels are not used by SAS! 
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23 percent (in Norway). The Internet channel had between 6 percent (SAS 
International) and 21 percent (in Norway and Sweden) of the total bookings. SAS 
Internet sales through its own web site have increased substantially during the last 
years, but this increase comes primarily from SAS telephone sales, not so much 
from sales through travel agencies.

SAS has changed its product offerings during the last year, and now offers three 
different kinds of ticket types, aimed at three different kinds of customer segments 
of the air travel market, i.e. comfort, productivity and low fare customers. Comfort
customers are those who prioritise extra comfort and service, e.g. comfort on board, 
access to lounges and better in-flight service. Productivity customers focus on flexible 
travel, efficiency and time saving. They want the possibility to utilize the travel 
time productively. Low fare customers do not want to pay for extras, and want to use 
air travel at the lowest fare possible.  

Figure 5.3 SAS’s Marketing Channel System 

SAS has also introduced the brand name Snowflake on several of its international 
flights, since the company wanted to enter the low-cost carrier market. A number 
of airlines have entered that market during the last years, offering a different 
product whereby customers pay a very low price for a flight. Customers get exactly 
what they pay for; the right to fly from some remote airport, and everything 
besides the actual flight, costs extra. Since this concept is totally focused on price, it 
does not offer the opportunity to develop any product advantages; therefore, it was 
completely different from SAS’s concept. To be able to compete, SAS launched 
Snowflake, since management believed that it could not accommodate low-cost 
products within and among their regular brand and products. Snowflake, however, 
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departs from SAS ordinary airports, not from some remote airport like most low-
cost carriers. In short time, Snowflake became a well-recognized and well-reputed 
brand among customers. Destinations offered on Snowflake’s web site include, for 
instance, London, Frankfurt, Berlin, Brussels, Düsseldorf, Milan, Nice, Rome, etc. 
These destinations, and several others operated by Snowflake, also are operated by 
at least on of the two low-cost carriers, Ryan Air and FlyNordic. 

When a travel agency books an SAS ticket, it usually goes through the General 
Distribution System, i.e. the GDS-reservation system, which consists of reservation 
organisations such as Amadeus, Galileo and so on. SAS has to pay a fee for each 
booking that goes through this reservation system. Snowflake, however, is an 
independent SAS-owned web site (www.flysnowflake.com) which, in the same 
way as other low-cost carriers, such as Ryan Air, etc., is not connected to the 
GDS-booking system. The same applies for SAS’s own web site. It is therefore 
cheaper for SAS when customers book a travel on the SAS web site or Snowflake, 
compared to when customers purchase through travel agencies, since SAS does not 
have to pay the GDS-booking fee.

The basic idea is that all products should be available in all channels, with the 
exception that it has to be cost efficient as well. Snowflake is therefore not 
available in the most expensive channels, since that is not possible from an 
economic point of view. This means that Snowflake’s tickets are only available on 
the Internet, through its own web site. In other words, since the Snowflake fares 
are so cheap, it would not be profitable to accommodate Snowflake in the GDS-
reservation system because the reservation fees, relatively, would be too high.

SAS also has been working to stimulate an e-behaviour, i.e. SAS is encouraging 
customers to chose e-tickets instead of paper tickets, since it is the cheapest 
distribution way. E-ticket is a ticketless travel, i.e. customers do not use a paper 
ticket to check in. Instead, customers’ reservations are electronically stored in the 
SAS reservation system, and customers can use, for instance, their credit card or 
their frequent flyer card to make use of the reservation.  

“Everyone gains from using e-tickets. We, the travel agency, and the customer. Customers 
must realise that they do not need a piece of paper when flying Stockholm-Luleå. But to 
change people’s behaviour and their way of thinking takes time. It does not happen 
overnight. On the other hand, no one will buy a ticket to, for instance, Borneo, on the 
Internet, and even fewer will go to Borneo on an e-ticket. If you are on Borneo, you want to 
be able to show a paper ticket at the check-in desk.” 

– Klavs Pedersen, Director of Product Coordination, SAS Sweden 

”In a few years, paper tickets are expected to disappear completely.” 
– The SAS Group’s Annual Report & Sustainability Report 2004, p. 19
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On 30 March 2005, Scandinavian Airlines Sweden commenced sales of 300,000 
low-price tickets costing SEK 450 on all Swedish domestic destinations in 2005. 
The fare includes all taxes and fees and applies to booking made at www.sas.se. It is 
also possible to book these tickets through travel agencies or by telephone, but 
then the price might be slightly different due to other service fees. From the same 
date, all domestic Swedish tickets are solely e-tickets, so if customers prefer a paper 
ticket, they have to turn to SAS’s telephone sales or to a travel agency, and pay an 
extra fee (SEK 100 through SAS’s telephone sales) to get the paper ticket. 

“We know that people want to fly with SAS. With our new low fares and the highest 
number of destinations and departures, it will be attractive for everyone to fly with us.” 

– Anders Ehrling, President of SAS Sweden 

The launch of low-price tickets was very successful. After just five days, SAS had 
sold 50,000 of the 300,000 tickets.

“The ability to fly simply and more cheaply with SAS was clearly attractive. The response 
from passengers, customers and travel agencies has been overwhelming. Or, as one traveler 
expressed it yesterday, ‘Now we can return to flying with SAS!’” 

– Anders Ehrling, President of SAS Sweden 

5.2.1 Causes of Channel Conflict 
When SAS started to sell on the Internet, management was aware that it would 
lead to conflict with the travel agencies. This was not something new to the 
Internet marketing channel; on and off, there have been conflicts between SAS and 
its resellers even before the Internet was introduced. The reason for this, among 
other things, is that SAS used to try to increase its own sales, which led to conflicts 
with the agencies.

With start on January 1st 2003, SAS removed the commission on sales of tickets to 
travel agencies; at the same time the company reduced the prices of its tickets by 
the same percentages as the agencies used to get in commission. SAS was one of 
the first European airlines to carry this change through, although several airlines 
soon followed suit. The commission used to be a compensation that hopefully 
would make travel agencies choose SAS, instead of a competitor, when selling 
tickets to customers. Many travel agencies, however, had reduced the prices to 
customers by the same amount as the commission, and then charged customers a 
service fee; thus, in the end, the commission was just a circulation of money. 
Another reason for the removal of the commission was that SAS wanted to adapt 
to customers’ changed habits, i.e. customers wanted to manage simple travels 
themselves. When SAS removed the commission, travel agencies saw it as a move 
to make it more expensive to purchase tickets through them than through SAS 
directly, and then through SAS’s Internet channel, something that caused conflicts. 
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However, SAS states that even though the adding of the Internet caused some 
channel conflict, management does not think that the Internet per se has caused any 
more channel conflict than the company experienced before that channel was 
added.

“The Internet by itself has not caused any more channel conflict. It is very much about going 
through a travel agency or bypassing them, and that takes place both with or without the 
Internet. When the Internet was added it became clearer for travel agencies what we are doing 
as an airline company. They can enter our web site and see our prices, our product offerings, 
how we handle mass communication. They can see that we are always communicating that a 
customer can either contact us or a travel agency. It is sort of a tacit understanding that it does 
not matter which channel customers choose, as long as they fly with SAS.”

– Klavs Pedersen, Director of Product Coordination, SAS Sweden 

Customers using the different marketing channels have very different customer 
profiles. The majority of the customers who purchase tickets through SAS’s direct 
channels are private persons; there are almost no business customers, and, if so, 
almost only small businesses. The travels sold through these channels are mainly 
simple travels, i.e. from A to B and back. The majority of customers that purchase 
through travel agencies, on the other hand, are companies and customers who are 
purchasing complex travels, i.e. the more complex a travel, the more consultation 
a customer needs. Even so, the basis for conflict in the travel market is the fight for 
ownership of customers, i.e. travel agencies believe or feel that SAS is trying to 
steal customers from them, that SAS is trying to make customers purchase directly 
from SAS. Therefore, SAS thinks that channel conflict, generally speaking, is 
caused by non-working communication, which in turn leads to insecurity, i.e. 
travel agencies are not sure what customer segment purchases tickets where. 
Management also states that conflicts very often occur due to ignorance of what 
the other party is doing, or why the other party is doing something.  

“Insecurity creates conflict. Conflict is often caused by lack of knowledge, i.e. that you do not 
really know what is happening. Then it is easy to become defensive.”

– Klavs Pedersen, Director of Product Coordination, SAS Sweden 

5.2.2 Assessing the Seriousness of Channel Conflict 
SAS does not think there is much conflict involved in its relations with travel 
agencies. In addition, management does not think that the conflict that occurred 
when introducing the Internet channel was serious to the company. SAS did not 
see any risks in bypassing its resellers when selling online, since some travel 
agencies, e.g. seat24 (www.seat24.se), are only selling online, and they have access 
to the same prices as SAS offers, in the same way as all travel agencies that sell 
online. SAS’s large partners, i.e. American Express, BTI Nordic etc., have their 
own online solutions.
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When SAS removed the commission on sales to travel agencies, however, 
dangerous conflict occurred. Although some travel agencies had used the 
commission as intended, as already stated, some travel agencies had reduced the 
prices for tickets by the same amount as the commission, and then charged 
customers a services fee. Then there were some travel agencies that had both kept 
the commission and charged customers a service fee, and for those agencies the 
change was even bigger. Accordingly, the removal of the commission forced travel 
agencies that did not charge anything for their service to introduce a service fee. As 
previously stated, some travel agencies also saw the removal of commissions as a 
move to make it cheaper to purchase tickets through SAS’s Internet channel, 
compared to purchasing tickets through travel agencies. According to the 
newspapers, the resistance from travel agencies was very strong, i.e. several travel 
agencies, as a protest, tried to avoid to book customers with SAS. Management, 
however, states that since SAS held long meetings with travel agencies, the 
Association of Swedish Travel Agents SRF8 (Svenska Resebyråföreningen), and 
companies, before the change was carried through, the large travel agencies 
understood the necessity of the change, and, although some smaller travel agencies 
were protesting, most of them accepted the change.

In the beginning, online prices offered through SAS’s Internet channel were lower 
than prices offered through other marketing channels, i.e. SAS used to have SAS 
online-only prices, in order to awaken an interest for online sales, to push the 
development in that direction. But then it changed the approach, so that those 
prices were available both through the SAS web site, and through travel agencies’ 
web sites, i.e. online only. The reasons for this is, among other things, that the 
customers who did not have Internet access called SAS’s telephone sales and 
expected to get the same price when purchasing through that channel. SAS’s 
telephone sales channel thought that, since it was a part of SAS, it also should be 
able to sell that SAS product. But management could not offer SAS’s telephone 
sales the Internet product without offering it to the travel agencies as well. 
Therefore, management has almost ended with lower online prices, although SAS 
sometimes offer certain campaigns with online-only prices, but those campaigns 
are also available for online travel agencies, i.e. Internet agents and mixed agents. 
SAS has not offered SAS-only prices for a long time now, in order to avoid 
channel conflict.

However, since 31 October 2004, EuroBonus9 customers earn 500 extra points if 
they book their bonus flight on SAS’s Internet channel, something that is not 
offered through any other marketing channel. 
                                           
8 SRF is an organisation of which the majority of Swedish travel agents are members. SRF’s 
business concept is to create the right conditions for travel agencies to develop profitable 
relationships with customers and suppliers. 
9 EuroBonus is the name of SAS’s frequent flyer program 
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Although SAS could be able to offer a lower price through its own marketing 
channels, since these are not connected to the previously discussed GDS-
reservation system, management purposely has chosen not offer lower prices in 
these channels, in order to avoid channel conflict. In addition, all travel agencies 
are offered the same prices, since it is not in the interest of SAS to treat a certain 
travel agency with special favour; all SAS cares about is that a travel agency sells 
tickets on SAS, and not some of its competitors. Besides, end customers would get 
really upset if they realised that the basic price would have been different if they 
had bought a ticket through another travel agency. In other words, SAS does not 
have any conflict with its resellers about prices, since the company offers uniform 
prices in all marketing channels.

“If we have said that we want to have SEK 1,000 for a seat between A and B, and we get 
SEK 1,000 for that seat, we do not really care if the customer bought it through A, B, C, 
or D. What we live on is that the customer is onboard, flying with SAS. The important 
thing is that we have a working distribution network with full coverage, not that customers 
use a certain part of the distribution network. If all our aircraft were full, well then we could 
start to prioritise channels based on effectiveness. But, today, the most important thing is to 
get customers aboard.”

– Klavs Pedersen, Director of Product Coordination, SAS Sweden 

There are other conflict issues, however; travel agencies think that they could 
provide customers with better service if Snowflake would have been incorporated 
in the GDS-system, since it is much faster and easier for them to research their 
ordinary reservation system, and find the Snowflake product there. But SAS’s 
purpose has not been to make Snowflake available everywhere; the purpose has 
just been to keep costs down. SAS also sees this as a political statement toward the 
GDS-reservation system; with today’s price trend, companies cannot afford to pay 
the high reservation fees this system charges. 

Another conflict issues is that travel agencies that do not have their own online 
solution, i.e. traditional agents, are feeling bypassed by those that offer online 
selling, especially since they do not have access to some products that are only sold 
online. In addition, although SAS tries to be clear in its communication with travel 
agencies, it has happened that travel agencies did not understand, or 
misunderstood, the meaning of the message.

Management states that, on the odd occasion, conflict between SAS and travel 
agencies have led to customer confusion, since customers have a relation both with 
the travel agency and also SAS, and therefore get confused when they get stuck in 
the middle of the conflict. 
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SAS does not use any structured approach to find out about conflict with its 
resellers. However, the large travel agencies are visited around once a week, or 
twice a month. Although the contact is not that intense with the smaller travel 
agencies, SAS thinks that it keeps a close dialogue also with these resellers. In 
addition, SRF have regular meetings with SAS. These dialogues give SAS a rather 
good picture of when conflict exceeds appropriate levels.

Today, with regard to the Internet, management does not experience manifest 
channel conflict. The Internet is getting ubiquitous, as people are using the 
Internet to book airline tickets, theatre tickets, when they are searching 
information, etc. In other words, the understanding of the Internet as a marketing 
channel has increased during the last years, which has led to less conflict. SAS does 
not see anything positive with channel conflict, and therefore the ambition is to 
avoid conflict with its channel partners. 

5.2.3 Approaches to Minimise Channel Conflict 
In order to avoid channel conflict, management states that it is important that both 
parties are clear in their communication. It also has to do with trust, and trust is 
built through good communication, a good relationship. Therefore, SAS keeps a 
rather close dialogue with travel agencies, especially since these represent the major 
part of SAS’s sales, and will continue to be very important for SAS in the 
foreseeable future. The communication with large travel agencies, such as 
American Express, BTI, CWT, etc., is handled through assigned personnel at the 
different companies main offices. These persons make sure that agreements are 
followed, i.e. they develop central plans, work a lot with communication, help 
SAS promote products, and make sure that SAS also is considering them. SAS also 
uses sales agents, i.e. normally small businesses that are responsible for information 
to several smaller travel agencies. These sales agents visit smaller travel agencies 
within a certain district, making sure that the head of the agency as well as the 
personnel are informed about SAS’ products, activities, etc. SAS puts a lot of effort 
into working together with travel agencies regarding activities aimed at end 
customers. Even though SAS does not, and cannot, dictate how travel agencies 
market themselves, or what products they market, SAS works with incentives and 
sometimes sponsors different marketing campaigns, i.e. SAS tries to create win-win 
situations for itself and the agencies. In other words, the work of the sales agents is 
indirectly also concerned with the work of minimising and removing potential 
conflict.

Since SAS regards communication as an important factor in order to reduce 
conflict, some years ago the company introduced an Extranet to which travel 
agencies, by the use of a password, have access. All sales information is published 
through the Extranet, compared to the old approach when all information was sent 
to travel agencies by the use of fax. Since travel agencies are, more or less, pelted 
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with information, the use of the fax as an information channel was very inefficient. 
The Extranet offers travel agencies the possibility to search for information in one 
place, when they need it, with instant access. It also makes it easier for SAS to 
highlight certain important issues.

As already stated, when SAS removed the commission, dangerous channel conflict 
occurred. SRF and SAS, therefore, held a number of meetings. Those meetings led 
to some changes in terms and conditions. However, the travel agencies, especially 
the small ones, still felt that SAS was making it more expensive for customers to 
purchase tickets through them, compared to purchasing directly from SAS. 
Therefore, SAS simultaneously introduced service fees on sales made through its 
direct channels. The service fees were set at about the same amounts as the 
previous commissions. The travel agencies, of course, decided themselves how 
much they would charge customers for services provided.

“We set our service fees at a level that fairly corresponded to the previous commissions on 
sales. At the same time, we said that it is not our business how much the travel agencies 
charge their customers. They have to decide that themselves.”

– Klavs Pedersen, Director of Product Coordination, SAS Sweden 

If a ticket cost SEK 1,000 at SAS, it cost the same thing at the travel agency. In the 
beginning, for domestic Swedish travel, SAS additionally charged SEK 100 as a 
service fee when customers purchased the ticket on the Internet. Some travel 
agencies copied this fee, without changes. Then, at least there were no conflicts 
about prices. Others charged a higher fee, since they provided customers an 
additional value. Some were charging a lower service fee than SAS, since their 
business concept was to compete on high volumes. So, the competition is between 
the travel agencies, since they all receive the same prices from SAS. Today, SAS’s 
Internet channel charges SEK 50 for domestic Swedish travel. The fees for 
European or intercontinental travels are higher.

In recent years, SAS’s strategy has been to support sales through all marketing 
channels, i.e. also sales through travel agencies, because it is the customers who 
decide where to buy the products, and SAS tries to make this possible. Customers 
who prefer a travel agency when purchasing a ticket are likely to keep that 
preference; that is how it has been so far, at least. In other words, as long as a 
customer purchases a ticket with SAS, management does not care where the 
customer bought the ticket.

“If a customer purchases an air ticket at a travel agency, and that travel agency sells an SAS-
ticket, then both the travel agency and SAS are satisfied. Hopefully the customer receives a 
good product, and then everyone is satisfied.”  

– Klavs Pedersen, Director of Product Coordination, SAS Sweden 
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Management states that the travel agencies are aware that the customer profiles are 
different in the different marketing channels, among other things, since SAS 
regularly is informing them about this.  

5.2.4 Unique Characteristics of the Internet
To make SAS’s Extranet usable, management states that it is important not to 
publish everything, because otherwise it would be impossible for users to handle all 
information. SAS utilizes some sort of 80/20-rule. Information that is relevant to 
most agencies is published on the site, but information about how to handle an 
odd request, that occurs maybe every second year, is not published. That has been 
a learning experience for SAS; in the beginning, since it is so easy to publish 
something on the Extranet, the web site was too detailed. 

SAS is also using the Internet to communicate with its EuroBonus customers. 
Furthermore, business customers will soon get access to a special corporate site, 
where they will be able to get access to their contracts, terms, statistics, etc.; such 
information will, instead of being paper-based, be web-based. Thus, companies 
will have access to such information at any hour of the day or night. Reservations 
can be made when it is most convenient for customers. SAS still prints a small 
timetable for Swedish domestic flights, but it no longer prints any timetables with 
all SAS departures, as it did until a couple of years ago. The timetables for all 
scheduled flights are instead available online. 

Management, however, wishes that SAS’s ordinary web site had been more user- 
friendly from the beginning. 

“I wish that we have had a more user-friendly web site already from the beginning. Our web 
site used to be too complicated. It must be easy to book, easy to understand, and easy to 
handle.”

– Klavs Pedersen, Director of Product Coordination, SAS Sweden 

On 31 March 2005, SAS launched a new web site, which is much more user- 
friendly than the old used to be. Customers no longer have to fill in any 
unnecessary information just to research travels, and the new web site remembers 
the inserted information if visitors want to research another travel during the same 
session, or if customers return to SAS web site after visiting another site, something 
that the old one did not do.

The Internet forces SAS to think in a totally different dimension. Management has 
to make sure that SAS’s products are available in a channel that more and more, 
especially young people, are using when purchasing. The Internet has brought a 
different way of searching for products. Management thinks that the Internet both 
reduces brand loyalty and distributor loyalty. SAS can see that customers are 
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researching its offerings, but that they also go to competitors’ web sites, to see what 
they can offer. Price has therefore become a more important factor than it used to 
be, at the expense of other product features. The introduction of comparison sites 
has accelerated this development, i.e. customers search for, for instance, a travel 
between A and B. The presented alternatives are almost always organised according 
to price, with the cheapest price first. It is therefore much more difficult on the 
Internet to convey the message to customers that SAS offers better service, that 
they will get better chairs, that they will get better food, access to lounges, etc. All 
side services become of minor importance. Management therefore experiences that 
the Internet contributes to the impoverishment of products, i.e. it makes them 
‘thinner’.

In addition, the Internet contributes to the outrival of travel agencies, since 
customers do their own shopping, and since there are so many comparison sites, 
such as www.expedia.com, which make it easier for customers to combine their 
own travel. The competition in the travel agency business is intense. Although 
some customers still prefer to book a package tour with, e.g. Fritidsresor (affiliated 
company of Tui), several people research the Internet, book a hotel and a flight 
chair, and combine their own package tour. SAS thinks that although decreasing 
prices is, of course, good for customers in some ways, it also means that customers 
have to spend more time finding the added value that they previously took for 
granted. When SAS took away free food on some of its flights, some customers got 
very upset. But, with today’s price pressure, it is too expensive to include food in 
the cheapest fares.

5.2.5 Non-Internet Related Channel Conflict 
As previously stated, management does not think that SAS has experienced much 
conflict with travel agencies. Occasionally, however, SAS has encountered channel 
conflict that was dangerous to the company, all related to the issue of who owns 
the customer. Most of these conflicts were, according to management, not related 
to the Internet. For instance, SAS used to have contracts with large corporate 
customers, which travel agencies perceived as a restriction of competition. SAS still 
has contracts with some large corporate customers, but the conditions have been 
changed, and travel agencies are involved in the deal to make sure that everything 
works smoothly.

“I really do not feel that we have experienced much conflict with travel agencies. Rarely, 
however, we have had dangerous conflict with travel agencies, but it did not have so much to 
do with the Internet. The conflicts were about other issues, discussions about who owns the 
customer.”

– Klavs Pedersen, Director of Product Coordination 
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6 ANALYSIS
First, a within-case analysis of each case will be conducted against the frame of reference 
presented in Chapter 3. A cross-case analysis will then be presented, in which the cases will 
be compared to the frame of reference and to each other. 

6.1 Within-Case Analysis – Ducati
n this section, the empirical evidence from the Ducati case will be analysed 
based on the frame of reference regarding the causes of channel conflict, the 
assessed seriousness of channel conflict, and approaches to minimise channel 

conflict.

6.1.1 Causes of Channel Conflict 
Table 6.1 includes an overview of the causes of channel conflict when adding the 
Internet, i.e. the conceptualisation, measure used, and Ducati’s assessment of the 
role of the different causes of channel conflict. The grey colour indicates when 
findings related to the causes of conflict do not match the frame of reference. 

Table 6.1 Within-Case Analysis of the Causes of Channel Conflict – Ducati

Conceptualisation- 
Causes of Channel 
Conflict 

Measure Used Causes of Channel 
Conflict – Ducati 

Goal Conflict 

Assessment of the role of different goals 
between channel members as a cause of 
conflict (as perceived by the 
respondents)  

Goal conflicts occurred 
between Ducati and its 
dealers. 

Domain conflicts occurred 
between Ducati and its 
dealers, 
despite compensation of 
dealers for Ducati’s Internet 
sales.

Domain Conflict 

Assessment of the role of one channel 
member being bypassed by another 
channel member as a cause of conflict 
(as perceived by the respondents) 

Domain conflicts had not 
increased due to the adding 
of the Internet channel. 
Communication conflicts 
occurred between Ducati 
and its channel members, Communication

Conflict

Assessment of the role of not properly 
working communication within the 
marketing channel as a cause of conflict 
(as perceived by the respondents) 

and was judged to be the 
major cause of conflict by 
management.

In agreement with, for instance, Smith et al. (1999), when Ducati started to sell on 
the Internet, conflict occurred with its dealers. Three different causes of conflict 
were included in the frame of reference: goal, domain and communication conflicts. 

I
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Ducati’s dealers wanted to be the ones to unveil motorcycles, to be the meeting 
point with the customers. Ducati, on the other hand, wanted to get direct 
feedback from its customers, to create entertainment for its customers, to jumpstart 
its Internet program, and to experiment outside the company’s ordinary 
distribution network. Since the goals of the dealers and Ducati were different, goal
conflicts occurred. 

Also domain conflicts occurred when Ducati started to sell on the Internet. Coughlan 
et al. (2001) discuss that domain conflicts can occur, e.g. if bricks-and-mortar 
resellers provide customers with service without receiving compensation, since the 
sales goes through the Internet channel, so called free-riding. In the case of Ducati, 
however, dealers received compensation for the service they provided. Despite 
this, the dealers were upset because they wanted to provide the service of unveiling 
motorcycles, and felt bypassed by Ducati since they were robbed of this chance. 
The dealers wanted to be the place where the action occurred; they wanted to be 
the meeting point with the customers; and they wanted to be the starting point of 
the relationship with the customers. This is in line with Stern and El-Ansary 
(1988), who discuss functions or duties to be performed as one of four critical elements 
included in the concept of channel domains, i.e. the role of each channel members 
in the eight marketing flows (see Chapter 1, Section 1.2.1 for a description of the 
marketing flows). In other words, by selling motorcycles online, Ducati took over 
the function of being the first meeting point with customers, a function which 
used to belong to the dealers; thus, dealers felt bypassed. Another reason why 
dealers felt bypassed by Ducati was that they thought that they would have been 
able to sell the motorcycle if it had just been given to them, and then they would 
have received full commission instead of the reduced commission they received on 
the online sales, which is comparable to the domain element population to be served
(cf. Stern & El-Ansary, 1988).

Nevertheless, according to management, the major cause of channel conflict, when 
Ducati added the Internet marketing channel, was non-functioning 
communication. That is, when communication was not clear, consistent, 
homogeneous, timely, or when it was too redundant, communication conflicts
occurred between Ducati and its dealers, between Ducati and its customers, 
between dealers and customers, and between internal departments at Ducati.  

Although it has not been explicitly expressed in the literature what is regarded as 
the major cause of channel conflict, it is often suggested that the Internet will cause 
much more domain conflict than before (e.g. Alba et al., 1997). Ducati, however, 
stated that although it had experienced some channel conflict due to the addition 
of the Internet, it had not experienced more conflict with its resellers because of 
the Internet than before that channel was added, and, as already mentioned, that 
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non-properly working communication was the major cause of conflict when 
Ducati sold the MH900e online.

Ducati did not discuss anything that can be referred to any other cause of conflict 
than the ones included in the frame of reference.

6.1.2 Assessing the Seriousness of Channel Conflict 
The empirical findings related to the assessment of the seriousness of channel 
conflict are presented in Table 6.2 (see p. 74). The grey colour indicates when 
findings do not match the frame of reference.

The suggested approaches to measure channel conflict range from very structured, 
i.e. counting up the conflict issues, weighted by their importance, frequency of 
disagreements, and intensity of dispute (cf. Coughlan et al., 2001), to more 
informal approaches, such as evaluating customers’ and channel members’ 
responses to the conflict (cf. Moriarty & Moran, 1990). Ducati did not use any 
structured approach, such as formal surveys, etc., to measure the level of conflict 
with its dealers. Instead, when adding the Internet marketing channel, management 
spent a lot of time talking to dealers, as well as a lot of time talking internally. 
Management states that the channel conflict that occurred when selling 
motorcycles online was not dangerous to the company, i.e. some problems 
occurred with its dealers, but nothing that management judged as critical to the 
company. To verify this statement, five questions, which were included in the 
frame of reference to judge the seriousness of channel conflict, will be examined 
with reference to the collected data. The questions are: importance of channel, revenue 
in conflict, conflict issues, response of channel members and response of customers.

Regarding importance of channel, the reseller channels are extremely important for 
Ducati. That is, it is not possible for Ducati to sell motorcycles without the support 
of dealers, since, for instance, someone trained has to refer the motorcycle to the 
customer. Bucklin et al. (1997) state that a channel in conflict that is not in decline 
and carries more than 10 to 15 percent of volume and/or profit needs attention. In 
agreement with this, before launching online sales of motorcycles, Ducati 
implemented several conflict reducing approaches, which will be discussed further 
under the next heading. Although management knew that these sales would bring 
conflict with resellers, the advantages of jumpstarting the company’s Internet 
program, and the experimentation outside of the traditional network, were judged 
to be more advantageous that the consequences of the conflict with resellers. Even 
so, after selling motorcycles online four times, Ducati realised that it was too 
hazardous to risk their relationships with their dealers. Therefore, the online sales 
of motorcycles have come to a standstill. The online sale of apparel and accessories, 
on the other hand, has continued. But, as management states, for the time being, 
the online sales of apparel and accessories is not important in terms of money. 
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Table 6.2 Within-Case Analysis of the Seriousness of Channel Conflict – Ducati 

Conceptualisation - 
Assessing the 
Seriousness of 
Channel
Conflict 

Measure Used Seriousness of Channel Conflict – 
Ducati

The reseller channels are extremely 
important for Ducati, i.e. Ducati can 
not sell motorcycles without the help of 
dealers. Importance of 

Channel

Assessment of the different 
marketing channels’ 
importance to the company 
(as perceived by the 
respondents) Before launching online sales of 

motorcycles, conflict reducing measures 
were implemented to reduce conflict 
with dealers.  
Almost the same customers who 
purchased motorcycles through the 
Internet channel would have bought 
them through dealers instead, if 
possible. Therefore, although no real 
revenue was in conflict, the dealers’ 
perception was that the channels were 
serving the same customers. 

Revenue in 
Conflict

Assessment of respondents’ 
view on the company’s 
different marketing channels 
serving the same customers 
(as perceived by the 
respondents) Customers purchasing apparel and/or 

accessories online are customers who do 
not have any dealer in the vicinity. 

Four conflict issues, without ranking, 
were mentioned by Ducati: 

Product availability  
Customer assignment 
Reward system 
Communication problems 

Conflict Issues 

Assessment of the major 
conflict issues involved in 
the channel relationship (as 
perceived by the 
respondents) Previous research identified pricing as 

the possibly largest generator of channel 
conflict, but pricing was not a conflict 
issue for Ducati. 

Response of Channel 
Members

Assessment of channel 
members’ response to the 
conflict (as perceived by the 
respondents) 

In the beginning, the reactions from 
dealers were not judged as causing real 
problems for Ducati. This changed over 
time.

Response of 
Customers

Assessment of customers’ 
response to the channel 
conflict (as perceived by the 
respondents) 

Customers were not much disturbed by 
channel conflict between Ducati and its 
resellers.

Effect on Brand 

Assessment of how the 
channel conflict affected the 
company’s brand (as 
perceived by the 
respondents) 

The most important consequence of 
creating channel conflict, due to the 
online sales of motorcycles, was that it 
had a positive impact on Ducati’s brand. 
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Concerning revenue in conflict, i.e. whether two or more channels simultaneously 
are serving the same customers with the same product or not (Moriarty & Moran, 
1990), the motorcycles that were sold on the Internet were not available in any 
other marketing channel. However, management thought that, with a few 
exceptions, the customers who purchased the motorcycle online had the same 
customer profile as the ones who purchase a motorcycle through a dealer. In other 
words, if the motorcycle would have been sold through the dealer network 
instead, almost the same persons would still have bought it. So, somewhat 
contradictory to theory, although there was no real revenue in conflict, since the 
motorcycles that were sold online were not sold through the dealer channel, i.e. 
the channels were not simultaneously serving the same customers, almost the same 
customers who purchased motorcycles through the Internet channel would have 
bought them through dealers instead, if possible. Hence, dealers’ perceptions were 
that Ducati was stealing their customers, i.e. that the channels were serving the 
same customers. Regarding sales of apparel and accessories, customers purchasing 
those products online are people who are situated far from a dealer. In other 
words, the geographical profile of these online customers is different from the 
customers who purchase through dealers, so there is no revenue in conflict. 

The major conflict issues involved in Ducati’s channel relationship with its resellers 
were product availability, the reward system, customer assignment and communication 
problems. Product availability concerns the claims of dealers that they would have sold 
the MH900e (and its successors) at the same speed, if the motorcycle(s) had just 
been given to them. This also brought discontent with the reward system, since if 
the dealers would have sold the motorcycles themselves, they would have received 
the full commission instead of the reduced one that they received on the online 
sales. Customer assignment concerns the issue that dealers wanted Ducati to force fan 
clubs to be attached to them, while Ducati had decided not to do so, i.e. Ducati 
did not want to act like policemen, and management liked the idea of a big 
heterogeneous ‘tribe’. Communication problems relate to when dealers were 
misinformed by Ducati, and when customers got access to information before 
dealers. Webb (1997) identified pricing, product availability, the reward system, 
customer assignment, promotion and resource allocation as the major conflict 
issues in a marketing channel system including the Internet. As can be seen, three 
of these issues were not mentioned by Ducati: pricing, promotion and resource
allocation, while communication problems formed a conflict issue mentioned by Ducati 
that was not identified in Webb’s research. Moreover, in Webb’s (1997) research, 
product availability referred to the difficulty to get supply and demand right on new 
products, meaning that sometimes certain hot items were not available through all 
channels, while in Ducati’s case it meant that certain products were only available 
through the Internet channel. Also the reward system had a different meaning in 
Webb’s research, i.e. it meant that the objectives of the different channels were at 
odds with what was best for the company, while for Ducati, the reward system 
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referred to dealers’ dissatisfaction with the received level of commission on online 
sales. Furthermore, in Webb’s research, customer assignment referred to crossover 
between different channels, i.e. customers shopping in outlets and also department 
stores, while customer assignment in the case of Ducati refers to dealers’ wish to 
attach fan clubs to them. Among those conflict issues that Webb (1997) identified, 
pricing was identified as possibly the largest conflict generator. But, as already stated, 
pricing was not mentioned by Ducati as a channel conflict issue.

Regarding response of channel members, the easiest sign of channel conflict exceeding 
appropriate levels is, according to McDonald (1999), a higher than normal 
turnover rate of channel partners. When selling the MH900e online, Ducati got 
some bad reactions from its resellers, but although dealers were upset, none of 
them decided to stop selling Ducati due to the online sales of motorcycles. 
Management did not judge the reactions from dealers as a real critical problem for 
the company, but after selling four motorcycles online, management decided not 
to do anything that might weaken the dealer network any further. This is one of 
the reasons why motorcycles have not been sold online for two years now, and this 
is why management has no plans to sell any motorcycles online in the near future. 
Ducati still sells apparel and accessories, but the response from dealers on those sales 
has not been negative.

Concerning response of customers, according to management, the channel conflict 
that occurred between Ducati and its resellers when selling motorcycles online, did 
not much disturb Ducati’s customers. Instead, with regards to customers, the 
conflict that occurred was very positive for Ducati, since the online sales of 
motorcycles created excitement for the ‘fans’, and also allowed Ducati to get direct 
feedback from customers.  

There is one issue that is not possible to include in any of the above described 
categories, i.e. the effect on brand due to the conflict. That is, Ducati chose to take 
the conflict with its resellers when selling motorcycles online, since it received a lot 
of positive publicity, and since it created excitement for Ducati’s fans. In other 
words, when selling the MH900e online, it created a lot of positive response from 
media and customers, something that contributed to building Ducati’s brand, i.e. 
the most important consequence of creating the channel conflict with its resellers 
was the positive impact on Ducati’s brand. 

Accordingly, it seems as if the conflict that occurred when the company started to 
sell the MH900e was not a serious problem for Ducati. Instead, it created the 
wanted excitement for the company’s customers, allowed management to get 
direct feedback from customers, to experiment outside the traditional network, and 
assisted in building Ducati’s brand. However, after four online sales of motorcycles, 
there was no newness any longer, so the desired publicity did not come off. Also, 
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the customer profile of the online customers was almost the same as the customer 
profile of offline customers, so the company was not able to reach many new 
customers with its online sales of motorcycles. Since the dealers are so critical 
when selling motorcycles, regardless of channel used, management decided that it 
was not worth risking the relations with dealers any longer. In other words, 
although Ducati said that it did not experience dangerous channel conflict due to 
the online sales of motorcycles, it seems that, in course of time, management 
judged the channel conflict to have dysfunctional consequences for Ducati, so the 
online sales of motorcycles were paused. The online sales of apparel and 
accessories, on the other hand, did not cause any conflict between Ducati and its 
dealers. These sales give Ducati the opportunity to reach customers who are 
situated far from dealers, and they also provide Ducati with the possibility to keep 
control of the Internet channel; therefore, the online sales of accessories and 
apparel has continued. As management states, there is no way to avoid Internet 
management, i.e. if Ducati does not manage the Internet channel, its dealers will 
start to sell online, something that will cause territory-related conflicts. 

6.1.3 Approaches to Minimise Channel Conflict 
Short descriptions of the empirical findings, related to the conflict reducing 
approaches, are presented in Table 6.3 (see p. 80). The grey colour indicates when 
findings did not match the frame of reference.

Six different approaches that can be used to reduce channel conflict were identified 
in the frame of reference, i.e. institutionalised, pricing, product version, brand name,
compensation and communication approaches.

Institutionalised approaches refer to exchange-of-personnel programs, mediation, 
arbitration, relationship-building activities, etc. Ducati utilizes some 
institutionalised approaches, i.e. since it is not possible to sell motorcycles without 
the support of dealers, customers had to choose a reference dealer within the 
country to which the motorcycle should be shipped. Although accessories and 
apparel sold online are sent directly from Ducati to end customers, the same 
approach is used, i.e. customers have to choose a reference dealer, a method that 
reduces channel conflict. This approach is discussed with regards to compensation 
(e.g. Tsay & Agrawal, 2004), but the basic function of customer choosing a 
reference reseller is actually an institutionalised approach, which does not necessary 
have to involve compensation. Turning back to Ducati, the results from Ducati’s 
online sales are published to dealers once a month. Furthermore, Ducati sells used 
motorcycles (those that have been used for different events) through its outlet in 
Bologna. Customers can, without cost, pick up the purchased motorcycle at any 
dealer, i.e. the transportation is for free both for the customer and the dealer. 
Ducati also exposes new motorcycles in this outlet, but it does not sell them; 
instead, presumptive customers are referred to dealers. The described approaches 
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seem to be in line with two of the three relationship-building dimensions that 
were identified by (Heide & John, 1992), i.e. information exchange which refers to 
channel members’ expectations that all relevant information should be shared 
freely, frequently, quickly and thoroughly, and solidarity, which refers to channel 
members’ expectations that the channel relationship should bring mutual benefits. 

Three different pricing approaches, supposedly all of which can reduce channel 
conflict, were identified in the frame of reference, i.e. higher online prices, identical 
prices in all marketing channels and auction pricing. The MH900e (and its successors) 
were only available through the Internet channel; therefore, pricing was not an 
issue. A large portion of Ducati’s accessories and apparel, however, is available 
through all the company’s marketing channels. Ducati utilizes the MSRP, which 
means that the online prices for apparel and accessories are the same as the prices 
offered through dealers. Ducati states that pricing does not cause any conflict with 
its dealers, since, once shipping costs and duty are included, the total purchase 
prices offered online are higher than the total purchase prices offered by dealers. 

Product version approaches, i.e. when an offered product or product bundle is not 
available through all the company’s marketing channels, has also been suggested as 
a means to reduce channel conflict (e.g. Bucklin et al., 1997). Some of Ducati’s 
accessories and apparel are not available through all marketing channels. The 
reasons for this are mainly legal or practical. That is, due to laws, Ducati can not 
sell anything directly to end customers that can be dangerous if it is wrongly 
mounted on the motorcycles. And, for practical reasons, Ducati cannot sell, for 
instance, leather race suits online to customers, since they have to try it on to see 
which size they actually need. In other words, these products are only available 
through dealers and, in line with theory, channel conflict did not occur between 
Ducati and the resellers. However, Ancarani (2002) claims that a producer can sell 
products online that are not offered through traditional channels, without it 
causing channel conflict. On the contrary, although Ducati only offered the 
MH900e (and its successors) through the Internet channel, conflict with its dealers 
occurred. Those conflicts were one of the reasons why motorcycles have not been 
offered through the online channel for two years now.  

Using a different brand name in different marketing channels was not utilized by 
Ducati.

The development of compensation mechanisms of resellers has been a neglected area 
by companies, according to the literature (cf. Coughlan et al., 2001). Ducati, 
however, had already developed an approach of how to compensate resellers 
before the Internet channel was added. The compensation consisted of a 
commission, i.e. a percentage of the sales of the motorcycle, which was lower than 
the ordinary commission. The reason for this was that the dealers did not have any 
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costs for marketing, inventory, etc., but they were at least compensated for 
referring the motorcycle to the customer. Regarding online sales of accessories and 
apparel, dealers also are compensated. Also in this case, the commission is lower 
than the commission received on sales made directly by the dealer. In this case, 
however, the dealer is not involved at all in the sales; the only reason why the 
dealer receives the commission is that the customer chose that dealer as reference 
dealer, i.e. a customer has to choose a reference dealer in order to carry out the 
online purchase. Besides compensation in the form of money, dealers also get 
access to information about the customers. This offers dealers the opportunity to 
contact the online customers who chose them as reference dealer, i.e. to invite 
them to events, etc. 

Although the need for properly-working communication within a marketing 
channel system, in order to avoid channel conflict, is discussed by researchers 
(Etgar, 1979; Mohr & Nevin, 1990; Coughlan et al., 2001), very little was to be 
found in the literature regarding how this should be done. Ducati, however, 
utilized several communication approaches. That is, Ducati integrated ducati.com with 
Ducati in order to reduce conflict due to differences in the communicated 
messages, and now all community personnel are gathered in the same large open 
working area at Ducati’s main office. To make sure that the positioning of a 
product is the same throughout all marketing channels, management develops a 
base text about the positioning, which then is distributed through all marketing 
channels, both internally and externally. The use of base texts also helps Ducati 
avoid conflict with and between its customers, i.e. many customers are more 
educated on the motorcycles than Ducati’s marketers, sales people, and executives, 
and customers have different entry points to the brand; therefore, the 
communicated message has to be very clear, to keep conflict from getting too 
intense. Ducati also uses an Extranet to improve communication with its resellers, 
something that has reduced conflict within the distribution network. To minimise 
conflict between different customer segments, Ducati’s web site is designed 
according to the concept of totem, i.e. Ducati is trying to get customers to 
appreciate the whole world of Ducati, regardless of what entry point (the engine, 
the design, racing, etc) they had to the company. 
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Table 6.3 Within-Case Analysis of Conflict Reducing Approaches – Ducati

Conceptualisation – 
Conflict Reducing 
Approaches 

Measure Used Conflict Reducing Approaches – Ducati 

Online customers have to choose reference 
dealer, within country of delivery of product. 

Results from Ducati’s online sales are 
published to dealers monthly. 

Free-of-charge transportation of used 
motorcycles from Ducati’s outlet to dealers, 
if a customer wishes that. 

Institutionalised 
Approaches

Description of the 
institutional
mechanisms utilized 
by companies, 
intended to diffuse 
disagreements before 
they escalate into 
conflict (as described 
by the respondents) Exposure of new motorcycles in Ducati’s 

outlet, but no sales. Presumptive customers 
are referred to dealers. 

Pricing Approaches 

Description of the 
price levels used in 
different marketing 
channels, in order to 
minimise channel 
conflict (as described 
by the respondents) 

No conflict about pricing, since total 
purchase prices of apparel and accessories 
offered online are higher than total purchase 
prices offered by dealers  

Product Version  

Description of 
companies’ use of 
product version 
approaches

Channel conflict occurred between Ducati 
and its resellers when the MH900e was only 
sold through the Internet channel 

Approaches (as described by the 
respondents) 

Accessories and apparel that is only available 
through the dealer channel has not caused 
channel conflict between Ducati and its 
resellers.

Brand Name 
Approaches

Description of 
companies’ use of 
brand name 
approaches (as 
described by the 
respondents) 

Different brand names in different channels 
were not practiced by Ducati 

Reduced commission to dealer for referring 
motorcycle sold online to end customer.  

Compensation 
Approaches

Description of the 
compensation
approaches used by 
companies (as 
described by the 
respondents) 

Reduced commission to reference dealer, 
without its actual involvement, for online 
sales of accessories and apparel. 

Information about online customer to 
reference dealer. 
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To reduce communication conflicts, 
ducati.com was integrated with Ducati. 

A base text, describing the positioning of a 
product, is distributed through all marketing 
channels to increase consistency of 
communication, thereby reducing channel 
conflict.

An Extranet is used to reduce 
communication conflict with resellers. 

Communication
Approaches

Description of the 
communication
approaches used by 
companies (as 
described by the 
respondents) 

The web site is designed to minimise conflict 
between different customer segments. 

6.2 Within-Case Analysis - SAS 
n this section, the empirical evidence from the SAS case will be analysed based 
on the frame of reference regarding the causes of channel conflict, the assessed 
seriousness of channel conflict, and approaches to minimise channel conflict.  

6.2.1 Causes of Channel Conflict 
The empirical findings related to the causes of channel conflict when adding the 
Internet are presented in Table 6.4 (see p. 83). The grey colour indicates when 
findings did not match the frame of reference. 

When SAS added the Internet channel to its existing marketing channels, 
management states that even though some channel conflict did occur, the Internet 
per se did not contribute to more channel conflict. Even so, conflict occurred both 
with SAS’s other direct channels, as well as with its resellers, i.e. the travel agents. 
The three causes of conflict which were included in the frame of reference were 
goal, domain and communication conflicts. 

As pointed out by Friedman and Furey (1999), both suppliers and resellers want to 
maximise their profits, which might lead to goal conflict. This was what happened 
when SAS added the Internet channel, i.e. goal conflicts occurred since SAS wanted 
to increase sales through its Internet channel, while travel agencies, of course, 
wanted to increase sales through their channels. When offering Snowflake only 
through an SAS-owned website, management’s main goal was to keep costs down. 
Travel agencies, however, have reacted to this, since their goal is to provide 
customers with the best service, and therefore think that it would have been better 
if Snowflake would have been incorporated into the GDS-reservation system, as it 
is much easier for them to research their ordinary reservation system instead of a 
separate web site. Another reason for goal conflict was that travel agencies wanted 
to keep the commission on sales, since it was a large source of income, while SAS 

I
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decided to remove the commissions, since it was just a circulation of money, and 
since the company wanted to adapt to customers’ changing preferences, i.e. that 
customers wanted to handle simple travels themselves. 

The four critical elements of a channel domain are, according to Stern and El-
Ansary (1988), the population to be served, the territory to be covered, the functions or tasks 
to be performed and the technology employed. Management states that the basis for 
conflict in the travel market is the fight for customers. Regarding population to be 
served, customers purchasing through the different channels have rather different 
customer profiles, i.e. customers purchasing through travel agencies are mainly 
businesses, or private persons who are purchasing complex travels, while customers 
purchasing through SAS direct channels are mainly purchasing simple travels from 
A to B. However, it is the customer who decides where to purchase a ticket, 
which means that there are no indisputable boundaries between different customer 
segments. Travel agencies, therefore, believe or feel that SAS, through its direct 
channels, is trying to steal their customers. Concerning territory to be covered, the 
only boundaries that exist are that some products are only available through the 
Internet channel, but this applies both for SAS as well as the travel agencies. About 
functions or tasks to be performed, if customers want to have paper tickets on Swedish 
domestic flights, they have to contact SAS’s telephone channel or a travel agency, 
since only e-tickets are sold on the Internet. Hence, the technology employed in this 
case is the Internet. However, although it is specified that those products only are 
available through the Internet, conflict occurred since SAS’s telephone channel and 
the traditional travel agencies (the ones without Internet channel) felt bypassed 
and, therefore, also wanted to have access to e-tickets. In other words, domain
conflicts occurred both between SAS’s direct channels and between SAS and its 
travel agencies. 

Communication conflicts also occurred between SAS and its resellers. When travel 
agencies lack knowledge, and do not really know what is happening, they become 
insecure, something that causes conflict. That is, when travel agencies do not know 
which customer segment purchases tickets where, or why SAS is doing something, 
channel conflict occur. Therefore, generally speaking, channel conflict is caused by 
non-functioning communication, according to management. 

As already stated, it is often implied that with the adding of the Internet channel, 
more domain conflict than before will occur (Alba et al., 1997). Even though SAS 
said that domain conflict and communication conflict are the major causes of 
conflict, management claims that the adding of the Internet channel has not caused 
any more channel conflict than the company experienced before the Internet was 
added.
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Table 6.4 Within-Case Analysis of the Causes of Channel Conflict – SAS

Conceptualisation – 
Causes of Channel 
Conflict 

Measure Used Causes of Channel Conflict – 
SAS

Goal Conflict 
Assessment of the role of 
different goals between channel 
members as a cause of conflict (as 
perceived by the respondents)  

Goal conflicts occurred between 
SAS and the travel agencies. 

Domain conflict occurred 
between SAS and its channel 
members,
and was judged by management 
to be one of the major causes of 
conflict with travel agencies. 

Domain Conflict 

Assessment of the role of one 
channel member being bypassed 
by another channel member as a 
cause of conflict (as perceived by 
the respondents) Domain conflicts had not 

increased due to the adding of 
the Internet channel. 
Communication conflicts 
occurred between SAS and travel 
agencies,Communication

Conflict

Assessment of the role of not 
properly working 
communication within the 
marketing channel as a cause of 
conflict (as perceived by the 
respondents) 

and was judged by management 
to be one of the major causes of 
conflict with travel agencies. 

6.2.2 Assessing the Seriousness of Channel Conflict 
The empirical findings related to the assessment of the seriousness of channel 
conflict are presented in Table 6.5 (see p. 86). Findings that do not match the 
frame of reference are marked with grey colour.  

SAS’ representatives visit travel agencies quite often. In addition, SAS holds regular 
meetings with the Association of Swedish Travel Agents, SRF. Although this is not 
a structured approach to measure channel conflict, as suggested by Couglan et al. 
(2001), the meetings with travel agencies and SRF give SAS a good understanding 
of when conflicts exceed appropriate levels. Management does not think that SAS 
has experienced much conflict with travel agencies, and that the dangerous conflict 
that did occur did not have much to do with the Internet marketing channel. 
Nevertheless, five questions were included in the frame of reference to assess the 
seriousness of channel conflict, i.e. importance of channel, revenue in conflict, conflict 
issues, response of channel members and response of customers. 

Bucklin et al. (1997) claim that a channel in conflict that is not in decline and 
carries more than 10 to 15 percent of volume and/or profit needs attention. Since 
between 56 percent (in Norway) and 84 percent (SAS International) of SAS’s 
reservations are made through travel agencies, the travel agency channels are very 
important for SAS. Sales through the Internet channel, i.e. both SAS’s Internet 
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channel as well as travel agencies’ Internet channel, is increasing in terms of share 
of the market, but, according to SAS, this increase comes mainly from SAS’s 
telephone sales, and not so much from travel agencies. In accordance with Bucklin 
et al. (1997), SAS took several measures, which will be discussed under the next 
heading, to reduce the conflict that occurred when the commission on sales was 
removed.

Regarding revenue in conflict, i.e. whether two or more channels simultaneously are 
serving the same customers or not (Moriarty & Moran, 1990), the customers who 
purchase tickets through SAS’s direct channels are quite unlike those who purchase 
through travel agencies, i.e. the channels for the most part serve different customer 
segments, according to management.

The major conflict issues involved in SAS’s channel relationship with the travel 
agencies were pricing, product availability, the reward system, customer assignment and 
communication problems. Pricing refers to the fact that, when introducing the Internet, 
prices offered through SAS’s Internet channel were lower than prices offered 
through other marketing channels, since SAS wanted to awaken an interest for 
online sales, to make customers chose the Internet channel. However, both SAS’s 
telephone channel and travel agencies got upset by this approach. Therefore, SAS 
has almost ended lower online prices, except for infrequent campaigns, but those 
campaigns are also available to Internet agents and mixed agents, i.e. travel agencies 
with Internet channel. Product availability concerns the fact that some products are 
only sold through the Internet, something that traditional agents, i.e. travel 
agencies without Internet solution, resist. Also SAS’s telephone channel thinks that 
Internet products should be made available to it as well, since they are a part of 
SAS. In addition, offering Snowflake only through a company-owned web site, i.e. 
not within the GDS-reservation system, has caused conflict with travel agencies. 
According to management, when the reward system was changed, i.e. the 
commission removed, it caused dangerous conflict between SAS and travel 
agencies. The reason for this was, among other things, that travel agencies saw it as 
a move to bypass them, i.e. they saw the removal of the commission as a way to 
move sales of tickets from them to SAS’s Internet channel. According to 
newspapers, it even led travel agencies to try to stop booking SAS tickets as a 
protest to the change. But, according to management, after long discussions with 
representatives from travel agencies, and after some changes of the intended 
approach, such as the introduction of service fees from SAS’s side, most travel 
agencies understood the necessity for the change. So, today, SAS does not offer 
any commission on sales, and travel agencies have adjusted to this and are now 
charging customers service fees instead. While this conflict was in full progress, 
however, newspapers wrote several articles about it, i.e. customers (and others) 
became aware of the conflict, which, following McDonald’s (1999) arguing, proves 
that the conflict was really serious. Customer assignment refers to crossover between 
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different channels, i.e. customers purchasing tickets through SAS’s direct channels, 
and also travel agencies. Even though SAS tries to be clear in its communications 
with travel agencies, sometimes conflicts occur, since travel agencies misinterpret 
the communicated message, i.e. communication problems was also a conflict issue. 
Webb (1997), in his research of a company using multiple marketing channels 
including the Internet, identified pricing, product availability, the reward system, 
customer assignment, promotion and resource allocation as the major conflict 
issues. As can be seen, two of these issues were not mentioned by SAS, i.e. 
promotion and resource allocation. Communication problems, on the other hand, formed
a conflict issue mentioned by SAS that was not identified in Webb’s research. 
Furthermore, the meaning of product availability in SAS’s case is different from the 
meaning presented in Webb’s (1997) research, since product availability there 
referred to the fact that it was difficult to get supply and demand right on new 
products, which meant that on occasion certain hot items were not available 
through all channels, while for SAS it meant that some products were only 
available through the Internet channels. Also the reward system had a different 
meaning for SAS than the one provided by Webb (1997), i.e. instead of meaning 
that the objectives of the different channels were at odds with what was best for 
the company, in SAS’s case it meant that travel agencies were dissatisfied with the 
removal of the commission on sold tickets. In Webb’s research, pricing was 
pointed out as the possibly largest generator of channel conflict. In SAS’s case, 
however, the reward system was pointed out as the issue that caused the most 
dangerous conflict between SAS and the travel agencies. 

According to SAS, regarding response of customers, very occasionally customer 
confusion occurred due to conflict between SAS and the travel agencies. In other 
words, the channel conflict that occurred between SAS and its resellers did not 
much disturb SAS’s customers. However, since so much was written in the media 
about the conflict that occurred when removing the commission, customers 
became very much aware of the conflict.

When SAS removed the commission on sales, the media mostly reflected travel 
agencies’ perspectives on the conflict, and that travel agencies even tried to avoid 
booking customers with SAS. Therefore, the publicity most likely had a negative 
effect on SAS’s brand. However, the effect from channel conflict on a company’s 
brand is not discussed in the channel management literature. 
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Table 6.5 Within-Case Analysis of the Seriousness of Channel Conflict – SAS 

Conceptualisation –
Assessing the 
Seriousness of 
Channel
Conflict 

Measure Used Seriousness of Channel Conflict – 
SAS

The travel agency channels are very 
important for SAS, since between 56% and 
84% of SAS’ reservations are made through 
travel agencies. Importance of Channel 

Assessment of the 
different marketing 
channels’ importance to 
the company (as 
perceived by the 
respondents) 

Conflict reducing measures were taken 
after removing the commission on sales to 
travel agencies. 

Revenue in 
Conflict

Assessment of 
respondents’ views on 
the company’s different 
marketing channels 
serving the same 
customers (as perceived 
by the respondents) 

Customers purchasing through SAS’s 
direct channels are different from 
customers purchasing through travel 
agencies’ channels. 

Five conflict issues were mentioned by 
SAS:

Pricing
Customer assignment 
Product availability  
Reward system  
Communication problems 

Conflict Issues 

Assessment of the major 
conflict issues involved 
in the channel 
relationship (as 
perceived by the 
respondents) 

Previous research identified pricing as the 
possibly largest generator of channel 
conflict. But the removal of the 
commission, i.e. the reward system, was 
the most dangerous conflict issue for SAS. 

Response of Channel 
Members

Assessment of channel 
members’ responses to 
the conflict (as 
perceived by the 
respondents) 

The reactions from travel agencies when 
removing the commission was dangerous 
to SAS. 

Response of Customers 

Assessment of 
customers’ responses to 
the channel conflict (as 
perceived by the 
respondents) 

Customers were not much disturbed by 
channel conflict between SAS and the 
travel agencies. 

Effect on Brand 

Assessment of how the 
channel conflict affected 
the company’s brand (as 
perceived by the 
respondents) 

The channel conflict that occurred when 
removing the commission on sales to travel 
agencies most likely had a negative impact 
on SAS’s brand. 
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6.2.3 Approaches to Minimise Channel Conflict 
The empirical findings related to SAS’s conflict-reducing approaches when adding 
the Internet are presented in Table 6.6 (see p. 89). Findings that do not match the 
frame of reference are marked with grey colour. 

In the frame of reference, six different approaches to reduce channel conflict were 
identified, i.e. institutionalised, pricing, product version, brand name, compensation and
communication approaches.

Institutionalised approaches refer to joint membership in trade organisations, 
exchange-of-personnel programs, mediation, arbitration, relationship-building 
activities, etc. Joint membership in trade associations (Coughlan et al., 2001) can 
be compared to SAS’s regular meetings with the Association of Swedish Travel 
Agents (SRF), the organisation representing most of the Swedish travel agencies. 
SAS also keeps close contact with travel agencies; it visits them often (some as 
often as twice a month), works closely with them with activities aimed at end 
customers, and tries to create win-win situations for itself and the travel agencies. 
The visits at smaller travel agencies are handled by sales agents. All these meetings 
are obviously first of all aimed at informing travel agencies about new products, 
campaigns, etc., but since management thinks that trust is important in preventing 
conflict, and that trust is built through good communication and a good 
relationship, these meetings indirectly also help in minimising or preventing 
channel conflict. This approach seems to be in accordance with two of the three 
relationship-building dimensions that were identified by Heide and John (1992), 
i.e. information exchange which refers to channel members expectations that all 
relevant information should be shared freely, frequently, quickly and thoroughly, 
and solidarity, i.e. that channel members mutually tries to build the relationship. 

Concerning pricing approach, in the beginning prices were lower at the SAS web site 
than prices offered to travel agencies or SAS’s telephone sales, since SAS wanted to 
awaken an interest for online sales. This approach, however, caused channel 
conflict. SAS decided to offer the same online prices to travel agencies with 
Internet sales, even though it is cheaper for SAS when customers purchase tickets 
through SAS’s direct channels since these are not connected to the GDS-
reservation system. SAS’s telephone channel and travel agencies without Internet 
sales were not content with this approach, however. SAS therefore has almost 
ended online-only prices, other than certain campaigns, and these campaigns are 
also available for travel agencies with Internet sales. Moreover, in order to avoid 
conflict, SAS has not offered SAS-only prices for a long time now. In addition, to 
minimise conflict when removing the commission on travel agencies’ sales, SAS 
introduced a service fee on sales made through its direct channels. However, SAS 
does not charge this service fee to make it more expensive to purchase tickets 
through its channel, as suggested by King (1999). Instead, the purpose of the 
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service fee was to make it easier for travel agencies to also charge a service fee on 
services provided. Furthermore, SAS’s pricing approach is not really in line with 
any of the pricing approaches that were identified in the literature review, i.e. 
prices are not always identical in all marketing channels, and prices are not always 
lower online. Since all travel agencies are offered the same basic prices as the basic 
prices SAS offers through its Internet channel, provided that they utilize the 
Internet marketing channel, SAS does not experience any dangerous conflict with 
its resellers about pricing, although online prices sometimes are lower. 

In the literature, multiple products or versions were suggested as a conflict-reducing 
means (e.g. Ancarani, 2002), since it gives management the opportunity to target 
different customer segments through different channels. SAS utilizes the product 
version approach, i.e. SAS only offers e-tickets through its Internet channel on 
Swedish domestic flights. If customers prefer a paper ticket, they have to turn to 
SAS’s telephone sales or a travel agency and pay an extra fee. In other words, SAS’s 
product version approach serves as a way to target different customers through 
different marketing channels, just as suggested by the literature.

Regarding offering different brand name in different marketing channels, SAS offers 
Snowflake, a brand aimed at the low-cost carrier market, solely through its own 
website, www.flysnowflake.com. According to Gulati and Garino (2000), the 
decision to separate a brand or not in different marketing channels is largely a 
choice between flexibility and trust. In SAS’s case, however, the Snowflake brand 
quickly became a well-known and well-reputed brand. It, therefore, seems as if 
different brands in different marketing channels do not always have to be a choice 
between flexibility and trust. The brand name approach has been suggested as a 
means to avoid channel conflict (e.g. Coughlan et al., 2001). This was, however, 
not the major reason why SAS introduced Snowflake. Snowflake was introduced 
since SAS wanted to be able to compete in the low-cost carrier market, and 
management did not think that it was possible to accommodate such a product 
within the SAS brand. The reason for this is that the low-cost carrier product is 
totally different from what SAS used to offer, i.e. customers purchase the right to 
fly from A to B, and if they want something additional than the actual flight, they 
have to pay extra. Therefore, to keep costs down, the Snowflake web site was 
launched. By using this approach, SAS does not have to pay any fees on 
reservations since the web site, in the same way as low-cost competitors’ web sites, 
is not connected to the GDS-reservation system. However, since this approach 
makes it more difficult for travel agencies to book travel, i.e. travel agencies cannot 
use the traditional approach of booking tickets through the GDS-system, but 
instead need to go to Snowflake’s web site to effect a reservation. Some travel 
agencies thought that it was more difficult to serve customers in a good way, and 
objected. Thus, when SAS decided to offer a different brand through a detached 
web site, it did not come without frictions. 
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Table 6.6 Within-Case Analysis of Conflict Reducing Approaches – SAS

Conceptualisation 
– Conflict 
Reducing 
Approaches 

Measure Used Conflict Reducing Approaches – 
SAS

Institutionalised 
Approaches

Description of the institutional 
mechanisms, utilized by 
companies, intended to diffuse 
disagreements before they 
escalate into conflict (as 
described by the respondents) 

Relationship building activities, i.e. 
regular meetings with travel agencies, 
and meetings with SRF.

SAS used to offer lower prices, 
through its own Internet channel, 
than prices offered through all other 
channels, something that caused 
channel conflict. 
SAS introduced a service fee on its 
sales when the commission to travel 
agencies was removed, to make it 
easier for travel agencies to charge for 
their services. 

Pricing Approaches 

Description of the price levels 
used in different marketing 
channels, in order to minimise 
channel conflict (as described 
by the respondents) 

Today SAS offers identical prices in 
all marketing channels and, 
sometimes, lower online prices 
through all Internet channels. 

Product Version 
Approaches

Description of companies’ use 
of product version approaches 
(as described by the 
respondents) 

SAS’ uses the product version 
approach to target different customer 
segments through different marketing 
channels.
The brand name Snowflake was 
introduced to compete with low-cost 
carriers, on a web site detached from 
the GDS-reservation system, 
something that caused ‘conflict’ with 
travel agencies. 

Brand Name 
Approaches

Description of companies’ use 
of brand name approaches (as 
described by the respondents) 

In short time, Snowflake became a 
well-known and well-reputed brand. 

Compensation 
Approaches

Description of the 
compensation approaches used 
by companies (as described by 
the respondents) 

Compensation of travel agencies for 
sales made through SAS’s direct 
channels was not utilized by SAS. 

In advertising, reference is given both 
to SAS directly and to travel agencies. Communication

Approaches

Description of the 
communication approaches 
used by companies (as 
described by the respondents) 

An Extranet is used to reduce 
communication conflict with travel 
agencies.
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Compensation to travel agencies for sales made through SAS’s direct channels was 
not utilized by SAS.

Regarding communication approaches, management states that, in order to avoid 
conflict with channel partners, it is important to be clear in its communication. 
The Extranet that SAS introduced some years ago helps SAS in its communications 
with travel agencies. For instance, all sales information is published through the 
Extranet. The Extranet also makes it more easy for SAS to highlight certain 
important issues. Furthermore, in its advertising, SAS communicates that customers 
can either contact SAS directly, or a travel agency, to make a reservation. The 
latter method seems to be in accordance with one of the three relationship- 
building dimensions that were identified by Heide and John (1992), i.e. solidarity,
which refers to channel members’ expectations that the channel relationship should 
bring mutual benefits. 

6.3 Cross-Case Analysis 
he cross-case analysis is based on the within-case analyses presented earlier 
in this chapter. The cross-case analysis is, in the same way as the within-
case analyses, structured in accordance with the frame of reference, i.e. the 

cross-case analysis will start with a comparison of the causes of channel conflict when 
adding the Internet, followed by assessing the seriousness of channel conflict, and 
approaches to minimise channel conflict.

6.3.1 Causes of Channel Conflict 
The findings from both cases are schematically presented in Table 6.7 (see p. 91).
Divergences from the frame of reference are marked with grey colour.  

In agreement with theory (e.g. Smith et al., 1999), channel conflict occurred for 
both Ducati and SAS when the Internet was added to their existing marketing 
channels, even though both companies stated that the Internet per se had not 
contributed to more channel conflict. When analysing the data related to the 
causes of conflict when adding the Internet, some similarities and dissimilarities can 
be identified between the two cases. All three causes of channel conflict that were 
included in the frame of reference, i.e. goal, domain and communication conflicts,
occurred in both cases. No other causes of conflict besides these could be identified 
in either of the cases. Both Ducati and SAS stated that the adding of the Internet 
marketing channel had not contributed to more conflict with its resellers. 
Furthermore, contrary to theory (e.g. Alba et al., 1997), both Ducati and SAS 
claimed that domain conflicts had not increased due to the adding of the Internet. 

However, dissimilarities also could be identified in the comparison of the cases. 
Ducati judged communication conflicts to be the major cause of conflict with its 

T
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dealers, while SAS judged both communication and domain conflicts to be the major 
causes of conflict with travel agencies. Going into more detail regarding domain 
conflicts, even though dealers were compensated for Ducati’s online sales of 
motorcycles, contrary to theory (cf. Coughlan et al., 2001), domain conflicts 
occurred, as dealers felt bypassed by Ducati, since they wanted to be the starting 
point of the relationship with customers, i.e. domain conflicts occurred about 
functions or tasks to be provided. SAS, however, did not discuss this aspect of domain 
conflicts. For SAS, on the other hand, although customers decide through what 
channel they want to purchase tickets in the travel market, and although the travel 
market is rather segmented, domain conflicts occurred out of discussions of who 
owns the customer, i.e. the population to be served. This aspect also was discussed by 
Ducati, since dealers thought that they would have been able to sell the 
motorcycles themselves, thereby earning the full commission, instead of the 
reduced one they received on Ducati’s online sales, if the motorcycles had just 
been given to them. Hence, also in the Ducati case, domain conflicts occurred out 
of discussions of who owns the customers, i.e. the population to be served.

Table 6.7 Cross-Case Analysis of the Causes of Channel Conflict 

Conceptualisation –
Causes of Channel 
Conflict 

Causes of Channel Conflict 
– Ducati 

Causes of Channel Conflict – 
SAS

Goal Conflict Goal conflicts occurred 
between Ducati and its dealers. 

Goal conflicts occurred between 
SAS and the travel agencies. 

Domain conflicts occurred 
between Ducati and its dealers, 

Domain conflict occurred between 
SAS and its channel members.  

despite compensation of dealers 
for Ducati’s Internet sales. 

Domain conflict was judged by 
management to be one of the 
major causes of conflict with travel 
agencies.

Domain conflicts were mostly 
related to the population to be 
served, 

Domain conflicts were mostly 
related to the population to be 
served. 

as well as functions or tasks to 
be provided. 

Domain Conflict 

Domain conflicts had not 
increased due to the adding of 
the Internet channel, according 
to management. 

Domain conflicts had not increased 
due to the adding of the Internet 
channel, according to management. 

Communication conflicts 
occurred between Ducati and 
its channel members. 

Communication conflicts occurred 
between SAS and travel agencies. 

Communication
Conflict Communication conflict was 

judged to be the major cause of 
conflict by management. 

Communication conflict was 
judged by management to be one 
of the major causes of conflict with 
travel agencies. 
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6.3.2 Assessing the Seriousness of Channel Conflict 
The findings resulting from the cross comparison of the cases are summarised in 
Table 6.8 (see p. 94). Findings that do not match the frame of reference are marked 
with grey colour. 

Neither Ducati not SAS used any of the literature-suggested structured approaches 
to measure the seriousness of channel conflict. Moriarty and Moran (1990) 
suggested a rather informal approach in order to assess the magnitude of the 
conflict, i.e. asking questions about how much revenue a company has in conflict; 
where the conflict is; how channels and customers are reacting to it; and how 
much time management spends dealing with the conflict. The approach utilized by 
both Ducati and SAS, however, seems to have had an even more informal 
approach to find out about conflict, since both companies stated that they spent a 
lot of time talking with channel partners, and, in SAS’s case, they also had meetings 
with the trade association, but none of them discussed anything besides these 
meetings to measure the level of conflict with its channel partners. Nevertheless, to 
assess the seriousness of channel conflict, five questions were included in the frame 
of reference, i.e. importance of channel, revenue in conflict, conflict issues, response of 
channel members and response of customers.

Both for Ducati and SAS, the reseller channels are extremely important, i.e. it is 
not possible for Ducati to sell motorcycles without the assistance of dealers, and at 
least 56 percent of SAS’s air trips are sold via travel agencies. According to Bucklin 
et al. (1997), a channel in conflict that is not in decline and carries more than 10 to 
15 percent of volume and/or profit needs attention. Both Ducati and SAS attended 
to the conflict with its resellers. There is a difference though between the 
companies, i.e. Ducati implemented several conflict-reducing measures before
launching online sales of motorcycles, while SAS introduced its conflict-reducing 
measures after the commission on sales to travel agencies was removed (these 
conflict-reducing approaches will be further discussed under the next heading). 

Concerning revenue in conflict, i.e. whether two or more channels simultaneously 
try to sell the same product to the same customers or not (Moriarty & Moran, 
1990), there are some similarities, but also dissimilarities, between the cases. In 
SAS’s case, customers purchasing through travel agencies versus SAS’s direct 
channels, including the Internet, have very different customer profiles. Therefore, 
there is not much revenue in conflict. Also, in Ducati’s case, since the motorcycles 
that were sold online were not available through the dealer channels, there was no 
real revenue in conflict. However, since the profile of customers purchasing 
motorcycles on the Internet was similar to the profile of customers purchasing 
through dealers, dealers felt that they would have been able to sell the motorcycles 
had they just have been given to them. In other words, contradicting with theory 
(cf. Moriarty & Moran, 1990), even though the channels were not simultaneously 
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serving the same customers with the same product, the perception of dealers was 
that there was revenue in conflict, i.e. that Ducati took sales away from them by its 
Internet sales. Regarding online sales of apparel and accessories, on the other hand, 
there was no revenue in conflict since customers purchasing these products online 
were customers situated far from dealers, who otherwise would not have access to 
these products.

There are several similarities, as well as dissimilarities, in the major conflict issues 
involved in the channel conflict between the cases. Product availability, the reward 
system, customer assignment and communication problems were mentioned as conflict 
issues in both cases. In both cases, product availability meant that some products 
were only sold through the Internet channel, while in Webb’s (1997) research, it 
meant that it was difficult to get supply and demand right on new products; thus, 
at times, certain hot items were not available through all channels. The meaning of 
the reward system as a conflict issue was different between the cases, since Ducati 
discussed it in terms of dealers’ dissatisfaction with the received level of 
commission on online sales, i.e. sales made by another party (Ducati) through 
another channel (the Internet), while in SAS’s case, it referred to travel agencies’ 
dissatisfaction with the removal of commission on their sales, i.e. sales made by 
themselves, through their own channels. In previous research (Webb, 1997), the 
reward system had yet another meaning, i.e. that the objectives of the different 
channels were at odds with what was best for the corporation. Also customer
assignment had different meanings for the cases; in Ducati’s case, it meant that 
dealers wanted Ducati to force fan clubs to be attached to them, while Ducati, for 
several reasons, had chosen not to do so; for SAS, in the same way as in Webb’s 
(1997) research, customer assignment instead referred to crossover between 
channels, i.e. customers purchasing both through reseller channels and the 
company’s direct channels. Communication problems formed a conflict issue 
mentioned both by Ducati and SAS, which was not identified in Webb’s (1997) 
research. However, since the motorcycles were not available through the dealer 
channels, and since prices offered online on apparel and accessories are higher than 
when offered through dealers, pricing was not a conflict issue for Ducati. For SAS, 
on the other hand, pricing was a conflict issue in the beginning, since prices 
offered through SAS’s Internet channel were lower than prices offered through 
other channels. Today, however, SAS does not experience conflict on pricing, 
since the company only offers lower online prices on rare occasions, and those 
prices are also available to travel agencies with Internet channel. Therefore, 
contrary to theory (cf. Webb, 1997), pricing was not the largest conflict generator 
in either of the cases. 
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Table 6.8 Cross-Case Analysis of the Seriousness of Channel Conflict 

Assessing the 
Seriousness of 
Channel
Conflict 

Assessing the Seriousness of 
Channel Conflict – Ducati 

Assessing the Seriousness of 
Channel Conflict – SAS 

Approach to 
measure conflict 
with channel 
partners

Meetings with channel partners, but 
no formal approach to measure level 
of conflict with channel partners.  

Meetings with channel partners, 
and trade association, but no formal 
approach to measure level of 
conflict with channel partners.  

Importance of  

The reseller channels are extremely 
important for Ducati, i.e. Ducati 
cannot sell motorcycles without the 
help of dealers. 

The travel agency channels are very 
important for SAS, since between 
56% and 84% of SAS’s reservations 
are made through travel agencies. 

Channel Before launching online sales of 
motorcycles, conflict reducing 
measures were implemented to 
reduce conflict with dealers.  

Conflict reducing measures were 
taken after removing the 
commission on sales to travel 
agencies.

The customers purchasing through 
the Internet channel had the same
profile as regular customer. 

Customers purchasing through 
SAS’s direct channels are different 
from customers purchasing through 
travel agencies’ channels. 

Therefore, although the channels 
were not simultaneously serving the 
same customers with the same 
product, dealers’ perceptions were 
that there was revenue in conflict. 

Revenue in
Conflict

Customers purchasing apparel and/or 
accessories online are customers who 
do not have any dealer in the vicinity 

Four conflict issues were mentioned 
by Ducati: 

Five conflict issues were 
mentioned by SAS: 

Pricing
Customer assignment 

Conflict Issues 

Product availability 
Customer assignment 
Reward system 
Communication problems 

Product availability  
Reward system  
Communication problems 

Previous research identified pricing as 
the possibly largest generator of 
channel conflict, but pricing was not 
a conflict issue for Ducati. 

Previous research identified pricing 
as the possibly largest generator of 
channel conflict. But pricing was 
not the largest conflict issue for 
SAS.
The removal of the commission, 
i.e. the reward system, was the 
most dangerous conflict issue for 
SAS.
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The reactions from travel agencies 
when removing the commission 
was dangerous to SAS. Response of 

Channel
Members

In the beginning, the reactions from 
dealers were not judged as causing 
real problems for Ducati. This 
changed over time. 

Response of 
Customers

Customers were not much disturbed 
by channel conflict between Ducati 
and its resellers. 

Customers were not much 
disturbed by channel conflict 
between SAS and the travel 
agencies.

Effect on Brand 

The most important consequence of 
creating channel conflict, due to the 
online sales of motorcycles, was that 
it had a positive impact on Ducati’s 
brand. 

The channel conflict that occurred 
when removing the commission on 
sales to travel agencies probably had 
a negative effect on SAS’s brand. 

As for response of channel members, neither of the companies regarded the reactions 
from resellers due to the adding of the Internet channel as dangerous to the 
company. However, in Ducati’s case this changed over time, i.e. after selling four 
motorcycles online, management determined that these sales did not bring the 
desired publicity any longer, and decided not to weaken the dealer network any 
further, so for the time being motorcycles are not sold on the Internet. McDonald 
(1999) stated that the easiest sign of channel conflict exceeding appropriate levels is 
a higher than normal turnover rate of channel partners. Although no dealer ended 
its relationship with Ducati, management saw the reactions of dealers as a problem. 
Apparel and accessories are still sold online, but for these sales the response from 
dealers has not been negative. In SAS’s case, management saw the negative 
response from travel agencies as a response to the removal of commissions, and not 
so much related to the Internet. However, according to the newspapers, this 
conflict was very much related to the Internet channel, since travel agencies saw 
the removal of the commission as SAS trying to bypass them by making tickets 
sold through SAS’s Internet channel cheaper than tickets sold through them. In 
response to this conflict, travel agencies even tried to make customers use other 
airlines than SAS, according to the newspapers. In other words, it seems that, for 
Ducati, the response from channel members related to Ducati’s direct sales on the 
Internet became a problem over time, while for SAS, the response from channel 
members related to SAS’s direct sales on the Internet probably became dangerous 
as soon as the commission on sales was removed. 

Regarding response of customers, according to both Ducati and SAS, channel conflict 
has not much disturbed the companies’ customers. However, in SAS’s case, when 
it removed the commission on sales to travel agencies, the company received a lot 
of negative press, which made customers became very much aware of the conflict.
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In fact, both companies received a lot of publicity when adding the Internet 
channel. For Ducati, the focus of the articles was that it actually was selling high-
priced motorcycles on the Internet, and that the online sales were very successful, 
i.e. the focus was not on the channel conflict. For SAS, on the contrary, the 
articles focused on the conflict with travel agencies. Accordingly, the difference 
was that, in Ducati’s case, the publicity was very positive for the company and 
affected Ducati’s brand in a positive way, while the publicity probably had a 
negative effect on SAS’s brand. How the channel conflict affects a company’s 
brand, as an approach to assess the seriousness of channel conflict, was not 
mentioned in the literature. 

6.3.3 Approaches to Minimise Channel Conflict 
The empirical findings, related to the cross-case analysis of the approaches used by 
the companies to minimise channel conflict, are summarised in Table 6.9 (see p.
98). Findings that do not match the frame of reference are marked with grey 
colour.

Six different approaches that can be used to minimise channel conflict were 
identified in the frame of reference, i.e. institutionalised, pricing, product version, brand 
name, compensation and communication approaches.

Institutionalised approaches, such as relationship building activities, etc., were 
discussed by both Ducati and SAS. Coughlan et al. (2001) discuss joint 
membership in trade associations as one such approach, which can be compared to 
SAS meetings with travel agencies’ trade association, as well as travel agencies. The 
use of reference reseller has also previously been discussed in the channel 
management literature (e.g. Tsay & Agrawal, 2004), i.e. an approach utilized by 
Ducati, but then in the sense of compensating resellers. The basic function, 
however, where customers have to choose a reference reseller on online sales, is in 
fact an institutionalised approach. The other institutionalised approaches utilized by 
Ducati, i.e. regular publication to resellers of the company’s online direct sales, 
exposure of products sold only through resellers in the company’s direct channel, 
and free-of-charge transportation to resellers of end customers’ purchases of 
motorcycles through the company’s direct channel, have not previously been 
discussed in the channel management literature, at least not in the sense of 
minimising channel conflict. Although no similarities with regard to the 
institutionalised approaches can be found between the cases, it might be inaccurate 
to say that all of the described approaches represent dissimilarities, due to the fact 
that this was an open-ended question, and the respondents might have forgotten 
some approaches in their answers. 

When it comes to pricing, the companies in this study used different approaches. 
Obviously, pricing was not an issue when Ducati sold motorcycles on the Internet, 
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since these were not available through other channels. Apparel and accessories, 
though, are sold both on the Internet and through dealers. Although the prices 
offered online are the same as prices offered by dealers, once shipping costs and 
duty are included, the total purchase prices offered online are actually higher. 
Ducati does not experience any conflict with dealers about pricing, which is in 
accordance with the frame of reference, where higher online prices were identified as 
one conflict-reducing approach. When SAS started selling on the Internet, it 
offered lower prices through its own Internet channel than through all other 
channels, something that caused channel conflict. SAS introduced a service fee on 
its sales, to mitigate the conflict that occurred when removing the commission to 
travel agencies. Service fees were not discussed in the literature as a conflict- 
reducing approach. SAS also changed its pricing approach into offering the same 
lower online prices to all Internet channels, i.e. also travel agencies Internet 
channels, but this approach also caused conflict. Today, SAS offers the same prices 
through all marketing channels, other than certain campaigns, and these campaigns 
are also available for travel agencies with Internet sales. Since all travel agencies are 
offered the same basic price as SAS offers, provided that they are selling through 
the Internet, SAS does not experience any dangerous conflict about pricing with its 
channel members. This pricing approach, where online prices usually are the same 
as in other marketing channels, but sometimes are lower, has not been described in 
the conflict-reducing literature.

Both companies used product version approaches, i.e. when an offered product or 
product bundle is not available through all the company’s marketing channels. The 
results of this approach, however, differed between the companies. Although this 
approach has been suggested as a way to reduce channel conflict (e.g. Ancarani, 
2002), when Ducati did not offer motorcycles through all marketing channels, it 
caused conflict. That is, when motorcycles were only sold online, Ducati’s dealers 
got really upset, which was one of the reasons why motorcycles have not been sold 
online for two years now. For legal and practical reasons, among other things, 
some of Ducati’s accessories and apparel are only available through dealers. This 
product version approach obviously has not caused any conflict between Ducati 
and its resellers, in accordance with literature. SAS only offers e-tickets through its 
Internet channel, so if customers want to purchase a paper ticket instead, they have 
to turn to SAS’s telephone sales or a travel agency and pay an extra fee. SAS’s 
product version approach therefore serves as a way to target different customer 
profiles through different marketing channels, which has been suggested as a 
conflict-reducing approach (e.g. Bucklin et al., 1997). Ducati’s product version 
approach when selling motorcycles on the Internet, on the other hand, did not 
target different customer segments, since customers purchasing motorcycles online 
had almost the same customer profile as customers purchasing through dealers. 
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Table 6.9 Cross-Case Analysis of Conflict Reducing Approaches

Conceptuali-
sation – 
Conflict 
Reducing 
Approaches 

Conflict Reducing Approaches – 
Ducati

Conflict Reducing Approaches – 
SAS

Regular meetings with travel 
agencies, and with travel agencies’ 
trade association.  

Online customers have to choose 
reference dealer, within country of 
delivery of product. 

Results from Ducati’s online sales are 
published to dealers once a month. 

Free-of-charge transportation of used 
motorcycles from Ducati’s outlet to 
dealers, if a customer wishes. 

Institutiona-
lised
Approaches

Exposure of new motorcycles in 
Ducati’s outlet, but no sales. 
Presumptive customers are referred to 
dealers. 
No conflict about pricing, since total 
purchase price online on apparel and 
accessories is higher than that offered 
by dealers.  

Pricing
Approaches

When SAS offered lower prices 
through its own Internet channel 
than prices offered through all other 
channels, channel conflict occurred. 

SAS introduced a service fee on its 
sales when the commission to travel 
agencies was removed.

Today, SAS usually offers identical 
prices in all marketing channels and, 
sometimes, lower online prices 
through all Internet channels. 

Product 
Version

Accessories and apparel that is only 
available through the dealer channel 
has not caused channel conflict 
between Ducati and its resellers. 

Approaches Ducati’s product version approach, 
when selling motorcycles only 
through the Internet, caused channel 
conflict.
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Product 
Version
Approaches,
contd.

Ducati’s product version approach 
regarding online sales of motorcycles 
did not target different 
customers through different 
channels.

SAS’ product version approach does 
target different customers through 
different channels. 

Different brand names in different 
channels were not practiced by 
Ducati.

The brand name Snowflake was 
introduced to compete with low-cost 
carriers, on a web site detached from 
the GDS-reservation system, 
something that caused ‘conflict’ with 
travel agencies.

Brand Name 
Approaches

In short time Snowflake became a 
well-known and well-reputed brand. 

Compensation 

Reduced commission to dealer for 
referring motorcycle sold online to 
end customer, i.e. reduced
commission for reduced service 
involvement.

Compensation of travel agencies for 
sales made through SAS’s direct 
channels was not utilized by SAS, i.e. 
no commission because no 
service involvement.

Approaches Reduced commission to reference 
dealer, without its actual 
involvement, for online sales of 
accessories and apparel. 
Information about online customer to 
reference dealer. 
An Extranet reduces communication 
conflicts with resellers. 

An Extranet reduces communication 
conflicts with resellers. 

A base text, describing the 
positioning of a product, is distributed 
through all channels to increase 
consistency of communication, 
thereby reducing channel conflict. 

Communi-
cation
Approaches

To reduce communication conflicts, 
the Internet business was integrated 
with the parent company. 

The web site is designed to minimise 
conflict between different customer 
segments.

In advertising, reference is given to 
SAS directly and to travel agencies. 

Regarding the use of brand name, the companies also were different; Ducati did not 
use a different brand name in different marketing channels, while SAS had 
introduced the brand name Snowflake to compete in the low-cost carrier market.
Although the purpose of introducing Snowflake was not to reduce channel 
conflict, it has been suggested in literature that the use of a different brand name in 
different marketing channels is an approach to reduce conflict (cf. Coughlan et al., 
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2001). For SAS, however, the introduction of Snowflake led to ‘conflict’ with 
travel agencies, since Snowflake is only sold through its own web site 
(www.flysnowflake.com), and not through the GDS-reservation system, the system 
travel agencies normally use when making reservations of tickets. Gulati and 
Garino (2000) claim that the decision to separate a brand or not in different 
marketing channels is to a large extent a choice between flexibility and trust. 
Snowflake became a well-reputed brand in very short time, according to 
management, so, contrary to theory, it seems that using a separate brand in 
different marketing channels does not always bring problems with trust. 

Also regarding compensation, Ducati and SAS used totally different approaches; 
Ducati’s dealers received a commission for Ducati’s online sales, while SAS did not 
compensate travel agencies for its online sales. The big difference between the 
companies is that Ducati’s dealers actually performed the service of referring 
motorcycles to customers, i.e. they were compensated for service provided, while 
travel agencies are not involved at all in SAS’s direct sales. Since the service of 
referring motorcycles sold online to customers did not involve all of the traditional 
services expected by dealers, such as marketing, inventory, etc., dealers received a 
lower than usual commission on these sales. As Coughlan et al. (2001) establish, 
when channel members no longer perform all channel functions, they cannot 
expect to receive full commission any longer. However, the compensation 
approach used by Ducati for sales of accessories and apparel contradicts this theory 
since, although dealers are not involved in those sales at all, they receive a reduced 
commission on those sales. But compensation does not only come in the form of 
money; dealers also receive information about the online customers who choose 
them as a reference dealer, which offers them the opportunity to contact these 
customers.  

Both Ducati and SAS utilized an Extranet to improve their communication with 
resellers, something that both companies referred to as reducing channel conflict. 
Ducati also discussed some other communication approaches, i.e. the integration of 
ducati.com with Ducati, and the use of a base text about the positioning of a 
product, to make sure that the communicated message is the same across channels. 
Furthermore, to reduce conflict between customer segments, Ducati’s web site is 
designed so that visitors hopefully will appreciate the whole world of Ducati, 
regardless of their entry point to the brand (the engine, design, racing etc.). SAS 
also pointed out that, in its advertising, SAS always communicates that customers 
can either contact SAS directly or a travel agency, in order to make a reservation. 
SAS does so to communicate to customers and travel agencies that it does not 
matter where customers purchase their tickets; all SAS cares about is that they 
travel with SAS. This method seems to be in agreement with what Heide and John 
(1992) call solidarity, which refers to channel members’ expectations that the 
channel relationship should bring mutual benefits.
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7 CONCLUSIONS
This chapter aims at providing an overall conclusion regarding the findings of this study. The 
findings and conclusions will be discussed in the first section, which will be followed by 
managerial implications. The final section will cover suggestions for future research.

7.1 Findings and Conclusions 
he focus of this research has been channel conflict when adding the 
Internet. Although some channel conflict was described by the companies, 
it must be noted that both Ducati and SAS emphasize that they have a very 

good working relationship with their resellers, although on rare occurrence they 
have encountered problems. With that said, it is time to return to the research 
problem of this thesis, namely:  

Based on the literature review, three research questions were identified: 

1) How can the causes of channel conflict in multiple marketing channels including the 
Internet be described?

2) How can the seriousness of channel conflict in multiple marketing channels including the 
Internet be described?

3) How can the approaches that management utilizes in order to minimise channel conflict 
in multiple marketing channels including the Internet be described?

The findings and conclusions will be discussed with respect to the research 
questions. This section is therefore divided into three parts: causes of channel conflict, 
assessing the seriousness of channel conflict and approaches to minimise channel conflict.

7.1.1 Causes of Channel Conflict 
As was described in the literature, the findings from this study confirm that channel 
conflict will occur when companies add the Internet marketing channel to existing 
marketing channels. This study, however, has led to the identification of both 
some similarities and dissimilarities between the companies included in this study, 
with respect to the causes of channel conflict. In both cases, goal, domain and 
communication were described as the primary causes of conflict. Nothing that could 
be referred to any other cause of conflict, except for these three, was discussed by 
the respondents.

T
To explore and describe managers’ perspectives on conflict in multiple marketing channels 

with a focus on the Internet
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In agreement with theory, goal conflicts occurred since the business goals of both the 
manufacturer and the service provider were different from their resellers’ business 
goals.

Although it has been suggested in theory that domain conflict will increase with the 
adding of the Internet channel (cf. Alba et al., 1997), both companies claimed that 
domain conflicts had not increased. This must not be misinterpreted, though, as if 
domain conflicts did not occur related to the adding of the Internet. In one 
company, domain conflicts occurred since several functions or tasks usually provided 
by the reseller were taken over by the manufacturer. So, even though resellers 
were compensated for the manufacturer’s online sales, contrary to theory (cf. 
Coughlan et al., 2001) channel conflict occurred, since resellers felt bypassed in 
giving service to customers. In other words, when selling products directly to end 
customers on the Internet, the manufacturer took over functions usually provided 
by resellers, something that interfered with resellers’ relationships with customers. 
Another reason for domain conflicts, in this case, was that the profile of customers 
purchasing online was so similar to that of customers purchasing through resellers, 
which led to conflicts about population to be served. However, although the profiles 
of customers purchasing online and through resellers were different in the service 
provider case, discussions about who owns the customers, i.e. population to be served, 
occurred also in this case. In fact, in the latter case, although the customer profiles 
were different in different channels, domain conflicts were judged to be among the 
major causes of conflict.  

The manufacturer judged communication to be the major cause of channel conflict. 
Namely, when communication was not clear, consistent, homogeneous, timely, or 
when it was too redundant, communication conflicts occurred between the 
manufacturer and its resellers, as well as internally, between different divisions of 
the company. Communication conflicts also were judged by the service provider as 
one of the major causes of channel conflict, i.e. a lack of knowledge in the channel 
relationship leads to insecurity, something that was stated to cause conflict. 

Hence, quite contrary to Webb’s (1997) findings, although poor communication, 
as well as the part of domain conflict that is related to coordination, are important 
as causes of channel conflict, this study indicates also that the other parts included 
in the concept of domains, as well as goals, are important as causes of conflict when 
utilising multiple marketing channels. To be precise, no matter how much the 
companies included in this study would have communicated or coordinated their 
operations with resellers, occasionally conflict still would have occurred: (1) since 
some of the business goals of the manufacturer or service provider are different 
from the business goals of their reseller companies, and (2) since, when the 
manufacturer started selling directly to end customers, domain conflicts were 
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caused because some relationship-building activities were taken over from the 
resellers.

7.1.2 Assessing the Seriousness of Channel Conflict 
Neither of the companies included in this study used any of the structured methods 
suggested in the literature to assess the seriousness of the channel conflict. Instead, 
meetings with channel partners, and in one case the resellers’ trade association, 
provided the companies with a good understanding of when conflicts with channel 
members exceeded appropriate levels. Even so, the answers that were given to the 
questions included in the frame of reference helped achieve an understanding of 
the conflict that occurred between the companies and their channel members.  

It is apparent that the reseller channel is very important for both companies 
included in this research. The manufacturer cannot sell its motorcycles without the 
assistance of resellers, and the major part of the service provider’s sales goes 
through resellers. In other words, both companies are extremely dependent on a 
working relationship with its resellers. The manufacturer still decided to sell 
motorcycles on the Internet, since it wanted to create excitement for presumptive 
customers, and to create publicity in order to build the brand. The manufacturer 
therefore took several measures before launching its Internet sales, to make sure that 
the resellers were involved in the sales process. The actions of the service provider, 
on the contrary, were judged by its resellers as aiming at bypassing them by direct 
sales through the Internet channel, so-called disintermediation. Some resellers, as a 
result, even tried to make customers purchasing offerings from other service 
providers instead. Furthermore, the media wrote a lot about this, so customers 
became very much aware of the conflict between the service provider and its 
resellers. The service provider judged the conflict to be dysfunctional, and 
therefore made some changes of its Internet sales, i.e. management took measures 
to reduce the conflict after it occurred. 

Although the service provider’s customers decide whether to purchase through the 
company’s direct channels or through the resellers’ channels, the different channels 
are, for the most part, not serving the same customers, since customers purchasing 
through the different channels have rather different profiles. The manufacturer was 
selling apparel and accessories through its web site, as well as through resellers. 
Also, in this case, the profiles of customers purchasing through different channels 
were different. However, the customers who bought motorcycles online had 
pretty much the same customer profile as customers who were purchasing through 
resellers. Therefore, as the customers’ profiles were nearly the same, although 
resellers did not sell the motorcycle models that were sold through the 
manufacturer’s web site, resellers thought that the channels were serving the same 
customers. In other words, somewhat contradicting theory (cf. Moriarty & Moran, 
1990), although the manufacturer’s channel and the reseller channels were not 
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simultaneously serving the same products to the same customers, resellers felt that 
there was revenue in conflict because the profiles of the customers were the same, 
something that led to conflict.

The manufacturer also received a lot of publicity, but the focus of this publicity 
was not the channel conflict. Instead, as intended, the focus was on the product, 
and the amazing fact that a manufacturer was selling high-priced motorcycles 
online. So, although the online sales created conflict with the resellers, these were 
judged to be less important than the additional brand building, and excitement, 
that the sales created. In other words, the publicity had a positive effect on the 
manufacturer’s brand, while it probably had a negative effect on the service 
provider’s brand. This aspect, i.e. how the channel conflict affects a company’s 
brand, is not discussed in the literature. 

However, after selling some motorcycle models online, the novelty had 
disappeared, and the manufacturer did not receive much more publicity. Then it 
was judged more important to manage the relations with resellers instead. That is, 
once the online sales did not create excitement any longer, it seems as if 
management judged the channel conflict to be dysfunctional to the company. 
Therefore, motorcycles have not been sold online for two years now. However, 
online sales of apparel and accessories continue, since these make it possible for the 
company to reach customers who are situated far from resellers, and since these 
sales have not created channel conflict for the company. These sales also serve as a 
means for the manufacturer to keep control of the Internet channel, because, as 
management states, if it does not manage the Internet channel, its resellers will.

In earlier research of a multiple marketing channel system including the Internet, 
several conflict issues were identified, i.e. pricing, product availability, customer 
assignment, promotion, resource allocation and the reward system (Webb, 1997). 
Resource allocation was not mentioned as a conflict issue in this research. 
However, since the interviews were open in nature, resource allocation might still 
be a conflict issue, although not mentioned by the companies. On the other hand, 
one conflict issue that was not identified in previous research was mentioned by 
both companies, namely communication problems. The other issues that were 
mentioned by at least one of the companies were product availability, customer 
assignment, reward system and pricing. These conflict issues all can be referred to the 
previously identified causes of conflict, i.e. goal, domain and communication conflicts.
That is, pricing, in the service provider’s case, and the companies’ reward systems 
can be referred to goal conflict, while product availability and customer assignment 
can be referred to domain conflict. Communication problems obviously refer to 
communication conflict. Since the conflict issues described by the respondents can 
be referred to all three conflict causes included in the frame of reference, this 
research does not support the suggestion made by Webb (1997), i.e. that only the 
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dimensions of goal incompatibility and domain similarity represent types of issues 
over which conflict-related disagreements occur. Instead, the statement made by 
Ong et al. (1990) seems to be supported by this research, i.e. that conflict issues can 
be regarded as symptoms of the causes of conflict.

Moreover, neither of the companies included in this research thought that pricing 
was the largest conflict issue. In fact, the manufacturer stated that it had not had 
any channel conflict about pricing at all. Although the service provider had 
experienced some channel conflict about pricing when introducing the Internet 
channel, management stated that the company no longer had any channel conflict 
about this issue since the pricing approach had been changed. Management instead 
stated that the largest conflict issue was the removal of compensation on sales to its 
resellers, which, due to the addition of the Internet channel, some of the 
company’s resellers saw as a move towards disintermediation. In other words, this 
research does not support previous research which suggests that pricing is the single 
issue over which most conflict is generated (cf. Webb, 1997). On the contrary, this 
study indicates that different companies experience different conflict issues when 
using multiple marketing channels including the Internet, and also that the conflict 
issues change over time. 

The service provider did not think that there is anything positive with channel 
conflict, and therefore stated that the ambition is to avoid conflict with its channel 
partners. The manufacturer, on the other hand, even stated that it is trying to 
create conflict, to do things that are radical, exciting and controversial, to build the 
company’s brand in order to justify the premium price of its products. Therefore, 
even though management knew that it would lead to conflict with its resellers, the 
manufacturer decided to sell high-priced motorcycles online, but since the resellers 
are so crucial for the company, management took several measures to reduce the 
conflict as much as possible. 

7.1.3 Approaches to Minimise Channel Conflict 
Both the manufacturer and the service provider utilized several approaches to 
minimise channel conflict. The service provider built its relations with resellers 
through regular meetings with resellers, as well as with the resellers’ trade 
association, which is an institutionalised conflict-reducing approach that is discussed 
in the literature. The manufacturer, on the other hand, utilized some institutional 
approaches which has not been described, at least in that sense, in the literature. 
That is, the manufacturer’s online customers had to choose a reference dealer 
within the country of delivery of the product (who later received compensation on 
these sales), and results from the company’s online sales were published to resellers 
monthly.
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In accordance with the frame of reference, the manufacturer did not experience 
any conflict about pricing, since, although the basic prices were equal for accessories 
and apparel offered through resellers and online, once shipping costs and duty were 
included the total purchase price was higher online than the total purchase price 
offered through resellers. The service provider used to experience conflict about 
pricing, since prices offered through the company’s web site used to be lower than 
prices offered through other channels. However, the company had introduced a 
service fee on its direct sales, and it also had changed pricing approach. Now the 
company offered the same prices through all Internet channels. In other words, 
sometimes Internet prices were lower than prices offered through traditional 
channels, but then these prices also were offered through resellers’ Internet 
channels. Thereby, the company experience little problems regarding pricing. This 
pricing approach, however, is not discussed in the literature. 

Both the manufacturer and the service provider used the product version approach, 
i.e. some of the companies’ offerings were not available through all of its marketing 
channels. Ancarani (2002) claims that companies can avoid channel conflict by 
resort to e-commerce only for products not available in traditional channels, and 
refers to Procter & Gamble, which apparently uses this approach. In Ancarani’s 
study, nothing is mentioned regarding what kind of products Procter & Gamble is 
offering solely through its Internet channel. In the present research, however, even 
though the manufacturer decided to only sell motorcycle models online that were 
not available through dealers, channel conflict occurred. Dealers thought that they 
would have been able to sell these motorcycles, had they just been allowed to sell 
them, especially since this product version approach did not target different 
segments, as the customer profiles of online and offline customers were practically 
the same. The service provider’s product version approach, on the other hand, 
managed to target different customer segments, as suggested in the literature (cf. 
Bucklin et al., 1997). The results of this study therefore indicate that when 
producers sell highly desirable products directly to end customers, which resellers 
just as well could have sold, channel conflict will occur, especially if the product 
version effort does not target different customer segments. 

The use of different brand names in different channels has also been suggested as a 
means to reduce channel conflict. The service provider utilized this approach, 
although the primary purpose was to compete with low-cost carriers, and not to 
reduce channel conflict. Even if some resellers complained about not having easy 
access to the low-cost brand’s offerings, no real conflict occurred due to this 
approach. It has been argued that the decision to use separate brands in different 
marketing channels is a choice between flexibility and trust (Gulati & Garino, 
2000). However, when the service provider introduced its low-cost brand, it 
became a well-known and well-reputed brand in short time. Hence, contrary to 
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theory, it seems as if using separate brands in different marketing channels doesn’t 
always bring trust issues.

Compensation of resellers for a company’s direct Internet sales has also been 
suggested as an approach to reduce channel conflict (cf. Coughlan et al., 2001). In 
agreement with theory, the service provider did not compensate its resellers, since 
they were not involved in the service provider’s online sales. The manufacturer 
compensated its resellers with a lower than usual commission, since the resellers no 
longer were performing all the traditional services, such as stock holding or 
marketing, which also is in agreement with theory. However, against theory, the 
manufacturer also compensated resellers for online sales of accessories and apparel, 
although the resellers were not involved at all in these sales. The manufacturer also 
‘compensated’ its resellers with information about the online customers who chose 
them as a reference reseller.  

Both the manufacturer and the service provider used an Extranet to improve the 
communication with resellers, something that was referred to by both companies as 
reducing communication conflict. In other words, the unique characteristics of the 
Internet actually can be used to reduce channel conflict. The Internet business of 
the manufacturer was integrated with the parent company, in order to make it 
easier to communicate the same message through all marketing channels. The 
manufacturer distributed a base text about the positioning of a product throughout 
all its marketing channels, to make sure that the communicated message would be 
the same across channels. Furthermore, the manufacturer’s web site has been 
designed with the aim of minimising conflict between different customer segments. 
Finally, in its advertising, the service provider gives reference to both the 
company’s direct channels as well as to resellers.  

7.2 Theoretical Contributions
he contributions of this study are based on only two case studies. 
However, as Yin (2003) claims, even a single case can confirm, challenge, 
or extend theory.  

Even though channel conflict occurred in both companies included in this study 
when they added the Internet channel, managers did not think that the Internet per 
se had contributed to more conflict with its channel members.

Although goal conflict, domain conflict and differing perceptions of reality are 
presently accepted as the major causes of channel conflict (cf. Coughlan et al., 
2001), the findings from this study confirm the assumption made in the frame of 
reference, i.e. that differing perceptions of reality probably should be replaced with 
communication as one of the primary causes of conflict, since differing perceptions 
of reality seem to be the result of poor communication. In fact, communication 

T
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was even stated to be the major cause of channel conflict by one of the companies, 
and one of two major causes of conflict for the other company involved in this 
research, thus further strengthening this assumption. In addition, the channel 
conflict issues involved in this research could all be referred to these three causes of 
conflict.

When assessing whether channel conflict is functional or dysfunctional, it seems 
that one important aspect to consider is its impact on a company’s brand. One of 
the companies viewed channel conflict as only having negative consequences, and 
it seems as if this company’s brand had been negatively affected by the conflict 
with its resellers. On the contrary, the company that had experienced positive 
effects on its brand, i.e. positive publicity, did not consider the channel conflict 
that occurred when adding the Internet a problem for the company. 

This research also found that the Internet actually can be used to reduce channel 
conflict. That is, both companies referred to the use of an Extranet as a means to 
improve the communication with resellers, which in turn was stated as reducing 
communication conflict.

Furthermore, the pricing approach presently utilized by the service provider is 
different from the approaches that were identified in the literature review, i.e. 
although this approach reminds of the identical prices in all marketing channels 
approach, it is not really the same since the offered online prices sometimes are 
lower than prices offered through traditional channels, but then both through the 
service provider’s and the resellers’ Internet channels. Therefore, it seems more 
correct to label this pricing approach as online specific pricing. In addition, the service 
provider added a service fee on its direct sales, which also contributed in reducing 
conflict with its resellers, since this fee made it easier for resellers to charge for their 
services.

7.3 Managerial Implications
ll channel conflict cannot be avoided when producers add the Internet 
channel to existing marketing channels. That is, some of the business goals 
of a producer and a reseller will always be different, something that might 

lead to conflict, and as soon as producers start to sell directly to end customers, 
resellers will fear disintermediation. In addition, all channel conflict should not be 
avoided. As Stern and Heskett (1969) established, without conflict, systems can 
become passive, non-innovative and eventually, non-viable. If Ducati had decided 
not to sell motorcycles online, in order to avoid conflict with its resellers, the 
company would have missed the opportunity of getting as much brand building 
publicity as it did.

A
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However, the way a company handles the conflict when adding the Internet 
channel seems to be crucial for the outcome of the conflict. Findings of this study 
indicate that it is important to handle the channel conflict proactively, i.e. to 
implement proper conflict-reducing measures before adding the Internet marketing 
channel, in order to, among other things, reduce resellers’ concerns of 
disintermediation. One possibility for a company to minimise conflict with its 
resellers could be to involve them as much as possible in the online sales. In 
Ducati’s case, for instance, resellers are even compensated for Ducati’s online sales 
of apparel and accessories, despite the fact that resellers are not involved in these 
sales at all.

Furthermore, poor communication was pointed out as the major cause (or one of 
the major causes) of conflict by both companies involved in this study. Therefore, 
managers are advised to take measures to ensure that communication with its 
channel partners is working properly. The use of a well-designed Extranet could 
be a valuable tool in achieving this. 

Ducati, in the same way as, for instance, Harley-Davidson, is a motorcycle brand 
that by itself is very niched. Therefore, by offering a motorcycle model only 
through the Internet, the company did not target different customer segments, 
since the customer profiles of online and offline customers were more or less the 
same, which in turn led to channel conflict. However, it would probably work if 
Ducati offered the motorcycles sold online to dealers as well; then the competition 
would be level. The same approach as that used when selling accessories and 
apparel could be used, i.e. the MSRP-price, plus delivery cost and duty, and 
commission to reference dealers. Since online prices with this approach would be 
higher, probably only customers situated really far from a dealer would purchase 
motorcycles online. They still would have to pick them up at a reference dealer, 
since, according to Ducati, it is not possible to sell motorcycles without the 
assistance of a dealer. But the customer, at least, would not have to visit a dealer 
just to initiate the purchase. By using this approach, Ducati would probably not 
experience much conflict with dealers, since it would be clear for them that Ducati 
is only aiming at expanding the market, and that the company is not trying to 
bypass them. Another important consequence of this approach is that Ducati 
would be able to keep control of dealers not charging too much over the MSRP-
price list. Although probably not many motorcycles would be sold through the 
Internet, by using this approach, the company would avoid reverse channel 
conflict, i.e. channel conflict due to resellers’ Internet sales, because, as 
management stated, there is no way to avoid Internet management. 
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7.4 Suggestions for Future Research 
indings of this research indicate that the ways companies handle channel 
conflict is crucial for the outcome of the conflict. Future research should 
therefore provide managers with further insights on how to manage conflict 

in multiple marketing channels including the Internet.  

An obvious extension of this research would be to investigate resellers’ perspectives 
on conflict in multiple marketing channels with a focus on the Internet. Another 
apparent extension would be to conduct a survey of both producers’ and resellers’ 
perspectives on such channel conflict, in order to evaluate the findings of this 
research.

In this study, poor communication was pointed out as a major cause of channel 
conflict. Future research therefore needs to address communication management in 
multiple marketing channels including the Internet. Since the Extranet was pointed 
out as a valuable tool in reducing channel conflict, future research should provide 
managers with guidance of how an Extranet can be designed in order to best serve 
its purpose as a conflict reducer. Furthermore, quantitative empirical work is 
needed to evaluate whether one of the generally accepted causes of conflict—
differing perceptions of reality—should be replaced with poor communication, as 
the findings of this study indicate.

Moreover, is channel conflict really the most serious concern for companies when 
adding the Internet? The results from Forrester’s research, where 66 percent of the 
respondents indicated that channel conflict was the biggest issue facing 
manufacturers selling online, was based on a survey with only fifty manufacturers 
(cf. Gilbert & Bacheldor, 2000). Neither of the companies included in the present 
research, however, thought that channel conflict was the most serious concern 
when they added the Internet. Furthermore, management at both companies 
reported that it had not experienced more channel conflict because of the Internet 
than before that channel was added. Future research, therefore, is needed to 
address these issues. 

F
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Appendix 1 Examples of Cause-Related Issues from the Research Instrument 
used in the Three Channel Dyads (Rosenberg & Stern, 1971, p. 439) 

Conflict 
Cause 

Manufacturer-
Distributors 

Distributors- 
Dealers

Manufacturer- 
Dealers

Goals Distributors’ prime goal 
is to always increase his 
sales.

Distributor should be 
willing to sacrifice some 
of his short-run profits 
(one-year-basis) by 
following
manufacturer’s 
recommendation for 
making more profit in 
the long run. 

Distributor does not 
want to sacrifice his 
independence and 
discretion over his own 
business to the 
manufacturer. 

Dealer should prefer to tie 
up as little of his working 
capital as possible in 
equipment and parts 
inventory.

Dealer is basically a 
rugged individualist who 
wants the challenge of 
running his own business 
as he sees fit. 

Dealer has little desire to 
establish himself among 
his customers as an 
“authority” in this 
product line. 

Dealer often sells more 
Brand X in order to 
obtain incentive trips, 
although he may not 
make any profit on the 
extra sales. 

Dealer’s ability to install 
and service Brand X for 
the customer is more 
important than 
manufacturer’s ability to 
produce the “best” quality 
brand in the industry. 

It is to dealer’s advantage 
to add major sidelines to 
his business, rather than to 
concentrate fully on the 
primary product of Brand 
X.

Domains It is solely 
manufacturer’s 
responsibility to project 
the product mix for the 
coming year and to base 
production schedules 
upon it. 

Because of the high 
demand for Brand X 
during the summer, 
distributor should pre-
stock.

When offering funds for 
a joint promotion 
campaign, manufacturer 
is justified in specifying 
the exact ways in which 
funds may be spent by 
distributor and his 
dealers. 

When dealer returns a 
defective product, he 
should not incur any cost 
(e.g., handling charges). 

Distributor has the right 
to set sales quotas on 
dealer and to hold him 
accountable for them. 

When dealer has a serious 
complaint, he has the 
right to go over 
distributor’s head and 
discuss the matter with 
manufacturer. 

Manufacturer should set 
and enforce standards for 
dealer, to be sure the 
ultimate consumer is 
getting a fair value for his 
purchase of Brand X. 

Dealers have a right to 
register opinions to 
manufacturer regarding 
product design features 
and to get these 
suggestions incorporated 
into the product. 

Where breakdowns can be 
traced to manufacturer, 
dealer should receive labor 
and materials allowances 
from manufacturer. 
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Percep-
tions

Manufacturer is more 
willing to try new ideas 
in selling and sales 
promotion strategy than 
is distributor. 

Manufacturer is 
inflexible when 
distributor desires action 
on a special problem. 

Manufacturer is rapidly 
approaching the day 
when product quality 
and shortage problems 
will be eliminated. 

The more distributor 
helps dealer run his 
business, the greater 
dealer’s sales volume. 

Distributor is too strict in 
enforcement of credit 
terms and discounts 
involving dealer. 

Dealer is not 
promotional-minded 
enough.

Nearly every major 
manufacturer’s 
technological capability to 
produce a good product is 
about equal in his 
industry. 

Dealer’s success is more 
assured if he is tied to 
Brand X than if tied to 
any other brand. 

Manufacturer is fair and 
adequate from dealer’s 
point of view. 

Miscell-
aneous

Distributor often 
encounters difficulties in 
communicating with 
manufacturer and other 
distributors in order to 
obtain inventory items. 

Manufacturer hires 
away some of 
distributors’ best 
personnel.

Manufacturer withholds 
marketing research data 
from distributor. 

Distributor’s salesmen are 
typically pleasant when 
taking orders but less 
cooperative when 
complaints are made. 

Dealer does not 
implement all the training 
received from distributor. 

Distributor promises 
delivery to meet dealer’s 
request just to get past 
current problems, even at 
the risk of not being fully 
sure that distributor can 
make good his promises. 

Dealers are now less loyal 
toward manufacturer’s 
brands because the large 
corporation has displaced 
the family-owned firm. 

When manufacturer 
changes the specifications 
of a product, manufacturer 
is slow to inform dealer 
about the new product 
details.  

Dealer’s showroom area is 
very well maintained for 
demonstrations. 
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Appendix 2 Empirical Studies of Channel Conflict in Marketing Channels
Study Empirical 

Setting
Sample 
Size

Research 
Strategy

Research 
Approach 

Int-
er-

Quali-
tative

Quan-
titative

net

(Rosenberg & 
Stern, 1971) 

Manufacturer-
Distributor-
Dealers
(household
durables) US 

4 + 8 manu-
facturer
represent-
atives
+ 11 distri-
butors 
+ 87 dealers 

Survey
(mail
question-
naire & 
personal
interviews)

 X  

(Walker, 1972) Simulated 
Manufacturer-
Retailer
Channel
(students)  

72 students 
(36 manu-
facturer-
retailer
groups)

Experiment  X  

(Stern,
Sternthal, & 
Craig, 1973a, 
1973b, 1975) 

Simulated
Manufacturer-
Wholesaler
Channel
(students) US 

62
student 
groups

Experiment  X  

(Rosenberg, 
1974)

Manufacturer-
Reseller (air 
conditioning,
cosmetics,
fabrics,
groceries
gasoline, paper, 
sewing
machines,
soaps, etc) 
Multiple 
Marketing 
Channels

8 manu-
facturer
executives

Personal
interviews
(interview
guide, open-
ended 
questions) 

X   

(Lusch, 1976, 
1976)

Manufacturer-
Dealers
(automobiles)
US

567 dealers Survey  
(mail
question-
naire)

 X  

(Pearson & 
Monoky,
1976)

Wholesalers-
Retailers
(groceries) US 

54 dyads 
(retail
grocery
byers + their 
grocery
vendors 

Survey
(question-
naire)

 X  

(Brown & 
Frazier, 1978) 

Manufacturer-
Dealers
(automobiles)
US

26 dealers Survey 
(personal 
interviews)

 X  
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Study Empirical 
Setting

Sample 
Size

Research 
Strategy

Research 
Approach 

Int-
er-

Quali-
tative

Quan-
titative

net

(Etgar, 1979) Manufacturer-
Dealers
(furniture,
automobiles, 
liquor, shoes, 
insurance,
stereo) US 

138 dealers Survey 
(personal 
interviews)

 X  

(Dwyer, 1980) Simulated  
Bilateral
Duopoly
(students) US 

80 students 
(20 quads;  
2 manu-
facturers +
2 resellers/ 
quad) 

Experiment  X  

(Brown & 
Day, 1981) 

Manufacturer-
Dealer
(automobiles)
US

210 dealers Survey 
(question-
naire)

 X  

(Wilkinson,
1981)

Manufacturer-
Retailer (75 
brewer-hotel 
retailer dyads) 
Sydney

60 hotels 
(i.e. some 
hotels dealt 
with two 
breweries) 

Survey
(personal 
interviews)

 X  

(Achrol & 
Stern, 1988) 

Supplier-
Retailers (air 
conditioning,
automobiles, 
books, 
agricultural
equipment, 
computers, 
office supplies, 
TV/electronics 
etc)

333 retailers Survey  
(mail
question-
naire)

 X  

(Cunningham
& Pyatt, 1989) 

Manufacturers-
Distributors- 
End-users
(mid-range
computer 
systems) UK 

3 manu-
facturers
+ 6 
distributors 
+ 10 end-
user organi-
sations

Survey
(personal 
interviews + 
mail
question-
naires)

X X  

(Frazier, Gill, 
& Kale, 1989) 

Manufacturers-
Dealers
(tungsten
carbide tool 
industry) India 

51 dealers Survey 
(personal 
interviews)

 X  
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Study Empirical 
Setting

Sample 
Size

Research 
Strategy

Research 
Approach 

Int-
er-

Quali-
tative

Quan-
titative

net

(Anderson & 
Narus, 1990) 

Manufacturer- 
Wholesalers/
Distributors  
(more than 
100 industries) 

213 manu-
facturer
firms + 249 
distributor 
firms

Survey
(mail
question-
naire)

 X  

(Ong et al., 
1990)

Franchisor-
Franchisee
(petroleum) 
Perth,
Australia

61 + 36 
franchisees

Survey (mail 
question-
naire)

 X  

(Frazier & 
Rody, 1991) 

Suppliers-
Distributors 
(industrial
distributors 
with sales 
revenues
between US$ 
1 to US$ 10 
million) US 

300
distributors 

Survey (mail 
question-
naire)

 X  

(Ketilson,
1991)

Wholesalers-
Retailers
(retailer-
owned 
cooperative 
wholesaling-
retailing
system)
Canada

64 retailers Survey (mail 
question-
naire)

 X  

(Brown & 
Fern, 1992) 

Simulated
Manufacturers-
Wholesalers-
Retailers
Multiple 
Marketing 
Channels

22 student 
groups
(4 manu-
facturers
+ 6 whole-
salers + 12 
retailers)

Experiment  X  

(Dant & Schul, 
1992)

Franchisor-
Franchisee
(fast food 
restaurants) US 

176
franchisees

Survey
(personal 
interviews)

 X  

(Ganesan,
1993)

Vendor-
Retailers
(5 department 
store chains) 

100 retailers Survey (mail 
question-
naire)

 X  
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Study Empirical 
Setting

Sample 
Size

Research 
Strategy

Research 
Approach 

Int-
er-

Quali-
tative

Quan-
titative

net

(Nicholls,
Roslow, & 
Laskey, 1993) 

Manufacturers-
Retailers
(boat industry) 
US

253 retailers Survey 
(personal 
interviews)

 X  

(Price, 1993) Manufacturer-
Retailers
Manufacturer-
Franchisees
Multiple 
Marketing 
Channels
(furniture)

1026
retailers
+ 74 
franchisees
(same manu-
facturer)

Survey (mail 
question-
naire)

 X  

(Gundlach & 
Cadotte, 1994) 

Simulated
Manufacturer-
Distributor 
(simulated 
micro-
computer 
industry) 

88 student 
groups
(44 manu-
facturers
+ 44 
distributors) 

Experiment(
question-
naire)

 X  

(Kumar,
Scheer, & 
Steenkamp, 
1995)

Supplier-
Dealer
(automobiles)

417 dealers Survey (mail 
question-
naire)

 X  

(Rawwas,
Vitell, & 
Barnes, 1997) 

Wholesaler-
Retailer
(independent 
pharmacists)  

551 retailers Survey (mail 
question-
naire)

 X  

(Webb, 1997; 
Webb & 
Hogan, 2002)* 

Manufacturer/ 
Service
Provider-
Retailer
Multiple 
Marketing 
Channels
(computers, 
electrical
equipments, 
hosieries,
paging
services)
US

3 manu-
facturers
+ 1 service 
provider 

Case Studies  
(58 personal 
open-ended 
interviews*
+ 62 mail 
question-
naires)

X* X X 

* The qualitative part, with personal open-ended interviews, is not included in Webb and Hogan’s 
(2002) article. 
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Study Empirical 
Setting

Sample 
Size

Research 
Strategy

Research 
Approach 

Int-
er-

Quali-
tative

Quan-
titative

net

(Rohm, 2001) Manufacturer-
Retailer
Multiple 
Marketing 
Channels
(athletic
footwear, 
automotive,
financial
services,
stationery,
printing
equipment)  
US

5 Manu-
facturers

Case Studies 
(personal 
interviews)

X  X 

(Coelho et al., 
2003)

Manufacturer-
Resellers-
End-users
Multiple 
Marketing 
Channels
(Financial
Services)

62 financial 
services
organisa-
tions

Survey
(personal 
interviews)

 X X 

(Jelassi & 
Leenen, 2003) 

Manufacturer-
Reseller
Multiple 
Marketing 
Channels
(Motorcycle
manufacturer) 
Italy

1 manu-
facturer

Case Study 
(personal 
open-ended 
interviews + 
telephone
interviews)

X  X 
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Appendix 3 Interview Guide 

INTERVIEW GUIDE 

Name: _________________________________ Date: _________________ 

Company: ______________________________ Position: ______________ 

1) Describe your position at the company. How long have you been in this 
position? What are your job responsibilities and objectives? What prior 
position(s) did you have? 

2) How would you describe the business of your company and the markets 
which it serves? 

3) What distribution channels are used to serve these markets. How and when 
did they evolve? (Internet) 

4) Is your overall channel strategy viewed as a source of competitive advantage, 
or potentially so? If so, how? Does your distribution channel strategy differ in 
any important way compared to your competitors’ channel strategy? 

5) When you decided to start selling on the Internet, what were the main 
concerns which you had? 

6) What measures did you take to overcome or minimise these concerns? 

7) What risks did you think of when you considered bypassing resellers? 

8) When looking back, what would you have done differently (when adding 
the Internet)? 

9) What do you think are the causes of conflict between your distribution 
channels?

10) Which cause is the most important? 
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11) Has this changed in any way since the Internet was added as a distribution 
channel?

12) Has the Internet created more conflict among your channels? If so, in what 
way?

13) Has the Internet reduced channel conflict? If so, in what way? 

14) How do you establish the goals and objectives for each channel? 

15) Are there synergies between the different channels (products, pricing, 
promotion)? 

16) To what extent do your channels perform the same task or activity?

17) To what extent do your various channels interact with the same clients or 
customers? 

18) Do your channels’ managers argue about customers to serve? If so, how 
often?

19) To what extent do your different channels market identical products and/or 
services?

20) Are your channels sometimes arguing with each other because of different 
views on some issues? If so, why? 

21) How do you communicate your distribution strategy to your resellers? 

22)  Do you view communication as important in order to avoid channel 
conflict? If so, in what way? 

23) To what extent can you decide the marketing strategy of your resellers? 
(store, e-tailer, etc)? 

24) What issues do your channels argue about? (Customers served/Products or 
Services offered/Prices/Allocation of Resources/Compensation etc.) 

25) How often do they argue about these issue(s)? 

26) Do you think that these issues sometimes are dangerous to the company? If 
so, why? If not, why not?
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27) How important are these issues to the company’s overall performance, and 
ultimately, its profitability? 

28) Among those issues you mentioned, which conflict issue is/was the most 
important?

29) When do you think a channel conflict can become dangerous for the 
organisation?

30) How can you find out about a channel conflict within your distribution 
system? (Methods to measure/Customer complaints/Personnel 
complaints/Reseller complaints) 

31) Is there any structured manner that helps identify and measure channel 
conflicts?

32) Do you today have the same approach to Internet sales, compared to when 
you first introduced the Internet channel? (products, prices, brand name) 

33) Was the channel conflict that occurred when adding the Internet channel 
positive to your company? If so, how? 

34) Was the channel conflict that occurred when adding the Internet channel 
dangerous to your company? If so, how? 

35) How did channel members respond to the channel conflict? 

36) How did customers respond to the channel conflict? 

37) How do you resolve disputes between your channels?
(Guidelines, exchange-of-personnel, negotiations, etc./Price levels/Product 
versions/Brand name/Compensation/Relational norms) 

38) What price levels do you utilize in your different channels? (Higher or lower 
online prices, identical prices in all marketing channels, auction pricing, etc.).

39) Do your online prices include shipping costs? 

40) Do you view pricing as a source of channel conflict? If so, compared to other 
conflict sources, is it a bigger or smaller source of conflict? 

41) Do the chosen price levels aim at avoiding channel conflict? 
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42) Has the pricing method changed from before adding the Internet until 
today?

43) Can the products which are sold online be purchased through other 
distribution channels? If not, how different are the products offered through 
various channels? (minor/major changes) 

44) Do you think it is possible to sell the same product under different names 
and through different channels in order to charge different prices? What 
would customers’ reactions be? 

45) Same scenario, but different brand names? 

46) Does your company compensate any of the other distribution channels for 
online sales? If so, how? 

47) Overall, what impact, if any, have the Internet and e-commerce had on your 
overall channel strategy and channel structure? 

48) What impact has the characteristics of the Internet had on channel conflict, 
channel strategy and channel structure? 

49) How satisfied are you with your current channel strategy? What would you 
like to change in this strategy? How do you see it in the future? 

50) Is there anything else that you would like to add? Are there other people at 
your company that I should talk to? 








